100 New Decorating Ideas for the Personal World of Bedroom and Bath

French Cooking Without Tears

SPECIAL SECTION:
Kitchen Plans for New and Old Homes
Six basic garden projects to do yourself
Your Home Deserves
the Luxury of Formica Milano

Picture yourself surrounded by the lush splendor of this new Formica pattern in your kitchen or bathroom. Furniture tops or window sills of any of the three different shades can add a touch of gracious living to any home.

Milano is the most versatile pattern ever attained in long-lasting, easy-to-clean, inexpensive Formica. Produced by our new Kaleidoscopic process, the beautiful and delicate design never repeats itself, but gives millions of different, subtle color shadings in an ever-changing pattern.

To see samples of Milano, call on the man who can work Formica magic in your home. He is your Formica fabricator and you can find him listed under "plastic" in your classified phone book.

Free! Send for new color folders of kitchen and bathroom ideas. If you would like plans for the Formica Vanity® unit illustrated, send 10¢ to Formica

FORMICA
4651 Spring Grove Ave.,
Cincinnati 32, Ohio

In Canada:
Arnold Banfield & Co. Ltd.
Oakville, Ontario
Given to you... FOR YOUR LIBRARY

If you join the Club now and agree to buy six books during the next year from among at least 100 made available
	his "Big" Dictionary or one of these
Valuable Sets

The Dictionary is almost the size of this page

A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION... This introductory offer is presented as a demonstration of three marked advantages of membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club. First, as a member, you will find that you are kept from missing the important new books. Second, you get Club choices at a considerable saving—an average of about 20% less than the retail price, over the past two years. And third, you share in about $12,000,000 worth of money thus saved is invested in editions of its selections at prints enormous editions of its selections at a great saving in manufacturing costs. The Second World War • Abraham Lincoln

THE SIX BOOKS YOU AGREE TO BUY within your first year of membership can be chosen from among the Club Selections and Alternates. During the year at least 100 good books will be made available to you, from which to choose. You receive a careful advance description of each monthly Selection and if you think it is a book you would not enjoy, you send back a form (always provided) specifying some other book you may want. Or you may say: "Send me nothing."

THE LIBRARY SET OR THE DICTIONARY WILL BE SENT AT ONCE. They will be sent with the first book you order from the Club. For a list of good books from which you can make your selection, please see coupon.

AFTER BUYING SIX BOOKS—and as long as you remain a member—you will receive a Book-Dividend, a beautiful or useful library volume, with every second book you buy from among the Club Selections and Alternates.

YOU MAY CANCEL YOUR MEMBERSHIP any time after buying six books. Membership in the Club is for no fixed period, continuing until notice of cancellation is received from the member.
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*Trademark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. and in Canada
Why it's wise for you to insist on sterling

We urge you to remember two things about sterling: It will be with you always. And more than anything else, it will reflect the standard of living you've set for your home.

Reed & Barton artisans take special pride in creating such a proud possession. If you will study the three patterns shown, you will see how adaptable they are. And when you hold a piece of Reed & Barton sterling in your hands, you'll “feel” the fine balance, the solid silver weight.

Remember, too, you may buy Reed & Barton sterling in the same easy way you buy other fine things today. Why not start with several place settings—to “show off your silver”—and pay for it as you enjoy it. Or, you may start with just one piece and add to it. The Reed & Barton sterling pattern you love will always be available.

*Knife, fork, teaspoon, soup spoon, salad fork, butter spreader. Federal Tax incl. At all leading silverware stores, or write Reed & Barton, Dept. A-61.

REED & BARTON
SILVERMASTERS SINCE 1824 • TAUNTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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On the cover:
The glitter of gold, the sheen of silk, the soft glow of subdued colors bring new radiance to the bedroom. "Fantasia Duette" bed coverlet and petticoat by Craig Creations. "Forsythia" embroidered organdy curtains by Ottova. Available at Lord & Taylor, New York, and Neiman-Marcus, Dallas. Silk wall covering by Louis W. Benven, Inc. Wool carpeting by Archibald Holmes & Son. For shopping information, please see page 116.
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If you have specific questions on homefurnishings, houses or gardens shown in this issue, please write to House & Garden Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Ottavia

Brass
the precious metal of decorating

The Ottavia collection—over 65 pieces of imported hardware.

Fleur de Lys holdback, antique finish, 10.00 per pair.
Rose holdback, antique finish, 22.50 per pair.
Star holdback, bright finish, green lacquer ground, 17.50 per pair.
Pole ends, arrowhead and feathers, antique finish, 20.00 per set.
Dahlia holdback, antique finish, 10.00 per pair.
Chestnut Leaf pole bracket, antique finish, 15.00 per pair.
Plume holdback, antique finish, 22.50 per pair.
Hook, bright finish, four sizes, 1.50 to 3.00 each.

at Lord & Taylor
and selected stores and decorators coast to coast.
HOW TO SUCCEED
WHILE YOU'RE STILL YOUNG

IT SURPRISES many people to learn that the average age of the men who respond to our advertisements is closer to forty than to twenty. But it’s not hard to understand why this is true!

Most young men are satisfied with their progress in business. Their native ability and energy are enough to win them regular promotions and salary increases. They find success only a matter of time.

But the day comes, often with a shocking suddenness, when this easy and casual progress ends abruptly.

Many a man wakes up with a start in his thirties or forties to find that his income has leveled off, and that promotions have ceased.

"I’m not getting ahead as fast as I should," he says to himself. "Where am I going to be ten years from now?"

Why does this pathetic pattern appear in so many promising careers?

The answer is simple: Sheer ability and energy can carry a man to the mid-way point in business . . . but only a thorough knowledge of business fundamentals can help him beyond that point.

If you realize that fact while time is still on your side—and act on it—you can succeed while you’re still young.

FREE... "FORGING AHEAD IN BUSINESS"

We do not claim that you must have the Alexander Hamilton Course in order to succeed in business. But we do say that you cannot succeed without what is in the Course!

All the Institute does is offer you a convenient and time-saving means of bringing this knowledge to you in your spare time; and in a form that has proved to be practical and effective for more than forty years.

So that you may judge for yourself whether or not you think the Institute can help you, we have published an informative 48-page book titled "Forging Ahead in Business."

We believe that this little book will help any man get down to bedrock in his thinking; however, there’s no cost or obligation for it because—frankly—we’ve never been able to put a price on it that would reflect its true value.

Some men have found a fortune in its pages.

If you would like a complimentary copy of "Forging Ahead in Business", simply sign and return the coupon below. It will be mailed to you promptly.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
Dept. 424, 71 West 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.
In Canada: 57 Bloor St., W., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Please mail me, without cost, a copy of the 48-page book—"FORGING AHEAD IN BUSINESS"

Name:____________________________________
Firm Name:________________________________
Business Address:__________________________
Position:__________________________________
Home Address:_____________________________
The timeless aspect of furniture designed by Harvey Probber

913 Dining Chair
897 Flip-Top Table
726 Cane Cabinet
712 Four drawer cabinet

899 Stone-Brass Table
68 Sofa with Filler Table
915 Cane Pull-up Chair

HARVEY PROBBER, INC.

THROUGH DEALERS AND DECORATORS AT:

New York: 120 Fifth Avenue
Chicago: 638 Merchandise Mart
Cleveland: 1240 Huron Road
Houston: 3131 Calhoun Road
Dallas: Decorative Center
Milwaukee: 249 N. Water Street
Philadelphia: 1825 Wylie Street
St. Louis: 10 South Hanley Road
Boston: 661 Beacon Street
Miami: 1 N. E. 40th Street
San Francisco: 451 Jackson Street
Kansas City: 3939 Broadway

AND AT FINER STORES

Write for Brochure Department H-10

HOUSE & GARDEN
Which home is easiest to air condition?

Any home is easy—with Worthington equipment. Worthington Climate Man’s “see-it-yourself” demonstration shows how!

Why throw in the towel over sleepless summer nights, sticky, tiring days, and messy dust and dirt the year ‘round?

Worthington’s CLIMATE MAN can show you how to enjoy comfortable weather in your home from one end of the year to the other. Unique color transparencies demonstrate the equipment you need, where it will fit, how it will look in your home.

And you'll learn about other benefits of Worthington air conditioning . . . how it filters out dust and dirt to keep your home clean . . . and holds humidity in check to keep you comfortable.

Most important, your CLIMATE MAN will show you the complete cost picture, too—with a careful estimate of installation and operating expenses.

Send coupon for free booklet or call your nearest Worthington dealer for an appointment with the CLIMATE MAN. Worthington Corp., Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Div., Section A.6.10-G, Harrison, N. J.

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION by Worthington CLIMATE MAN explains how to select air conditioning equipment, how much it costs. Color transparencies let you see how installation looks in your home.

WORTHINGTON

CLIMATE ENGINEERS TO INDUSTRY, BUSINESS AND THE HOME
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It's time somebody did something to take the mess and mystery out of brewing tea. It's natural it should be Ekco, the greatest name in housewares, who at last has modernized the old-fashioned tea pot. Whether you like your tea brewed from bags or leaves, Ekco's new Teamakers will brew tea as tea should be—piping hot and perfect every time, with no muss!

**Tea-bagger**

**TEAMAKER**

Designed just for tea bag brewing. Sparkling "see-thru" bowl tells you tea strength at a glance. When tea is ready, lift bag to top of Tea-Bagger—pour. You enjoy perfect tea with no soggy tea bags to dispose of. Smartly-styled Pyrex bowl snaps out of stainless steel frame for easy cleaning.

Attractively gift-boxed set of two, $3.95

**Teakoe**

**TEAMAKER**

Ends guesswork in tea brewing. New Flavor Control Basket lets tea leaves uncurl to give you perfect tea in exactly 3 minutes. Then just lift out and all your tea leaves are in one Basket for additional brewing or easy disposal. Graceful modern design in sparkling glass and stainless steel.

In colorful gift box, $7.95.

Ekco Products Co., Chicago 39, III. Available wherever fine housewares are sold in U.S. and Canada

**PEOPLE IN HOUSE & GARDEN**

John Carden Campbell and Worley K. Wong are a San Francisco architectural team who have shared T-squares and collaborated in creative building designs since 1946. Their blueprint for a "richer, more attractive small house than one can usually do on a limited budget" is on page 67.

In it you will discover how Siamese teak shojis solved problems of water glare, and preserved a view. To Mr. Campbell and Mr. Wong goes the 1956 Progressive Architecture Award (they now have seven), for an impressive number of projects from the firm's drawing boards.

Alice Winchester, under whose editorship Antiques Magazine has become the bible of students and connoisseurs, gives you an article on early American craftsmanship, on page 132. Educated at Smith College, at the Sorbonne and Grenoble, Miss Winchester has brought both love and philosophy to her study of pre-Revolutionary heirlooms. She believes that the heart and history of a people can be read in their belongings, and that to appreciate them is to span both past and present. Miss Winchester helped to organize and is a co-sponsor of Colonial Williamsburg's annual Antiques Forum and has written four knowledgeable books on her subject.

Andy Rooney, whose sociological study of not watching TV appears on page 121, has been well steeped in television's ferment. He wrote for Arthur Godfrey for six years, but got tired of hearing, "What's he really like?" and finally quit. In World War II he was a Stars and Stripes reporter. He has written several books, including Conqueror's Peace. ("Widely read by my father and mother", he says.) He edited a collection of stories by Overseas Press Club members, did radio reporting for CBS, and had a show of his own but was dropped for being "too controversial." Currently he is kept busy not writing a book about Godfrey. (Mrs. Rooney feels that there is no money in this occupation!)

William L. Worden, whose wanderlust produced the cloud-hopping travel article on page 13, has a penchant for visiting tiny islands where nobody else goes. He has been commuting in and out of the Orient for a dozen years, first as a World War II correspondent for the Associated Press, later in the Korean War for the Saturday Evening Post. With Major General William Dean, he wrote "The General Dean Story". A recent tour of the Pacific was his fourth.
The Cadillac car has always been a great favorite with the ladies. And for 1956, we feel certain that it will etch itself even more deeply in their affections. Certainly, they will take it to their hearts all the more for its great new beauty. Surely, they will have an even higher regard for the car insofar as interior luxury is concerned. And once they have driven it, we know they will have even greater admiration for Cadillac's magnificent performance. If you have counted Cadillac as your favorite, we suggest that you see and drive this latest version of the "car of cars" soon. We think you'll find that you've admired Cadillac long enough—and that the time has come to start enjoying one!
Beautiful and Practical Plan for Premium Space

Dual-purpose rooms are the modern rule... coordinated for function and tuned to the times as perfectly as this living-dining area. Here every detail... every piece and accessory has been carefully chosen for maximum use of light, space and air. You'll find Mohawk Carpets have never been so lovely in design, texture and color... Imperial Washable Wallpapers as fresh, new and delightful... Drexel Furniture so smartly designed for free-and-easy livability. Yes, these three famous manufacturers, Drexel Furniture Co., Drexel, N.C., Imperial Paper & Color Corp., Glens Falls, N.Y., and Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc., Amsterdam, N.Y., have all joined to present the setting shown above... to prove how easy it is for you to plan your rooms with a practical purpose.
Mohawk CARPETS

Valatia, a Mohawk patented Wilton weave, sets the mood...unifies the living and dining areas...flows from wall-to-wall adding a look of extra-spaciousness. Woven of 3 ply yarns of finest imported wools in an exciting sculptured scroll, Valatia comes in 10 modern colors...can be yours for as little as $10 a month. Only Mohawk makes carpeting for every decor, every purse. See your Mohawk dealer today for Home means more with Carpet on the floor.

Imperial Washable WALLPAPERS

These lovely washable wallpapers provide the perfect background for showing off these beautiful rooms. They’re as economical as they are eye-catching too, because they’ll keep that "newly decorated" look for years...precision-trimmed for easy hanging and guaranteed completely washable...they’re a must for all smart wall decorations. Let your Imperial dealer show you the host of colors and patterns he has for your home today. Patterns illustrated are Climbing Vine 8342 and Labyrinth 8361.

Drexel

makes the difference in Biscayne®, tawny walnut and pecan group spiced with bright brass touches! Open-stock, for living, dining, bedrooms. Write for name of nearest store and your "Portfolio of Fine Furniture" on Drexel’s traditional, provincial and modern groups —35¢ in coin to Huffman Rd., Drexel, N.C.
It's a grand and glorious feeling!

You're bound to have the time of your life on a Grace Line Cruise to South America. Playing on the sunny beach deck or partying in the glamorous night club, you'll love the life you live aboard a Santa liner. From the gaiety of an outdoor buffet luncheon to the fun of excursions ashore in colorful tropical ports, you'll love every restful, zestful moment of your holiday of holidays.

Twelve-day Caribbean Cruises on the famous Santa Rosa and Santa Paula. Also 16-18 Day Caribbean Cruises on modern cargo-passenger Santas. Sailings from New York every Friday. All rooms outside, each with private bath... light, airy dining rooms... outdoor, tiled swimming pools.

For cruise brochure see your Travel Agent or Grace Line, 3 Hanover Square, New York 4, N. Y.
If you plan to fly to Tokyo or Manila or to Australia for the Olympic Games, you will be grateful for the stopover islands.

The Pacific and Indian Oceans, plus the South China Sea, are a great nuisance to air lines. Although luxurious aircraft now offer bunks and good bars, nobody yet has managed to wean the things. Until they do, there must be an occasional stop for thirsty engines, no matter how pressing the business in Tokyo or how promising the races in Melbourne. These trans-oceanic stops (excepting Honolulu, which has its own press agents and needs no help from me) are the excuse for this discourse. Taipei, on Formosa, has some intrinsic interest; and Guam supports a tropical chamber of commerce. But all the others share one distinction: nobody ever goes there except to get somewhere else. A hat salesman headed for Prince Rupert, British Columbia, will change planes at Sandspit, in the Queen Charlotte islands, whether he likes it or not; and a flying fisherman has to stop at Annette island in order to catch a seaplane to Ketchikan, Alaska. Cold Bay, on the Alaska peninsula, and Shemya, in the Semichi islands, are alternate stops on the Great Circle aerial route to Asia. Wake island is viewed, willy-nilly, by the Tokyo vacationer on a southern route. Passengers headed for Manila first stop at Guam (free coffee and sandwiches) or Kwajalein; and many riding between Tokyo and Hongkong make the unsettling acquaintance of Taipei. Canton island and Nandi, in the Fiji group, break the long jump between Honolulu and New Zealand or Australia; and Labuan is an overnight stop between North Borneo and Darwin, Australia—and just why anybody should go to either of those places can be a mystery. Cocos is a dot on that good map of Southeast Asia which naturally you always keep handy.

My love affair with pint-sized islands began in 1943, with Shemya, one of the world's most unlikely islands to become enamored of. Still, I think my affection is justified. On a cold Spring morning, I took off from Massacre Bay, on Attu island, in a lumbering seaplane. Below us, hospital ships were rapidly filling; and the fog hiding Attu's mountains was punctuated with gunfire. My natural aversion to whistling lead had been increased during a week's battle ashore, and the main attraction of the upcoming fifty-mile flight was that nobody would be shooting at me personally.

I was less happy when the plane nosed down over three tiny islands of the Semichi group: there was no harbor in the bluff-fringed coastline, the low humps barely stuck out of a gray sea, and the water looked just as it was—barely warm enough to be liquid. Long grass grew in great tufts on the tundra, a thousand puddles wore ice skins, and the frigid wind tore at the plane while bending the low island hushes. But presently I made one wonderful discovery: American soldiers were walking ashore from landing boats, standing up and not even fingering their rifles. Shemya was the best island in the world, because there were no Japanese on it. Subsequent visits haven't changed my opinion greatly. It's no place for a retirement homestead; much of the tundra has been bulldozed flat, piers seldom last out the winter storms, and there is no record of local sunstroke. But in its own way, it's a fairly nice place. In (Continued on page 15)
Island Hopping with BWIA

Fast and frequent service from New York to the Caribbean is now being offered by B.O.A.C. From Bermuda, British West Indian Airways (the Caribbean associate of B.O.A.C.) will transport you on luxurious new VISCOUNTS to such enchanted islands as Puerto Rico, Barbados, Trinidad, Jamaica and Nassau. Each differs in its own way from the others, but all offer excellent accommodations in charming hotels and cottage colonies.

The sun-worshiper will revel in the coral beaches, where the water is as clear as an aquamarine—and about the same color. For the active sportsman, there is skin-diving, sailing, golf, tennis and some of the finest fishing in the world. On arrival in Tobago (a half-hour flight on BWIA from Port of Spain, Trinidad) take a side trip to Bird of Paradise Island. To do this, you will have to obtain a government landing permit (48 cents B.W.I. from your hotel).

What to take: camera, sport clothes, a lightweight topper for evenings (it sometimes gets breezy at night), dancing clothes. Things to try: papaya, mangoes, heart of palm salad, conch.

Write for brochure and rates. On the ocean—14 PAl.M SPRINGS travel agent, or write Mr. Deeds direct.

ARIZONA

PATAcONIA


TUCSON

Thunderbird . . . a real ranch with pool, horseback, finest foods, all activities in a “do as you like” atmosphere. Oct.-May. Box 1458, Tucson, Ariz.

Westward Look Ranch Inn, Luxurious resort in desert foothills. Riding, heated pool. Amen, also, all year. Rt. 6, Box 259, Tucson, Ariz. 3-2969.

ARKANSAS

HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK

Arlington Hotel & Baths

Occupational fatigue, arthritis and high blood pressure patients fndd it to the magic touch of these supreme radio-active waters in our complete Bathhouse right in hotel. Go direct from your room in robes and slippers. Golf, riding, night spots. Run­ ning at Oaklawn. Excellent cuisine. Social diversion. For folder and rates address R. E. McEachin, General Manager.

CALIFORNIA

PALM SPRINGS

El Mirador Hotel

The fabulous desert paradise of 21 sun-blessed acres. Where world celebrities & leaders of the social scene mingle with tourists, socialites & horsemen. All recreational facilities, in­ cluding the beautiful Olympic swimming pool. The ultimate in luxurious living & fine food. The surroundings distinguished resort hotel. Make winter season reservations now. See your travel agent, or write El Mirador, Palm Springs, Cal.

FLORIDA

PUNTA GORDA

Hotel Charlotte Harbor

Majestic private estate overlooking Charlotte Harbor on the West Coast. A complete resort with championship 18 hole golf course, private beach at door, mammoth swimming pool, fast redwood tennis courts, fishing and other sports. Dancing, Communal social life. For booklet and rate schedule, write direct, or N. Y. Reservation Office, 638 5th Avenue, Circle 9-9560.

MISSISSIPPI

PASCAGOULA

Longfellow House

Century-old live oaks, nodding palms add charm to antebellum home, modern cottages in southern setting of malls, canyons on Gulf Coast, Fish, crime, soil, golf, play laws games. Excell­ ent cuisine. Conveniently located between Mo­ bile (Bellingrath Gardens) and New Orleans. Yacht harbor, airport. Moderate rates. Write for colorful folder.

PAcIFIC

SAN DIEGO

Pomander Gate has all the restful charm of a large country estate catering to the discriminating. Supcri cuisine. Beach privileges. Write direct.

WASHINGTON

Bamalcolm Club

The luxurious Caribbean resort club with pre­ emption to suit every discerning taste. Club privileges, three private ocean beaches, cabins, sports and social activities. Reserved restaurant, exceptional service. March, April weather is wonderful. Enterst at advantageous rates. Consult your travel agent or Leonard P. Brickett, Rep. Hotel Roosevelt, Madison Avenue at 46th Street, N. Y. M. 9-3667.

BERMUDA

PACIFIC

Paget

Paget Gate has all the natural charm of a large country estate catering to the discriminating. Supcri cuisine. Beach privileges. Write direct.

WHITE SANDS

Berluda's perfect vacation spot: comfort, quiet, exclusive, beautiful sandy beach, defeat accommodations, special family plans. Write,
1943, there was a sea parrot on one of the beaches, a thick-skulled little bird who could by only awkwardly but had the wonderful attribute of not giving a hoot who came to Shemya, went away again or won the war. Shove a finger near him and he'd try to take it off with his hooked beak—but nothing short of a bulldozer could get him off the beach.

Abandoned in 1951, Shemya recently was reoccupied by civilian air line employees. The Orient-bound traveler almost always stops there, but usually is on the ground only half an hour or so. It's time to stretch, perhaps to feel the cold blast of a williwaw, almost certainly long enough to get rained on at least once.

If some airline difficulty makes the stay longer, don't feel too badly. In the worst weather, the buildings will stand up. They've already taken every element the North Pacific and Bering can throw at them; and the place looks much more dangerous in a storm than it really is. If you're lucky enough to have a bright day (there are such, when the sun's brilliant and the sea sparkles) take a walk. Perhaps you can find a surviving Aleut barbara (which will make you appreciate your own home), or a blue fox, or certainly a soaring raven, forever complaining. And if you see a sea parrot on the beach, just tip your hat for me.

Propriety at Cold Bay

The alternate stop at Cold Bay differs from Shemya mainly in that the airfield is surrounded by miles of impassable tundra rather than high waves. It was known in pre-war Alaska mainly as the province of a Russian Orthodox priest who had solved one of the most common problems of the informal Aleut natives. In the good father's domain, there were no illegitimate children. Whenever a village maiden showed certain signs, the priest took measures: he collared the nearest unmarried fisherman and promptly saw to the wedding of the happy couple—being himself big enough to ensure it. His theory was simple: “If he's not guilty of this one, he's guilty of another.”

Of course, not all my favorite island specks are beset by cold winds. For example, Canton island sits 166 miles south of the equator; and possibly fewer people palpatate for it than for She-

(Continued on page 129)
SHOPPING

You may order all merchandise shown in Shopping Around (editorially and in advertisements) by writing directly to the shops. Enclose check or money order.

"Glimpse mirrors." White porcelain frames decorated with bas relief pink roses and green leaves are the perfect companions for a feminine bedroom, the guest bath room. Hexagonal in shape, they come with hanging rings. We suggest that you use velvet ribbon! 4" over-all. $2.95 plus 25c postage the pair. Helen Gallagher, 413 Fulton, Peoria, Ill.

Hummel book ends. You'll want to add this pair to your family of Hummel children. Both the girl and the boy are enchanting; both are finished in the lovely patina which Sister Hummel made famous. Each little figurine measures 5" x 4½". $15 postpaid the pair. Hildegarde Studio, Department HG2, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn.

An elegant brooch reminiscent of French court days: the sterling silver feather pin. Hand wrought of heavy silver, it is three inches long, is fitted with a safety catch. $3. The matching sterling silver earrings make a flattering frame for the face. $3. The set complete is $5 ppd. Tax incl. Jamaica Silversmith, HG2, 79-32 164th St., Jamaica, New York.

A small arrangement of flowers topped by a single candle makes a charming centerpiece for dinner à deux. Shown here is a three-footed container designed like three tiny cornucopias. In the center is a candle cup. Made of white pottery, it will complement any period of decoration. 4" high. $2.95 ppd. Ziff, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.
order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

To mix or to match:
these sterling silver guard rings. Let imagination guide your choice. Rings come in three ways: undecorated sterling ($1.50); set with real turquoise ($2.95 each; $5 for two); set with "fake" rubies, emeralds, sapphires or diamonds ($2.95 each). Postpaid Tax Incl. Order from Ruth Brawer, Box 4035, Tucson, Ariz.

The child's room needs the clever two-in-one furniture set shown here. Wrought iron is used for both frames. The seat is made with a non-sag spring covered in plastic (pink, blue or yellow). 14" square x 12" high. Table has an easy-to-clean surface on one side, a blackboard on the other. 15" x 12" x 18". $7.95. Exp. coll. Hobi, HG2, 15 West 57th St., New York.

Perfect vane for the country house, for the barn or garage: this Chanticler. Made of cast aluminum finished in rust resistant black and gold, it has a sensitive wind indicator (the arrow) and easy-to-read directional letters. About 19" x 23", this vane is easy to install. $11.95 postpaid. Cape Cod Cupola Company, HG2, 408 Hawthorn St., New Bedford, Mass.

The wall desk will bring comfort and efficiency to the kitchen, the nursery or the entrance hall. Shown here is one made of natural finish birch. Easy to install on the wall or door, it has compartments for writing paper, pencils and books. When open the writing surface is 20" x 14". Overall: 21" x 15" x 2½". $6.95 ppd. Elron, 225 West Erie, Chicago.

The broad view calls for short, wide curtains—lovely lady's embroidered "Punchboard" muslin. 30 or 35 inches long—45 inches wide each side, pair 7.95. 72 inches each side, pair 11.95 valences, each 2.95. Lord & Taylor—424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

The "Vicki"
For that feminine accent—choose the "Vicki"! Here's a quality chair, attractively priced, with charm and comfort for your cherished moments of relaxation in boudoir or dressing room. Frame of sturdy construction hardwoods: coil springs on webbing interlaced with steel strips. Beautifully upholstered in finest spot-proof velvet in Lipstick Red, Rose, Gold, Topaz Brown, Turquoise, Sage Green, Leaf and Emerald. (Samples on request.) H. 32"; W. 23"; Seat Depth 17"; Seat Height 17". Only 834.30. (Your) fabric. 3 yds. 54"; 4'A yd* 36", 828.50. Express Collect. No C.O.D. For folder, "Hunt Galleries' Prevue", send 10c.

A SHIRT and BLOUSE BOOKLET
Will hold 4 Individual Shirts or Blouses as well as Sweaters next and clean. Made of heavy scuff-resistant Polyethylene, tapebound with heavy binding. 18" x 12" with full angle zipper across the cover for air-tight storage. At this special low price you had better stock up while the supply lasts. Order by No. G 760. Only $1.00 postpaid Three for 2.85 ppd. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Write for free Gift Catalog.

Writen for
DOWNS & CO.
Dept. 1472A, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

Marriage Medal
Not to be confused with the Croix de Guerre, but a precious way to say "I love you". Recalls from moments to years of wedded bliss. A perfect momento for "her" charm bracelet, or "his" key chain. In Sterling Silver
1" dia. 34.1/4" dia. 53; 1-1/2" dia. 57
In 12 Kt. Gold Filled
1" dia. 34; 1-1/4" dia. 53; 1-1/2" dia. 57
In 14 Kt. Solid Gold
1" dia. 31; 1-1/4" dia. 53; 1-1/2" dia. 54
State full name and number of years married. Prices include engraving, fed. tax and post. Presented in a smart flannel pouch.

Wayne Silversmiths
546 Y 50, BROADWAY, YONKERS, N. Y.
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**THE HUNTER CANDLESTICK**

**Newly popularized**

*The Pennsylvania Candlestick*

9¼" high, copy of a handmade brass candlestick in the possession of a descendant of the Hunter family, early settlers of Berks County. Historical sketch accompanies each candlestick.

Perfect for your coffee table, desk, or a pair for your mantle.

Beautifully polished solid brass, gift boxed with candle, each $8.50 postpaid in U.S.

Exclusive with

Mary Hunter Mayer House
428 Walnut Street
Reading, Pa.

---

**Kills Fleas while Cats Nap**

What a wonderful gift for your cat! The miraculous new *Kitty Coofic-* also kills fleas and lice while cats nap. From even softest chair or sofa. No risk soiled paper and sooty ash. Scientific draft design minimizes hazards and neighbor-annoying nuisance of blowing burned paper and sooty ash. Simply tilt hood —load —burn. Safely outdoors!

Valid in over 3 bu. cap. —$17.95 ppd. Money back guarantee.

— Deluxe and stainless steel models to $65.00 also available.

**Shopping**

**BURNS TRASH SAFELY OUTDOORS!**


Deluxe and stainless steel models to $65.00 also available.

**DOOR KNOCKER**

With a message. The brass plated traditional design shown here is perfect to use on the kitchen door. Engraved with the word “Hurry” it will make a package laden messenger cheerful. And it is amazingly low priced, too. About 1¾" x 3¼" overall. $1 postpaid for one. Order from Elizabeth McCaffrey, Department HG2, Orange, New Jersey.

**Hooks**

For a Provincial kitchen. These sturdy, well designed hooks are made of steel finished in black. They are the perfect size and weight to use for hanging copper molds and pots. Each measures 2½" long. The set of six comes with the necessary screws for mounting. $2.95 postpaid the set.

$5.75 for two sets. Laurie & Co., HG2, 507 Fifth Ave., New York.

**Pearl**

Of small price and great beauty is the cultured pearl. We show here a 17" string of graduated matched cultured pearls which any woman of good taste will be delighted to wear. The sterling silver filigree clasps add the perfect finish. Consider this for an anniversary or graduation gift. $12.95 ppd. Tax incl. Beverly Baker, Box 135, Darien, Conn.

---

**Authentic Antiques in Cast Iron—Aluminum By J. F. Day & Co.**

**Rich Woods Fern Pattern**

Old Fashioned 'Round the Tree Bench

**Hooks**

Authentic in price, quality, beauty and appearance. A native of the abundant to settle all needs. For sale to the trade as a pattern and sold by mail. Each pattern is $2.00 and $2.50.

J. F. DAY & CO. Dept. HG2, Orange, New Jersey.
AROUND

If you’re giving up poker and dice for shoes and rice you won’t be interested in the merits of Poker Pal, a most remarkable calculator. It does two things for a player: (1) indicates the hand you need when set for the kind of game, number of players, wild cards; (2) gives odds for making a winning hand. $1. ppd. Perrygraf, 150 S. Barrington, Los Angeles.

In winter the birds find the pickings lean. So why don’t you erect this feeder in your garden? Made of aluminum and rustproof chrome plated fittings, it has two 15" trays finished in baked green enamel. Mount it on a 5/8" (inside diameter) iron pipe or hang it. Holds 1/2 pounds of feed. 99.50 ppd. From Cowap, Dept. H62, 2423 Ridgeway, Evanston, Ill.,

You can make professional looking French pleats on your draperies if you use Pleat-A-Minute, your new drapery crinoline. Easy to handle, it is completely concealed by your fabric. No tape, no heading hem shows from the front. Order as many yards as your fabric is wide. 35c a yard. Order from Carabao, Dept. GP, 2750 Hyde St., Box 3689, San Francisco.

HANG THESE BEAUTIFUL Dacron Curtains

IN YOUR OWN HOME

10 DAYS FREE

IF DELIGHTED THEN PAY ONLY 50^ PER WEEK PER PAIR!

SAVE UP TO $15 A PAIR • 35 SIZES • 4 STYLES • 4 COLORS

LOOK AT THESE BARGAIN PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUFFLED—Extra Wide</th>
<th>New</th>
<th>Width per pair</th>
<th>Length Usually</th>
<th>Pair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO STRETCHING</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>72&quot;</td>
<td>82 94&quot;</td>
<td>11.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO IRONING</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>99&quot;</td>
<td>94 99&quot;</td>
<td>12.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROT MILDWEATHER</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>112&quot;</td>
<td>99 99&quot;</td>
<td>15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROOF</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>132&quot;</td>
<td>99 99&quot;</td>
<td>16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASH—DRY—HANG IN MINUTES</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>Width per pair</td>
<td>Length Usually</td>
<td>Pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAZINGLY STRONG</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>72&quot;</td>
<td>72 72&quot;</td>
<td>8.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
<td>99&quot;</td>
<td>99 99&quot;</td>
<td>11.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
<td>112&quot;</td>
<td>112 112&quot;</td>
<td>15.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
<td>132&quot;</td>
<td>132 132&quot;</td>
<td>18.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COLORS: White, Pink, Green

TIERED Width per pair | Length Usually | Pair |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>364&quot; (Double Width)</td>
<td>81 81&quot;</td>
<td>19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264&quot; (Triple Width)</td>
<td>90 90&quot;</td>
<td>23.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180&quot; (Double Width)</td>
<td>90 90&quot;</td>
<td>16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180&quot; (Double Width)</td>
<td>72 72&quot;</td>
<td>14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180&quot; (Double Width)</td>
<td>36 36&quot;</td>
<td>9.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180&quot; (Double Width)</td>
<td>36 36&quot;</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEND NOW NO MONEY WITH THIS COUPON—WE WILL BILL YOU LATER!

ADDRESS:

Name: ___________________________
Address: _______________________
City: ___________________________
State: __________________________

Total pairs ordered: __________________________

Total Price: __________________________

Please enroll me as a member of the RONNIE CURTAIN CLUB and send me the RONNIE CURTAIN and Drapes I have indicated. With any order of $25 or over, we will take 3% off. Make your order checks payable to the RONNIE CURTAIN CLUB. We'll bill you later at the low, low price of only 85c per month for each pair. 85c per month for 3 pairs, 85c per month for 4 pairs, 85c per month for 5 pairs, etc. To give you the benefit of our 3% discount, we must be able to mail your order promptly refunded. Mail the coupon at once.

RONNIE CURTAIN CLUB, Dept. 875-11, Ronnie Bldg., Fairview, N. J.

AMERICA'S MOST-WANTED DECORATIVE FURNITURE

AUTHENTIC CAST ALUMINUM ANTIQUE PRIMING MIRROR

A Romantic Masterpiece of the colorful, antel bellum South in demand by discerning homemakers everywhere! Delicate, sculptured beauty to glamorize and highlight your boudoir. Exquisite craftsmanship—measured hitches well over a century old reproduced in rust-proof, lightweight aluminum. Decorator colors—white, pink, green, blue or yellow. Mirror size 27" x 14". Order now from the makers of America's loveliest decorative furniture. $7.50 sold elsewhere

MOULTRIE MFG. CO., Moultrie, Ga.

SEND 10c in coins or stamps for illustrated catalog and prices of other beautiful pieces.
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A leaf arrangement or a bouquet of long stem flowers needs a tall vase. Shown here is a handsome one made of opaquest glass decorated with sterling silver. About 10" high, it is easy to care for because the silver is finished with tarnish-proof rhodium. $13.50 plus 50c postage. Order from Mayer, Department HG2, 705 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

Look at the record if you want to know the score! And to keep your score neatly, easily and permanently we show you two record books: one for golf, the other for bowling. Each is covered with a leather-like composition. Golfer’s log is green; bowler’s is maroon. $1.50 for one; $2. with name in gold. Gold, Miles Kimball, 100 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wis.

For the nursery wall or for anyone who loves kittens and cats: the full color prints of these Persian kittens. Each one is 16" x 19"; each is easy to attach to the wall because you handle it like a wallpaper cut-out. And a set of three prints is modestly priced at only $1. Postpaid. Order from Vouguecraft, Department HG2, P. O. Box 27648, Los Angeles, Cal.
A bathroom as gay as a spangled skirt is practical, too, with American-Olean Tile! Even when a little circus queen behaves like an untrained seal in the tub, her splashes and puddles cause you no worry.

This "Circus Bathroom" is typical of the delightful effects you can achieve with standard sizes and colors of A-O Tile. Many others are shown in full color in the new booklet, "New Ideas in Tile". Send ten cents for your copy, today!

**Candy colors, and more fun than a circus!**

**IN A ROOM AS MERRY AS A MONKEY—A-O TILE**

1. Tiled floor is puddle-proof, needs no waxing or polishing, wipes clean with a mop, won't fade or indent.
2. Walls tiled from floor to ceiling may cost no more than half-tiled walls, yet can't be harmed by steam or moisture, are far more practical for many years.
3. Because dust swishes right off, tiled ceiling areas and tile-lined towel niches save you work and worry, while they add attractiveness.
4. Glazed china bathroom accessories are made by American-Olean in the regular wall tile colors... smartly designed to suit every need.


**CLIP COUPON, SEND 10c IN COIN FOR "NEW IDEAS IN TILE"**

**American-Olean Tile Company**

1147 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pennsylvania

[Form for requesting the new booklet]
WE TURNED TO G-E TEXTOLITE®

“For years of wear... with minutes of care”

We're a G-E Textolite family now! No more hard-to-clean surfaces in our home—and no costly refinishing jobs either! We're sold on the long-wearing beauty of G-E Textolite plastic surfacing for counters, furniture and walls. Stop in at your G-E Textolite dealer soon and see the tremendous variety of patterns and colors. For Full Color Folder, illustrating G-E Textolite patterns and colors, just send 10¢ to General Electric Co., Dept. HG 2-6, P.O. Box 5911, Cleveland 1, Ohio.

DAD has more free time with G-E Textolite. No more costly refinishing jobs—due to stains or cigarette burns. Textolite is specially designed to resist heat, stains and scratches.

MOM loves G-E Textolite because it's so easy to clean. Just a wipe with a damp cloth keeps it bright and new looking. General Electric Textolite needs no special care.

DEBBIE is so proud of her G-E Textolite bathroom... counters and walls are G-E's new Marble design. Distinctive G-E Textolite adds a "luxury" look to any room.

PETER likes G-E Textolite as a "work" surface because Textolite isn't affected by accidents like spilled glue or ink. Playtime is a happy time with G-E Textolite surfacing.

TAFFY is almost never in the dog house now. That's because G-E Textolite stays lovely, despite hard usage... it gives "years of wear... with minutes of care."
JACKSON & PERKINS
(The World's Largest Rose Growers)
announces the most amazing new rose of the 20th century!

SPARTAN
The Wonder Floribunda Rose that produces hundreds of fragrant blooms like these on a single bush—blooms again and again all season long!

Never before a Rose like this! For sheer beauty, breathtaking color, exquisite form, profusion of bloom, exceptional hardiness— for a combination of all the qualities looked for in any type of Rose—Spartan simply can't be beat!

The unusually lovely flowers start displaying their stunning beauty early in the season as scores of gorgeous burnt-orange buds begin to appear on the attractive plant. Slowly, the buds open revealing large high-centered Hybrid-Tea shape blooms, with 35 to 40 petals each—and a truly different color—a deep rich Orange-Red! Blooms as big as Hybrid Teas—yet produced by the hundreds on a single bush! And they retain their beauty right to the end—softening to a reddish-coral color.

Guaranteed to Live and Bloom in Your Garden This June
This amazing J&P Wonder Floribunda has a sweet, old Rose fragrance, too...and more unusual still are the long, long stems—over 100 of them on a plant, ideal for cutting. In fact, there's no end to the flowers available for house use...for the vigorous plant is always in bloom from early Spring to frost!

Without question, Spartan is destined to become the most popular Floribunda Rose of all time! So be among the first to enjoy its thrilling beauty in your garden this June—by ordering NOW, $2.75 each; 3 for $7.20; 12 for $28.80.

Spartan is available at all leading nurseries

JACKSON & PERKINS CO.  World's Largest Rose Growers
NEWARK, NEW YORK

Be among the first to enjoy the thrilling beauty of this new Climber

GLADIATOR
Here's a brand-new J&P Prized Climber that produces hundreds of 5" high-centered roses...unusually large for a climber! The color is a subtle blend of the brightest scarlet and the softest red. And the blooms are fragrant, too. Incredibly hardy plant grows 8 to 10 feet high. ($2.75 each; 3 for $7.20; 12 for $28.80)

JACKSON & PERKINS SPRING 1956
CATALOG OF ROSES
50 thrilling pages in glorious color illustrate and describe hundreds of Prized Roses and Perennials—gardening hints—money-saving offers. Send for FREE copy NOW.

JACKSON & PERKINS CO.
672 Rose Lane, Newark, NEW YORK
Send me, at the proper planting time for my locality:

SPARTAN ($2.75 ea; 3 for $7.20; 12 for $28.80)
GLADIATOR ($2.75 ea; 3 for $7.20; 12 for $28.80)

I enclose $_________________ in full payment

Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City ___________________ Zone ______ State ______

Check here if you want the J&P Catalog. It's yours, FREE, whether or not you purchase Roses now.
Above — The seats of the Caribbean series cars are reversible and they add a strikingly new note to the beauty of the car's interior. Here, plump, sleek leather fits perfectly into the outdoor sports picture.

Below — On more formal occasions, the beautiful brocade fabric is especially appropriate. Notice the ingenious and practical separation between the comfort-contoured seat cushions and back-rests.

For 1956 Packard Presents America's easiest-handling, safest-riding car... and certainly the Smartest!

The 310 h.p. Caribbean — America's most exclusive convertible.

Here, in the new Packard for 1956, is trend-setting styling that you, yourself, might have dictated.

Typical of this brilliant Packard touch are the Caribbean seats, the first reversible seats in any automobile. They are as new and original and finely fashioned as a decorator's smartest creation... and they permit you to change your car's decor from sleek leather to glowing fabric at the flip of a cushion.

Naturally, Packard's performance is on a par with its style. Packard's advanced Torsion-Level Ride offers comfort, handling ease and safety that no car relying on coil and leaf springs can even approach. America's most powerful V-8 engine puts 310 horsepower at the tip of your toe. Packard's Ultramatic, smoothest and swiftest of all automatic transmissions, now enables you to select gears by simply pushing a button on its Electronic Push-Button Control panel.

Your dealer invites you to drive the limited edition Caribbean, the regal Patrician, the care-free Four Hundred. When you do, we believe you'll agree that this is the greatest Packard of them all... America's easiest-handling, safest-riding car, and certainly the smartest!
SHOPPING AROUND

Ivy or philodendron look lovely when trained to grow in a pyramid fashion. Use the “plant tower” to train yours. Made of Styrene plastic the set contains individual rings which fit into each other. $1 for ten rings (3" pot); $1.50 for twelve rings (4" pot); $2.50 for twelve rings (6" pot). Postpaid. Carol Beatty, Dept. HG2, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles.

An arrangement of fronds and pods which will delight you is the “living plant” shown here. Australian wheat, poinciana pods, manzanita, okra, agauave ruskis, deglet clusters are gracefully grouped, touched with gold and pink lacquer and set into gold finished Styrofoam base. 17" high. $6.95 ppd. Lowy's, HG2, 260 116th St., Rockaway Beach Park, N. Y.

Soil and spots can be successfully removed from wallpaper if you use the product “Kleen Wall.” Designed especially to remove blemishes with an oil or a grease base, it works without mar­ring or tearing the finest paper. And it is inexpensive and economical. $1.69 ppd. a four-ounce tube. Inwood Products, Dept. HG2, 216 East 125th Street, New York, N. Y.

MAKE MONEY WRITING

...short paragraphs!

You don't have to be a trained author to make money writing. Hundreds now making money every day on short paragraphs. I tell you what to write, where and how to sell; and supply big list of editors who buy from beginners. Lots of small checks in a hurry being cash that adds up quickly. No tedious study. Write to sell, right away. Send for free facts.

BENSON BARRETT

1751 Morse Ave., Dept. 117-O
Chicago 26, Ill.

MONEY

HAGSTROM'S

Decorative Maps of your favorite STATES

Beautifully colored, artistically drawn maps show historic sites and natural landmarks. Ideal as wall decorations anywhere—see catalog for hundreds of other maps and uses.

Complete catalog of decorative maps

Send for Hagstrom's 48-page illustrated catalog of Historical, Humorous, Religious, Pirate Lore and Children's Maps for home, school or office. Please enclose 10c for mailing and handling costs.
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Beautiful Custom Made Drapes

approx. $1.50 yd., including labor

Easy credit terms to fit your budget

Choose from a tremendous color selection in exquisite decorator fabrics—we will custom make draperies to your exact window measurements for less than ready-mades. You'll be delighted with the fabric quality and the fine tailoring, such as tiny overlooked seams, full 3" weighted hems, plastic crinoline headings. Prices, including labor, are approx. $1.50 a yard.

SEND 25c FOR SWATCHES OF ALL COLORS OF ALL FABRICS

FORTISIAN. Yardage $1. The sheer wonder fabric you've been reading about—usually more than twice our price! White, champagne, pink, cafe, turquoise, sea foam, gold.

METALLIC PRINT SHANTUNG. Yardage $1. Non-terrible gold and silver snowflakes printed on white, beige, grey, rose, copper, sea foam.

SHADOW WEAVE. Yardage $1. A dull-finished background highlighted with shiny nubs for a dramatic effect. Straw, white, rose, ice pink, beige, turquoise, natural, rose beige, grey.

GLENDORETTE. Yardage $1. When we sold this fabric for $2 a yard in our San Francisco store, the demand was terrific. Our latest factory order was so large we're able to offer it now by mail for only $1 a yard—$1.50 made into draperies. Rose dust, white, grey, turquoise, gold, sea foam, ice pink, rose beige, grey, sea foam, lime, straw, gold, natural, rose beige, ice pink, rose dust, ash rose, tea rose, fawn, cocoa, snow.

SHANTUNG. Yardage $1. We've sold over 2 million yards of this fabric! Cross dyed, beautifully textured, perfectly hanging. New colors just added to the line: chamois, gold, pearl, turquoise, beige, ash rose, sea foam, spruce, leaf green.

Make your own drapes. Free instruction booklet. Pleating tape, traverse rods, hooks available. Above fabrics are about 45" wide. By the yard. $1.50 a yard.

Send for Hagstrom's 48-page illustrated catalog of Historical, Humorous, Religious, Pirate Lore and Children's Maps for home, school or office. Please enclose 10c for mailing and handling costs.

Satisfaction guaranteed

CARABAOSPECIALPRODUCTS

2750 Hyde at Beach • Box 3887 • San Francisco, Calif.

Send for Hagstrom's 48-page illustrated catalog of Historical, Humorous, Religious, Pirate Lore and Children's Maps for home, school or office. Please enclose 10c for mailing and handling costs.
OUR NEWEST IMPORTED

Chinese Figurines
Like our original scores, these Oriental figurines are from the Forbidden City of Peking. Magnificently hand-carved in genuine elephant ivory with exceptional artistry and fidelity given each detail. Mounted on hand-carved black wooden bases. Each is an original since there’s a slight variation in features and size. From front “Kuan Yin,” Goddess of Mercy and Queen of Heaven; “Hoo-Ming,” God of Happiness and Plenty; “Warner King,” “Confucious.” Range in size from 1/4" to 3/4" tall. No C.O.D. or exchanges.

Each $3.25
Set of four $12.50

Edward H. Ziff, Importer

Address 3072 Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago 3, Ill.

THE MELODY THAT ELUDED

The Songwriter will never be written now. Because two melodious Eighth Notes decided to become bookends. And here they are, made of solid polished brass, standing 6½" high on a 4½" square base. $9.95. In a black satin finish, they are $4.95. Postpaid.

Tennessee Chromium Plating Co.
206 Louise Avenue
Nashville, Tenn.

PERSONALIZED Telephone Book Cover

Protect and glamorize the much-used telephone book with a handsome padded brown leatherette cover. Name and design in gold. Print name to be stamped. Also give height, thickness of book, and city.

Town Ed. 9½" x 6" $2.25 ppd.
City Ed. 9½" x 9½" $3.00 ppd.

In gilded gold or genuine leather for extra splendor.

Town Ed. $3.25 ppd. City Ed. $7.75 ppd.

DESK PENCIL SHARPENER

Finest instrument that ever put a sharp point on a pencil. Of genuine leather with gold stamping and gold finished removable cover. Sharpens pencils and crayons. 2½" high. In red, ivy or brown. $1.75 ppd.

Write for Free Catalog

RMS Interiors
Dept. M-26
11146 S. Michigan, Chicago 29, Ill.

Cut-outs for the nursery wall:
Davy Crockett and his friends! A set of twenty pieces includes the bear, an Indian and, of course, the Liberty Bell. Made of sturdy paper, the cut-outs are gaily colored, range in size from 7½" to 14" are applied to the wall like wallpaper. $3.95 postpaid the set of 20. Ppd. Par Sales Co., 6912 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

COPPER

. . . . the gift that glows!

Dredge Set . . . at home on the range or on the table, a trio of burnished heavy-gauge copper. Salt and pepper shakers are 2½" x 3½", flour-o-sugar, 2½" x 4½". Shiny simple, they’re attractive additions to any kitchen.

3-piece set, $5.95 ppd.

Write for Free Catalog

RMS Interiors
Dept. M-26
11146 S. Michigan, Chicago 29, Ill.

FREE EXAMINATION

Order it now. You must test 100% baldhead or you get your money back. Mention desk lamp for special discount. Name and address. Knob check or money order, no stamps or checks. C.O.D. charges collectible.

Matthew Day Co., Inc.
Dept. 308
Dumont,
New Jersey

GARAGE CAN COVER

Here’s the answer to the problem that always haunts the garage owner. A cover that will keep the snow off, the ice off, the rust off, the dirt off, the dust off. A cover that will keep the car cooler in summer, warmer in winter. A cover that is made of canvas-like material with an elastic cord at the bottom which snaps on and off the car. It’s windproof, waterproof, snowproof, iceproof, dirtproof. A cover that will keep a brand new car looking like new. A cover that will protect your car from rain, snow, frost, and the elements. The cover is easily removed for washing. Write now for price and details. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FREE Catalog

Owen-Morse-Intersale agency

Visit Mmall at New York's St. Louis

FREE Catalog

POPULAR SHOPPER

P. O. Box 825
Brownwood, Texas

something new

that’s right down your alley!

Garbage Can COVER

Here’s the inexpensive answer to the problem that haunts every home and garage owner. A cover that keeps the snow off, the ice off, the rust off, the dust off, the dirt off. A cover that will keep the car cooler in summer, warmer in winter. A cover that is made of canvas-like material with an elastic cord at the bottom which snaps on and off the car. It’s windproof, waterproof, snowproof, iceproof, dirtproof. A cover that will keep a brand new car looking like new. A cover that will protect your car from rain, snow, frost, and the elements. The cover is easily removed for washing. Write now for price and details. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FREE Catalog

Owen-Morse-Intersale agency

Visit Mmall at New York's St. Louis

FREE Catalog

POPULAR SHOPPER

P. O. Box 825
Brownwood, Texas

SHOPPING

A nursery wall will seem quite elegant if it is set with this stainless steel service. Note the plate and mug, the scaled down knife, fork and spoon. Unbreakable, tarnish proof, this is a service which will give the junior member many seasons of service. $10 postpaid the five-piece set. Holiday House, 22 Belleview Theatre Blvd., Upper Montclair, N. J.

We guarantee the satisfaction of our customers. Should you be dissatisfied in any way, for any reason, your money will be refunded.
AROUND

**Bait** for the tender trap: heart shape ash trays marked with the message "I Love You" in four different languages. Made of china with gay provincial decorations. Background is white, rim is finished in 24K gold. Note the heart shape holder to store them in. Each is 3½" wide. $2.95 postpaid the set. Order from Seth & Jed, New Marlborough, Massachusetts.

**Covered jars** for you to use in so many ways! Jewel color hard candies will look appetizing and decorative in the clear depths of these crystal jars. Or use them as dinner table terrariums with one or two flowers floating in water. Each is 5¼" high x 2½" in diameter. $2.50 the pair (minimum order). Ppd. Gilbert & Leonard, 1544 N. Blvd., Manhasset, L. I.

**Wise old owls** make amusing hearth decoration. The cast-iron pair shown here is finished in rust-resistant satin black. And the eyes are truly owl-like because the yellow cornia and the black iris are translucent! Over-all size: 14" x 14". $14.95 postpaid. Order from Tennessee Chromium Plating Company, Dept. HG2, 206 Louise Ave., Nashville 5, Tenn.

**COCKTAIL APRON**
Hostess glamour in lovely nylon net in your choice of smart colors: pink, white, black and aqua with matching tie ribbon of shimmering satin.
All this and your personal initials, too, handsomely hand-lettered.
Only $3.00 ppd.
Order several from:
ADINA HOUSE
3457 Adina Drive
Hollywood 28, California

**This Shell Fountain**
Beautifully carved from Italian Stone it provides a charming bird bath for your garden, terrace or patio. 4½ in. high, with the bathing shell 2½ x 3½ in., and piped for running water if you wish. It's in our catalog (10 cts. please for mailing) with many other lovely ornaments in marble, bronze, lead and stone. See them in our galleries.

**ERKINS STUDIOS**
38 West 40th St. New York 18, N. Y.

**GARDEN**
You save real money by ordering custom-made draperies direct from Toni Moran Studio. You can choose from a distinguished collection of decorator fabrics—and a wide selection of exquisite colors. Toni Moran draperies are custom-made to your window specifications, yet cost far less than you'd expect to pay for ready-mades. If you prefer to make your own draperies, you can purchase any fabric listed below for just $1 a yard. Either way you save money—and get that distinctive custom-decorated look.

**7 exquisite fabrics—$1 a yard!**

- **Silk-Nub**: a sturdy, sophisticated fabric with 100% silk noil texture.
- **Fiesta**: an unusual two-toned material with a gay contemporary air.
- **Antique Satin**: a richly textured fabric with a handloomed look.
- **Faille**: a soft, dignified material for traditional or modern homes.
- **Mandarin**: a luxurious cross-dyed fabric with strong textural effect.
- **Airspun**: a shimmering Fortisan ninon voile with gold Lurex stripes.
- **Sunsheen Bouclè**: an airy Chromespun fabric with gold Lurex stripes.

**SEND FOR COMPLETE SET OF 68 COLOR SWATCHES**

Selecting the right drapery fabric and color is easy the Toni Moran way. Just enclose 25 cents in coin with coupon below. We send you a complete set of 68 fabric swatches, together with easy-to-understand directions for ordering both yardage and custom-made draperies.

**COCKTAIL APRON**
Hostess glamour in lovely nylon net in your choice of smart colors: pink, white, black and aqua with matching tie ribbon of shimmering satin.
All this and your personal initials, too, handsomely hand-lettered.
Only $3.00 ppd.
Order several from:
ADINA HOUSE
3457 Adina Drive
Hollywood 28, California

**This Shell Fountain**
Beautifully carved from Italian Stone it provides a charming bird bath for your garden, terrace or patio. 4½ in. high, with the bathing shell 2½ x 3½ in., and piped for running water if you wish. It's in our catalog (10 cts. please for mailing) with many other lovely ornaments in marble, bronze, lead and stone. See them in our galleries.

**ERKINS STUDIOS**
38 West 40th St. New York 18, N. Y.
Corduroy spread. This velvet soft beauty washes like a dream! Colors: eggshell, aqua, red, charcoal, rose, walnut, blue, nutmeg, coral, pink, hunter, lime. $13.95 for twin; $15.95 for full; $29.95 for king. Add $6 for an 11" monogram. Plus 90c postage. Color swatches are 10c. Order from Colton's, 1351 Beacon Street, Dept. HG2, Brookline, Mass.

Embellishment for gift packages: metal foil butterflies. Each is exquisitely colored. Each has an inside space for greeting and name. You will decide to use these gay ornaments as place cards, as decoration for a flower arrangement, for house plants. $1.75 postpaid the dozen. Order from Jerebith Manor, Department HG2, P. O. Box 130, Nyack, N. Y.

The spread eagle is the bird of American tradition; it is a most decorative bird, too. Which makes two reasons why the tankard-type pitcher and the old fashioned glass shown here are lovely appointments. $6.95 for 16-ounce size; $9.50 for 32-ounce; $12 for 90-ounce. $19 for six jumbo old fashioned. Pd. Jenifer House, HG2, Great Barrington, Mass.
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**SHOPPING**

**Wizardry** with shoes is the attribute of Century Factory Shoe Repair service. For example: the ex-platform shoe shown here has been restyled so that there is no trace of the unfashionable platform. A different heel has been added to complement the new shape. $6.95 plus 50c postage. Send for free mailer. Century Shoe Repair, 210 Park Ave., Baltimore.

**See a pin**. Pick it up and all day long you'll have good luck! Instead of carrying it around in your hand we suggest that you get a cunning pin cushion like the one shown here. Made like a bench, it is plumply stuffed and covered with velvet. Blue, pink or chartreuse. 3" x 4" x 3". $1.25 post-paid. $2.25 for two. Charm House, Box 64, Riveredge, New Jersey.

**Old playbills** decorate this handsome shower curtain. You'll be sorry that you were born too late to enjoy the talent of the late 1880's. However, if you hang this in the guest bath room the visitors will be highly amused. Standard size: Yellow with brown, white with red or two shades of green. $10.95 ppd. Edith Chapman, 260 Main Street, Nyack, New York.


**INSTalls With A Screwdriver! Budget Priced! Modern Accordion Door**. A full size folding door, 32" wide by 80" high, at a really low price! Guides on easily-installed steel track. Rich grey vinyl plastic is plumply stuffed and covered in red. $6.95 plus 50c postage. Send for free mailer. Century Shoe Repair, 210 Park Ave., Baltimore.
"We're looking for people who like to draw"

by Albert Dorne
Famous Illustrator

If you like to draw—America's Most Famous Artists are looking for you. We want to test your art talent!

Too many people miss a wonderful career in art—simply because they don't think they have talent. But my colleagues and I have helped thousands of people get started. Like these:

Three years ago Don Smith knew nothing about art—even doubted he had talent. Today, he is an illustrator with a leading advertising agency in New Orleans—and has a future as big as he wants to make it.

Harriet Kuznirowski was bored with an "ordinary" job when she sent for our talent test. Encouraged by us—she started to study at home in her spare time. Soon she was offered a job as a fashion artist. A year later, she became assistant art director. Today, she does glamorous full color fashion illustrations!

Cowboy to Artist
A cowboy from Miles City, Mont., studied art with us. Now he paints portraits and sells them for $500 each. And gets all the business he can handle.

John Busketta was a pipe-fitter's helper with a gas company—until he did something about his urge to draw. Now he's an artist in the advertising department of the same company. At a big increase in pay!

A great-grandmother in Ohio decided to study painting in her spare time. Recently, she had her first "show"—where she sold thirty-two water colors and five oil paintings.

S agriculture, in West Virginia who liked to draw, got a job as an artist, later became advertising manager of the best store in Charleston.

Free Art Talent Test
How about you? Wouldn't you like to find out if you have the talent for a fascinating money-making art career (part time or full time)? We'll be glad to send you our remarkably revealing 8-page talent test. Thousands of people formerly paid $5 for this test. But now we'll send it to you free—if you sincerely like to draw. No obligation to you. Simply mail the coupon provided below.

America's 12 Most Famous Artists
Norman Rockwell
Jon Whitcomb
Al Parker
Stevan Donatos
Harold Von Schmidt
Peter Helck

Famous Artists Schools
Studio 10-B, Westport, Conn.

Send me, without obligation, your Famous Artists Talent Test.

Mr. Mrs. 

Age
Name
City, Zone, State

Customers receive free Art Talent Test and Catalog of Famous Artists' Books, Prints, and Art Supplies. Not for sale at newsstands.

BUILD-A-NAIL... new miracle preparation builds LONG, GLAMOROUS nails easily and quickly as you brush it on. Replaces broken nail with a permanent one of your own desire in minutes. Lengthens, strengthens, protects. Stays on tight—grows with the nail! Can be filed, cut, polished. Sure cure for 'NAIL BITERS'. Complete kit for 25 nails. $1.50 ppd. Carol Beatty, Dept. P-12, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif. FREE GIFT CATALOGUE included.

ORDER 300 for $1. ppd.
in Clear PLASTIC GIFT BOX

Quix TIMESAVERS
SELF-ADDRESSING LABELS
100 Gold - 100 Blue - 100 White
All 3 colors in box. Personalize letters, envelopes, checks, books, etc. Make lovely Birthday gifts. Also 1000 All White—in mailing box—$2.00 ppd. Special Offer: Six Orders for $5.00. Free Catalog with each order.

Print name, address. Send cash, check or m.o.

LOOMIS & CO.
145-77 High Street, Boston 10, Mass.

A decorative, mobile serving table with 3 spacious shelves. A "big help" for the busy hostess who enjoys casual serving, for buffets—for families who enjoy eating near their T.V. set. And for everyday use, it saves many trips. Load it in the kitchen, wheel it anywhere you wish to serve. Dads can use it as a portable bar. Fold flat when not in use—easy to store. Made of strong, lightweight aluminum. Has three spacious trays 12" x 31". Rolls on large free-turning casters. Only $12.95 ea. ppd. Deluxe model (not shown) with electrical top warming tray which keeps food hot for hours. Only $16.95 ppd. Order from Red Oaks, Dept. 161-B, P. O. Prairie View, Ill. Country Gift Shop in Long Grove, Ill.

THE RIVER

A magnificent new 6-panel scenic wallpaper... hand-printed in France. Its lovely muted tones are highlighted with brilliant color effects. Each panel 12".

Sample Miniature Scenic $1.00

A.L. Bumett & Co.
Established 1845
34 East 53rd Street ... New York
1815 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Spread Eagle Mansion ... Strouds, Pa.

DECORATE KITCHEN CANISTERS WITH THESE AUTHENTICS DECALS

Artistic sheded gold and black decal labels transform glass or metal canisters into a useful and decorative set of kitchen containers. Decals apply easily with just water (instructions included); washable and color-fast. Set of 12 (two assorted) includes Cookies, Candy, Flour, Coffee, Tea, Sugar, Alpaca, Pepper, Salt, Molasses, Rice, Cinnamon—all for $1.50 ppd. in U.S.;—no COO.

MANY OTHER DECALS for home decorating purposes—including Authentics' famous line of Early American Steel Design decals for chairs—latest addition, a handsome 6 pc. gold design for Captain's Chairs, only $1.50 ppd. See our complete folder 10c.
These lovely fixtures cost as little as 27c* a day!

Get this colorful U/R book...telling about

THE NEW TREND IN BATHROOMS

Something wonderful is happening to bathrooms! It's an exciting new trend which takes its inspiration from colored bathroom fixtures — first introduced by Universal-Rundle. Today, new colors and materials, new ideas in design and decoration are the vogue. See how the richness of the Jonquil Yellow fixtures is accentuated by the full tones of the brightly colored panels and the mellow cork walls.

This is but one of 18 dynamic bathrooms created by a leading designer and found in this wonderful U/R book. In it, too, you'll learn how to give your bathroom a "personality"; you'll find ideas for any-sized bath-

room, powder room; new materials and extra "touches." So, send for your copy today!

Fixtures of Distinction for Half a Century

You'll marvel at the perfect harmony of design — the graceful panel motif as it carries throughout each U/R suite. Here, too, is perfect color match — scientifically controlled for lasting beauty. And the fixtures are long lasting! U/R's one-fire "Hi-Fired" process assures a lifetime bonding and surfaces that are harder than steel...resisting scratches, chipping and stains for years. If you prefer white, insist on U/R Arctic White fixtures because they are white by scientific test! Ask your plumbing contractor, builder or architect for the world's finest bathroom fixtures by Universal-Rundle.

Send today for your Bathroom Idea Book. Get the thrilling story behind this New Trend in Bathrooms — see these fresh ideas on building or remodeling bathrooms using exciting new materials.

THE WORLD'S FINEST BATHROOM FIXTURES BY

Universal Rundle

UNIVERSAL-RUNDLE CORPORATION, NEW CASTLE, PENNSYLVANIA • Plants in Camden, N. J., Milwaukee, Wisc., New Castle, Pa.; Redlands, Calif.; Hondo, Texas
Your Invitation to FRESH, THRILLING WINDOW BEAUTY

Kirsch Vertical Traverse Blinds

Luxurious, Practical for any Room

Picture the smart, really different decorative effects you can create with Kirsch "Verticals." This exciting new product—by world-famous Kirsch—combines the beauty advantages of draperies and the wonderful control of light and air you get only with blinds. A truly advanced development for modern window decorating. And Kirsch "Verticals" are not only beautiful but so practical!

No cleaning problems! You've seen for yourself that dust and dirt just don't collect on smooth, up-and-down metal surfaces. And your Kirsch "Verticals" have no tapes, to ever need cleaning or replacement. Give any room in your home a smart new look, with Kirsch Vertical Traverse Blinds . . .

WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER

Send a card or letter today for the new full-color folder on Kirsch "Verticals." It's free—and you will also receive the name of a nearby dealer who will be pleased to show you this latest dependable Kirsch product. Address Kirsch Co., 415 Prospect St., Sturgis, Michigan.

INSPIRING CHOICE OF DECORATOR COLORS

Plain colors in soft pastel tints . . . also grained, patterned, and textured effects. Your blinds can be made up in a color combination of your own selection! And every color is in that bone-hard, baked-on finish that has made Kirsch the choice for long-lasting quality.

INCREASE FOR LIGHT-AND-AIR CONTROL

Not only do Kirsch "Verticals" draw open and closed, like fine draperies . . . the slats rotate, like Venetian blinds, for extra control of view and ventilation. They can be closed for privacy.

SO USEFUL FOR ROOM-DIVIDING, TOO!

A new and welcome way to "divide" rooms for extra utility yet retain decorative beauty. Kirsch "Verticals" can be made as tall—or short—as you wish, and up to thirty-one feet wide!
After Weldwood, see what a difference! V-Plank paneling makes fireplace a focal point, gives the whole room a new air of charm and spaciousness. Matching built-ins help make this living room a beautiful family room. All V-Plank paneling shown costs just $105.

See how you and wood panels can make a room lie about its age

Before Weldwood, here's what this fireplace wall of a 35-year-old house looked like. Wood panels and built-ins made the difference.

Here's a 1920 living room with 1956 ideas. Look how Weldwood real wood panels helped make it more beautiful, more livable.

Look at the cherry V-Plank paneling on this fireplace wall—its warmth and cheerfulness invite you to relax and enjoy yourself.

Matching Weldwood built-ins tell you this is a room for today's living. At right: a handy desk-bookcase unit perfect for homework and thank-you notes. At left: a neat nook for kindling and logs, plus a home entertainment center with radio, hi-fi equipment, and space for record storage.

You and Weldwood paneling can do the same in your home. Your lumber dealer will show you the actual woods—textures like Surfwood® and Weldtex®, pre-finished panels like V-Plank, and extra-easy-to-put-up Plankweld®. He can help you plan and he'll be glad to suggest reliable carpentry help if you're not doing it yourself.

Why not get started now—so it can be finished during winter's leisure indoor hours?

For details on this room and other Weldwood paneling, send coupon for booklets; to see the complete Weldwood line, visit any of our 87 offices in principal cities. In Canada: Weldwood Plywood, Ltd.

Choose from 6 fine woods in Weldwood V-Planks: (from left) walnut, $85; koa, $79; marais mahogany, $85; sunwood®, $72; cherry, $79; oak, $79. All V-Plank comes completely pre-finished and waxed—ready to put up. Prices are for a typical 12' x 8' wall.

Weldwood®
Real Wood Paneling
A product of
UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
WELDWOOD—The Best Known Name In Plywood

United States Plywood Corporation
Box 61, New York 46, New York

hg-2-56

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

Enclosed is $ for full-color 20-page book of home decorating ideas, " Beautify Your Home with Weldwood Plywood.

Enclosed is $2 for 40-page book "Do It Yourself with Weldwood Plywood," plus directions for making desk and turntable compartment shown above.

hg-2-56

After Weldwood, see what a difference! V-Plank paneling makes fireplace a focal point, gives the whole room a new air of charm and spaciousness. Matching built-ins help make this living room a beautiful family room. All V-Plank paneling shown costs just $105.

See how you and wood panels can make a room lie about its age

Before Weldwood, here's what this fireplace wall of a 35-year-old house looked like. Wood panels and built-ins made the difference.

Here's a 1920 living room with 1956 ideas. Look how Weldwood real wood panels helped make it more beautiful, more livable.

Look at the cherry V-Plank® paneling on this fireplace wall—its warmth and cheerfulness invite you to relax and enjoy yourself.

Matching Weldwood built-ins tell you this is a room for today's living. At right: a handy desk-bookcase unit perfect for homework and thank-you notes. At left: a neat nook for kindling and logs, plus a home entertainment center with radio, hi-fi equipment, and space for record storage.

You and Weldwood paneling can do the same in your home. Your lumber dealer will show you the actual woods—textures like Surfwood® and Weldtex®, pre-finished panels like V-Plank, and extra-easy-to-put-up Plankweld®. He can help you plan and he'll be glad to suggest reliable carpentry help if you're not doing it yourself.

Why not get started now—so it can be finished during winter's leisure indoor hours?

For details on this room and other Weldwood paneling, send coupon for booklets; to see the complete Weldwood line, visit any of our 87 offices in principal cities. In Canada: Weldwood Plywood, Ltd.

Choose from 6 fine woods in Weldwood V-Planks: (from left) walnut, $85; koa, $79; marais mahogany, $85; sunwood®, $72; cherry, $79; oak, $79. All V-Plank comes completely pre-finished and waxed—ready to put up. Prices are for a typical 12' x 8' wall.
Advice for a girl in love with a much younger man

Next to you, he loves peace and quiet and comfort best.
When he's very, very young, quiet carpet turns the sharp, startling clatters of housekeeping into a soft hum of activity.
When he gets a little older, carpet's softness turns his house into a big, warm and comfortable playpen that deals gently with the hundreds of falls of babyhood.
And when your baby grows up to be a cowboy, or an Indian, or a hurricane roaring through the house, carpet will not only provide safe, sure footing for him, it will be your best sound blotter for the hundreds of noises a cowboy, or an Indian, or a hurricane makes.
Carpet does so much to take care of your whole family, yet is, itself, so easy to care for—and it costs so much less than you may think. Wouldn't you like to have lovely new carpet on your floors?
See the new patterns and colors at your store now—you'll be glad you did.

Don't delay. Enjoy your carpet while you pay. Take advantage of new convenient budget terms offered by carpet retailers who represent these American manufacturers:

ARTLOOM • BEATTIE • BIGELOW • CABIN CRAFTS-NEEDLETUFT • DOWNS • FIRTH • GULISTAN
HARDWICK & MAGEE • HIGHTSTOWN • HOLMES • KARASTAN • LEES • MAGEE • MASLAND
MOHAWK • NYE-WAIT • PHILADELPHIA CARPET • ROXBURY • SANFORD • ALEXANDER SMITH
CARPET INSTITUTE, INC. • 350 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

Home means more with carpet on the floor—more comfort, quiet, safety, beauty, easier care.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Space savers.** The three tubular steel, chrome plated accessories shown here are handsome appointments. The wall hook has six arms ($3.95); the shelf (24" x 11") has a sturdy rod to hold coats and suits ($5.95); the luggage rack (24" x 18" x 16") has black and white Saran straps ($9.95). Ppd. Order from The Kedron Shop, HG2, Olivet, Mich.

**Deluxe key case.** This is a fine appointment for a handsome purse. Made of tarnish-proof gold color metal mesh, it is fitted with two key rings, with two initials. It will hold those loose coins you need for the parking meter, too. 2¼" x 3", it is an ideal gift for the particular woman. $2.95 ppd. Aimee Lee, 545 Fifth Ave., N.Y.

**Sheer draperies** add charm to any window. Shown: a pair made of translucent Fortisan (a new man-made fiber) and viscose. And golden Lurex threads are added! Mocha, green, turquoise, pink, yellow, almond, white. Pinch pleated width is 44". $8.95 for 63" length; $10.95 for 81". Plus 90c postage. Colton's, 1351 Beacon, Brookline, Massachusetts.

---

**Iron Clothes Without Shine!** Take the shine off slacks and skirts. Eliminate shine from seams, pocket flaps, etc., on gabardine, serge, dull-surfaced silks, faille and nylon. And it's all done while you iron. This SHINE-PROOF IRON COVER fits on your steam iron. Handier than a press cloth—you can see your work as you iron. Guaranteed to do the job or your money back! SHINE-PROOF COVER, 59c postage paid—two for $1. Order by mail from Sunset House, 865 Sunset Building, Hollywood 46, California.

---

**CUPID WITH SHELL BIRD BATH.** $120, in lead 31" high 9" base. In our showrooms we have the largest assortment of garden furniture and statuary in marble, stone, bronze and lead. Send 10c for catalogue on complete line.

**MORTON'S, Dept 6-B**

---

**21 ALL OCCASION SLIM CARDS $1.25 only**

Amazing value, 21 gorgeous all-occasion cards in the fashionable new style—prices only $1.25 (if sold singly)—worth over $3.00. Distinctively designed and decorated with gold branch, large embossing and striking colors. Each card with its own gold-lined envelope is a beautiful 16-page booklet . . . beautifully illustrates dozens of other all-occasion card assortments, gift wraps and ribbons, fresh news notes and stationery selections, and a host of unique gift ideas . . . send today—it's FREE.

---

**NEW CAPE STOLE or JACKET Made from OLD Fur Coat $22.95**

Now have that out-of-style fur coat made into a stylish new fur cape or jacket—just the thing for the young lady. Sizes available up to 34" bust. Write for Morton's new style booklet of over 50 new styles. Morton's, Dept. 6-B, 212 Nevitt St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

---

**WRITE FOR MORTON'S NEW CATALOG OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL OFFERS!**

**PERpetual FEATURE**

**FUR HAT**

**FUR MAUVE**

**FUR TOTE BAG**

**DRAGMOR**

**SILK, REDBOOK**

**CHERRY BLOWER**

**Morton's work** prepared by Edi­

---

**FEBRUARY, 1956**

---

**Silverware REPAIRED AND REPLATED**

---

**SIMMONS PLATING WORKS**

---

**ATLANTA, GEORGIA**
ORIENTAL RUGS

The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS is to examine them in your own home. Hundreds of rare antique, semi-antique, and new oriental rugs to choose from: in perfect condition ... and moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs ... then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.

200 Perfect Antique Rugs $50 to $200
100 Perfect Antique Rugs $200 and up
500 Semi-Antique Rugs in Old Designs $18 and up
100 Choice 9 x 12 Rugs from Iran $350 to $550

Many giant and unusual sizes
For sale by America's foremost authority and expert on oriental rugs, and largest exclusive importer in network, unrivaled rugs.

CHAS. W. JACOBSEN • 401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

The Martinimaster
The perfect gift for Host and Hostess, for the connoisseur of the Extra Dry Martini. The Vermouth is "switched" through an atomizer from a gold-striped clear bottle. The mixing jars are labeled Olives and Onions. All fit into a handsome brass cartridge. $9.95 postpaid.

4 pc. set, includes Lemon-Feel jar.

Order from Dept. HG
Hildegardie Studios
597 Farmington Ave., Hartford 5, Conn.

SHOPPING

With or without a back this is the perfect all purpose stool! Made with a wrought iron frame, it has Tufflex upholstery covered with Vinyl plastic. Pink, white or charcoal flecked with gold. Note brass ferrules, non-scratch plastic tips. Seat height: 29". Diam.: 14". $12.95 with back. $9.95 without. Exp. coll. Home Industries, 4012 8th Ave., Bklyn.

A safe place for the portable typewriter: this handsome chest. It has a sliding shelf, a dustproof compartment, one large or two small drawers. Hardware is brass. 18" x 22" x 28". Unfinished tulipwood ($33.95); finished in mahogany, maple, walnut ($35.95); pine finish in pine ($35.95). Exp. coll. From Jeff Elliot, Statesville, N. C.

A keen blade for the cheese board: the porcelain-handle one shown here. Made of stainless steel, it has a serrated edge, a cleft point. The china handle comes in four colors: pink, blue, gold or celadon green. Over-all length: 8¼". $3.50 postpaid. From Milady's Shopping Service, Department HG2, 11 West Prospect Avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Pyramid Garden
Now it's easy to grow luscious strawberries in just 60 to 80 days in your own yard with this...PYRAMID RUM

GOOD STRAWBERRY PLANTS

For more information, write for FREE Gift & Housewares Catalog
DEPARTMENT HG
HOUSE OF SCHILLER
180 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois

RED RICH EVERBEARING STRAWBERRY

4 planters—$2.95; 25—$5.00; 50—$8.50; 100—$15.00


FREE! Description Strawberry Catalog on request.
ORDER FROM THIS AD. Mail Check or M. O. Today.

MINNETONKA NURSERIES DEPT. HG2
Excelsior, Minnesota
AROUND

Double sconce which will make a fine addition to your lady, your dining room: the brass and crystal one shown here. The fixture is made of solid brass fitted with a 4" x 4" brass spread eagle. The bobeches and drops are made of hand cut, polished crystal. 14" x 10". $36, postpaid. Order from The King’s Chandelier Company, 202 Boone Road, Leawood, N. C.

For bird lovers: two important books. “The Canary Owner’s Handbook” will give you important information on all phases of your pet and its health and whimsy. $1 postpaid. The companion book deals with the health and humor of the parakeet. $1 postpaid. You will derive excellent help from both. Will Gerber, 1 Union Square, New York, N. Y.

Desert boot. This is the perennial favorite with men and women. Made by Clark’s of England, it has sand color suede uppers, plantation crepe soles and the comfort of bedroom slippers. Available in sizes 4½ to 13 (men and women). And the cost is modest! $12.95 plus 35c postage. Made by Clark’s of England.

NEW LOW PRICES
Stock panels for any size window or door. Quality guaranteed by DEVEREUX, pioneer manufacturer of famous "Plantation Custom Shutters." Fast delivery anywhere. Low air rates. Send 25c for complete information, booklet and prices. DEVEREUX PRODUCTS CO., 1723-HR BERKELEY STREET, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA. NEW LOW PRICES

WORLD MAP
Hand-Colored Reproduction of 1650 Original
Exactly as drawn by the famous geographer Blaeu, this colorful reproduction was hand-printed in Europe. Embellished with 22 illustrations of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, the Four Elements, the Seasons and the Planets. A handsome collector’s item, beautiful on the wall. Size, 16 inches high by 21 inches. Sent in sturdy mailing tube. An unusual value. Satisfaction guaranteed.
QUANTITY LIMITED - ORDER NOW!
Only $5.95 postpaid
The Map & Book Store
Dept. HG2, Westport, Conn.

ANTIOQUES takes you to historic CHARLESTON
in the February issue

Tutt February issue of ANTIQUES visits historic Charleston, South Carolina—the city noted for its eighteenth-century character. Through the photographs Samuel Chamberlain took especially for ANTIQUES, and guided by Narcissa Chamberlain, the reader enters thirteen gracious homes filled with heirlooms.

Plus Private Ceramics Collections in Rich Color
With beautiful reproductions in full color, the Editor, Alice Winchester, presents four famous ceramics collections as they are displayed in the private homes of their owners. The rich color gives life to the delicate porcelain and stoneware in their attractive antique cabinets.

START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY and receive this outstanding February issue plus the next eight months of ANTIQUES. You will get nine magazines—worth $6.75 postage price—for only $1. As a subscriber you will discover and explore the wonderful world of great craftsmanship—the coming features will include porcelain, china, house mementos, and French furniture. Whatever your interests may be, we urge you to take advantage of this unusual offer.

Relief For Tired Feet!
Sit back and relax while you enjoy a soothing, stimulating foot massage with PEDI-TREAT. You’ll feel good all over as strain and tension ease away. 3 stiff rubber balls, mounted on quality hardwood rack, rotate as you roll your feet back and forth. Use while reading or watching TV. Trade your tired feet for a new personality. Guaranteed foot comfort or your money back! Only $1.98, postage paid. Order PEDI-TREAT by mail from Sunset House, 867 Sunset Bldg., Hollywood 46, California.

NEW HANDY ROTARY INDEX FILE
Finds Phone Numbers, Recipes etc.—Instantly Handy Rotary Index File—only $25
No need to lose or scatter information ever again! This amazing new rotary index file holds phone numbers, recipes, etc. In a 6" disk. It has an alphabet and over 275 cards (each 3¼" x 1¼"), mounted on a scientifically designed spider. A twist of the wrist moves or replaces cards. Holders placed stand centeP high, hang on wall or sit on phone. Only $1.25. Delivered: 30 day money-back guarantee. Send cash, check or money order today.

Mrs. Dorothy Damar
316 Damar Bldg.
Newark 5, N. J.

IN CANADA: delivered to your home $3.30
17 Yale St. West, Montreal, Que.

Suubscription for Only $4
FREE WITH 8 MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION FOR ONLY $4

Start your subscription today and receive this outstanding February issue plus the next eight months of ANTIQUES. You will get nine magazines—are worth $6.75 postage price—for only $1. As a subscriber you will discover and explore the wonderful world of great craftsmanship—the coming features will include porcelain, china, house mementos, and French furniture. Whatever your interests may be, we urge you to take advantage of this unusual offer.

You save $2.75 when you fill out this coupon today!

ANTIQUES
Dept. HG 2
601 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
Please enter my special subscription to ANTIQUES:
☐ 1 month $4.00
☐ 2 months $7.00
☐ 6 months $17.00
☐ 12 months $24.00

Name:
Address:
City:
Zone:
State:

You save $2.75 when you fill out this coupon today!

New handy rotary index file
Finds phone numbers, recipes etc.—Instantly handy rotary index file—only $25
No need to lose or scatter information ever again! This amazing new rotary index file holds phone numbers, recipes, etc. In a 6" disk. It has an alphabet and over 275 cards (each 3¼" x 1¼"), mounted on a scientifically designed spider. A twist of the wrist moves or replaces cards. Holders placed stand centeP high, hang on wall or sit on phone. Only $1.25. Delivered: 30 day money-back guarantee. Send cash, check or money order today.

You save $2.75 when you fill out this coupon today!

Relief for tired feet!
Sit back and relax while you enjoy a soothing, stimulating foot massage with PEDI-TREAT. You’ll feel good all over as strain and tension ease away. 3 stiff rubber balls, mounted on quality hardwood rack, rotate as you roll your feet back and forth. Use while reading or watching TV. Trade your tired feet for a new personality. Guaranteed foot comfort or your money back! Only $1.98, postage paid. Order PEDI-TREAT by mail from Sunset House, 867 Sunset Bldg., Hollywood 46, California.

NEW HANDY ROTARY INDEX FILE
Finds Phone Numbers, Recipes etc.—Instantly Handy Rotary Index File—only $25
No need to lose or scatter information ever again! This amazing new rotary index file holds phone numbers, recipes, etc. In a 6" disk. It has an alphabet and over 275 cards (each 3¼" x 1¼"), mounted on a scientifically designed spider. A twist of the wrist moves or replaces cards. Holders placed stand centeP high, hang on wall or sit on phone. Only $1.25. Delivered: 30 day money-back guarantee. Send cash, check or money order today.

You save $2.75 when you fill out this coupon today!
CAPE COD LIGHTER
SOLID BRASS POT and TORCH HANDLE. 
1.20
Shipped Prepaid
Complete Catalogue of 
Fireplace Furnishings
Free on Request
Detroit Mantel and Tile Co.
1431 Farmer Street
Detroit 26, Michigan

make DRAPES like PROFESSIONALS!
This Book Has the Secrets of Professional Decorators!
It's so easy when you know how, and this low-cost book tells and shows you how. Even beginners have no trouble — over 50 illustrations, worlds of smart tips, new ideas. Step by step directions for making picture window draw drapes, cottage curtains, valances, cris-cross curtains. Also easy instructions for making slipcovers, lampshades, cushions, tablecloths and stoles.

EXTRA BONUS — Order Now
Send for your "How to Make Them Yourself" book now and we will send you free of extra cost, 20 actual samples of beautiful Itasca fabrics. These are the famous rough-textured, colorful, washable decorator fabrics — new and modern — so amazingly low cost. Itasca originals, famous the country over, available by mail — prices begin at $1.19 to $1.98 yd., widths up to 60 in.

Itasca Weavers Guild
Dept. HG-22, Itasca, Texas
Please send me the following:
□ "How to Make" Drapery Book and Bonus Fabric Sample(s)—I enclose $1.25 for first book and 75c for each additional one, or $2.00 for both books. If only solid color book is desired, please state.
□ "How to Make" Drapery Book and Bonus Fabric Sample(s)—I enclose 75c for one book, or $1.00 for both books. I wish to receive a 40-page "Drapery Decorating Ideas", illus. in full color—please enclose 75c per book.
□ AMOUNT ENCLOSED is ______.
□ (You may send for either or both of the above. Please check one desired)

(Print name in Pencil)
(Print address in Pencil)
City ______ State ______

1000 Name & Address Labels $1
Your name and address printed on 1000 fine quality self-sticky labels. Priced with hand-stamped printer's plastic gift tag. Full for easy handling. You'll find dozens of uses for these:

□ Macramé
□ Photographs
□ Recipes
□ Nickels
□ Beads
□ Grounding Cards
□ Cards
□ Embellishments
□ Favors
□ Memo Holders
□ Glass Class

Your choice of 3 labels printed on fine quality permanent paper. 1000 for only $0.90, SPECIAL OFFER. Also A6 size labels for R. Permanently make your own beautiful address labels for packages. Money back if not satisfied. Handcrafted, 221 Jackson St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

EARLY AMERICAN SPICE RACK
Your cooking will be just as Grandma's with these 24 different spices, all set to season in this big 10" x 17" x 5" rack. Made to order to a beautiful finish, the rich mellow finish is the perfect flavor for any kitchen. Complete with brass rings for hanging, and easy instructions for making picture window draw drapes, cottage curtains, valances, cris-cross curtains. Also easy instructions for making slipcovers, lampshades, cushions, tablecloths and stoles.

Beverly Baker
Dept. HG-2 Box 135 Darien, Conn.

FREE on request.

FORCES You to Save 
EXTRA $100.00 a Year Automatically!
Get Perpetual Date & Amount Banks. 25c a day automatically keeps Date right up to date. Also totals amount saved. Makes you save a quarter every day, or Calendar date won't change. Automatic saver for gifts, vacations, time payments, etc. Use year after year. Order several right away. Order from Cincinnati, 102, 17 Battery Place, N. Y.

For your car: an elegant finial for the radiator. We show here a solid bronze horse head which is beautifully modeled. Finished in chromium, it will add great distinction to any car. We think that this would make a distinguished gift for almost any one. 4½" x 3", $24.95 postpaid. The General Standard & Marine Co., Rm. 102, 17 Battery Place, N. Y.

A boot you'll enjoy wearing is the oil-treated leather one shown here. Waterproof, lined with soft wool sheathing, it combines comfort with protection. Trim: rawhide lacing and brass eyelets. Ties are rawhide, too. Men's sizes: 7 to 12 ($101). Women's sizes: 4 to 9 ($10). Postpaid. Order from Johnny Appleseed, Department HG2, Beverly, Massachusetts.

Crown bottle reproduced from the original mold. This design was a favorite of the early glass blowers. The one shown comes in the authentic and very attractive color: bottle green. You can use it as a vase for short stem flowers, leaves or vines. Or use it as sheer decoration on a table. 5¼" high. $2.35 ppd. Old Guildford Forge, HG2, Guildford, Conn.

Get your Rich Woods at Leavenworth Steel, Inc., 1st and Walker Kansas City, Kansas
AROUND

Saint Francis of Assisi was famous for his great love of animals as well as his great holiness. Shown here is a sterling silver medal cast in his likeness. The suggestion is to attach this medal to your pet's collar. About one inch in diameter, it is a fine piece of workmanship. $3. postpaid. Order from The Cache Pot, Dept. HG2, Box 121, Boston, Mass.

"Telebase" is an attractive and very practical addition to the telephone. Made of sturdy black plastic, it is a device which fits onto the base of the telephone. It contains a memo pad, an alphabetical index, a pencil with a dialing cap. We think that it should be standard equipment on all telephones. $1.29 ppr. Mrs. Damar, HG2, Damar Bldg., Newark, N. J.

A wonderful world for the children: the Rand McNally-Walt Disney globe. The all-metal sphere is finished in seven vivid colors and it pivots on its axis. This is the educational and entertaining way for the children to learn about geography. Overall height 101/2", $4.95 postpaid. Order from Thoresen’s, Dept. HG-Wg. 352 4th Ave., New York 10.

VERMONT DEACON’S BENCH
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TEMPLETON CRAFTSMEN

"TolellSIM"* is an illustration of workmanship. $3. postpaid. A worthwhile gift. It contains a memo pad, an alphabetical index, a pencil with a dialing cap. We think that it should be standard equipment on all telephones.

Order from The Cache Pot, Dept. 247 Templeton, Mass.

WRITE TODAY for FREE literature and booklet "Be Good to Yourself!"

"TOPS" for
the Home, for Athletic Clubs, for Reducing Salons— FOR MEN and WOMEN!
Enjoy the relaxing, stimulating benefits of efficient relaxatory massage! Health Builder gives you pleasant, scientific deep-tissue manipulation—at the snap of a switch.

Helps weight and figure problems, muscle de-toning, blood circulation. Widely used in Health Institutions. Built for years of service—fully guaranteed.

"How to Use" East Chrys for every use and $1.50 ppr.

"IF You Will Send Your OLD RUGS, CLOTHING— I GUARANTEE to send you the Finest, Longest Wearing Rugs you ever had for So Little Money."

Walter E. Olson, Pres.

No matter where you live, Write for beautiful, new, FREE Rug and Carpet Style Book in color and 8x12Anniversary FREE RUG Offer. Learn how valuable wool and material in your old rugs, clothing, etc., is. Reclaimed like new, sterilized, shredded, picketed, bleached, merged, blended with choice NEW WOOLS, then redyed, respun into rug yarn, and woven in 3 Days into deep-textured new, Reversible Broadloom Rugs or wall-to-wall Carpeting, fine enough for any home. Double the Wear. 9 x 12 ft. weighs 46 lbs., not 32 lbs.

CHOICE of 44 patterns regardless of colors in your material, any size up to 18 ft., any length.

Solid Colors Embossed Effects Florals Tweed Blends Early American Leaf, Scroll Two-toned Oriental Designs Ovals

GUARANTEED. Complete instructions with every order. Send 10c for FREE RUG Offer Book and price list. Part of profits to send to men in military Service. to families to slip into school lunches and picnic baskets, to send to non in military service, to place under lamps. $3. at stores. James White, a past president of the largest barbers and pawn shops. Imported from Switzerland. In 6 delicious flavors: Strawberry, Raspberry, Apricot and Cranberry.

Each 7 oz. tube $1.00

Send for FREE Spring Catalog!

BETTER FOOD AT LESS COST

with 4 in 1 Aluminum STEAM COOKER

Cuts tasty recipe results with few steps on only one pop. Saves vitamins. Flavor, etc. not lost with steaming. Try it. You'll never change once you have this handy steamer. Easy economical method recommended by food experts. Little, simple, easy to keep clean.

Sizes: 15 in. dia., 3 qt. $6.25 20 in. dia., 6 qt. $13.50

DIET-MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT CO.

BATTLE CREEK 30, Mich.

DIRECT FROM FACTORY! SOLID BIRCH OR MAPLE!

Captains Chairs
FULLY ASSEMBLED • READY-TO-PAINT 2 for $1495

GUARANTEE, Book in Color, Town Site

BETTER FOOD AT LESS COST
with 4 in 1 Aluminum STEAM COOKER

2 quart heavy duty Hammered Aluminum Casseroles—with divided Pyrex container enclosed in strikingly designed aluminum serving bowl. Cover is sang fitting to retain food heat. When Pyrex is removed, bowl can be used for candles, fruits, nuts, etc. This handsome dish at $6.00.

All prices include delivery charges. Send check or money order for

CLIMAX COMMERCIAL CORP. 50 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.

SAFETY ALUMINUM BASKETS

SADDLE SEATS • BENT WOOD BACKRESTS

MEADOWBROOK INDUSTRIES

MEADOWBROOK BUILDING

2200 Nursery Ave. Baltimore 4, Md.

FREE Rug Offer, Book in Cellar, Model Rooms.

FREE
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Automatic Electric

DEEP FRYER

5/8 Quart Extra-Large Family Size

Now Only $9.98

was $39.95

A Lucky purchase now makes it possible to offer you this fully automatic electric Deep Fryer, with mirror finish at less than one fourth its original price. That's right! You save $30.00! And think of all the work and time you save, too! No more standing over a stove! Just set the single knob temperature controls—and forget about it! No more gizmopedia! A Fire King glass cover lets you see what's cooking—and a signal light tells you when to cook or fry! Perforated underdrainer holds excessive generous portions of food. Comes with GK cord set and 2 beautiful recipe books for Deep-frying and cooking. See for yourself how much easier, safer, quicker it is to cook any meal with this fully automatic, electric, 5/8 quart, extra-large family size Deep Fryer. Never before at such a low, low price! Only $9.98 plus $1.00 postage with special 16 day money back guarantee. Send cash, check or money order today. FREE—catalog of Gifts and Gadgets.

Mrs. Dorothy Damar
398 Dornier Blvd., Newark 5, N. J.
IN CANADA: delivered to your home $11.85, 27 Yew St. West, Montreal, Que.

Ends Window Washing Forever!

"WINDO-GLEEM"

• Helps Prevent Dust, Dirt, • No Soap—No Water
• No Mistaking! Your Windows! Rain from Streaking —No Washing of Windows Ever!
• Makes Windows Shine • Complete Money
• Like Finest Crystals! Back Guaranteed!

Throw away all those rag and water buckets! Now your windows can be sparkling clean without ever wet-washing them again! Simply glide this amazing WINDO-GLEEM cloth over your windows in a jiffy, they'll be cleaner, brighter than you've ever seen them. WINDO-GLEEM is specially treated with an extraordinary new kind of chemical that gives windows an anti-dust, dirt and soot treatment that actually is glassier and smoother than glass. Dust and dirt can't cling, rain runs right off without usual streaks and spots. No more backache, no more danger, no more soapy, watery mess. Only $1.00 each postpaid. Special—3 for $4.00. A wonderful gift. Money back if not delighted. Mail order now!

A Viking Miracle Product.

AMERICAN BIO-STANDARDS CORP.
Dept. H-330, 120 M. Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

Approved Home Plan Books

You'll have fun choosing your Dream Home from our enthralling selection of plan books—all sizes and styles of homes. They will bring your castle in the air down to earth by showing how to build distinction, comfort, and livability into superbly-planned economical homes. Price Homes—96 beautifully designed homes, $1. Ranch & Country Homes—Finest and most complete plan book available, $2. Harmonious Homes—Mostly small homes but some income, $1. Our looks will save you money because of their 100% of new and different building ideas. Complete low-cost proven plans are available. All books only $3. Nationwide Plan Book Co., Box 407, Northridge, Los Angeles County, Calif.

Keep Delicate Apparel Fresh and Lovely in This GIANT CRYSTAL BOX

Here is the very thing you've been looking for to protect your delicate finery from harmful dust particles. Made of attractive polystyrene, this attractive box and its snug-fitting cover are crystal clear, can be used as a cleaner. It is 14 1/2" x 11 3/4" x 6"—large enough to hold delicates, slips, panties, slips, and nightshirts, or several knitted suits. Fits easily in closet, dresser, or wardrobe.

Perfect for safe, practical $4.95
on-season storage.

No C.O.D.'s or Stamps, Please.

NATIONAL HANGER COMPANY
Dept. H-24, 13 West 18th St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.
CENTURY OLD BEAUTY

BARRONIAL ENGLISH SET
White or Antique Green Cast Iron Alumimum
Norton 25, 55, 75, 125, 250, 500, 750, 1250
Table 25, 25g, High 10" Plan. 5.50 80.00

Old English
Planter Urn 279
Black iron covered with white flowers, 1" dia., 13", Includes white iron and planter, 3.50 45.00

gold
AUTHENTIC REGENCY URN \$100
Rich German iron covered with the gilding of the Hanoverian period, 16" dia., 18", 12", Includes iron and planter, 12.50 125.00

THIS EXQUISITE MOSAIC PICTURE FRAME
FROM ITALY
(\ worth \$4 to \$6)

Dazzling Spec Glamourizers

Men certainly will make passes at girls who wear glasses ... If you glamourize your frames with these stunning clips made of genuine quality rhinestones. Jewel-plated rims will fit any eyeglass frame to add party dash. Clips are adjustable and so easy to put on. They also add a brilliant touch to your sunglasses.

Available in your choice of "Diamond". \$1.50. Sapphire Blue. \$1.50 pair. Order both for \$2.75 tax and postage included.

Vernon Specialties Co.
Dept. HG-26

CENTURY OLD BEAUTY

HOLLYWOOD LIP BAR
Holds 4 lipsticks and lip brush "at your finger tips"
The dramatic flair of Hollywood's fabulous land of the art of make-up ... in stylish existence in this luxuriously brilliant chrome Lip Bar, home-sweet-home for your four favorite lipsticks and a lip brush. Chrome onders styling, leatherette comes in assorted. In clear, pearl, or metal stack rettingly gift-boxed. Order now. For juvenile and adult use. Order now.

MAILORAMA
Box No. 55, Los Angeles 46, Calif.
Dept. HG-26

HUNDREDS OF USES
10 little permanent magnets will lend themselves to all kinds of service around your house! Screw into holder that clips to stove, ten towels, wash cloths, or to "puck" nut! Fix plastic into toys, let youngsters experiment—see them attract or repel. Rustproof, never lose strength. About 1/2" long, 1/2" wide, 1/4" thick. Set of 10.

TELEPHONE INDEX
Keeps your telephone numbers right on your phone in full view. Alphabetical. Index menu removable for adding names. Black plastic case can be clipped to case, no extra space. Change clip as often as you like. Fits any phone. Only. $1.00

Novelty Studios
6245 S. Princeton, Dept. B-2, Chicago 21, Ill.

SHOPPING AROUND

De luxe shampoo for fine wool sweaters: CKC! It is a formula which combined with cold water thoroughly cleans and brightens wool fibre. Use it to avoid shrinkage, matting and running of color! It is inexpensively priced, \$1.00 the box of twelve envelopes. Order from Cortley Gifts, Department HG2, 305 East 83rd Street, New York, New York.

Tea for two and one will be envious. The one who does not own this cleaning copper pot! Spout, lid and accents are polished brass; handle is raffia bound; capacity is five tea cups. And the price is so modest! \$3.95. Add 35c for postage. Order from Herwig, Department HG9, 710 Elm Street, Chillicothe, Illinois.

Needlewomen will want this clever device to store thread. Made of clear see-through plastic, it holds twenty-four spools in neat and perfect array. A snap lock assures safety when the box is not in use. About 4½" x 6" x 2½". \$1 postpaid. Order from Beemak Plastics, 3450 Wilshire Boulevard, Room 905, Los Angeles, Calif.

Hats off to this capacious hat box! It will keep your expensive hats in pristine condition. Made of crystal-clear Polystyrene, it measures 14" x 15" x 7". This is the type of box which adds good decoration to a well cared for closet. \$6.95 postpaid. Order from National Hanger Company, Dept. HG9, 15 West 18th St., N. Y.

YOURS FOR ONLY \$50

To demonstrate the thrill of receiving beautiful, exotic gifts from foreign lands at less than half their U.S. value, we invite you to apply for a one-month membership in the Around-the-World Shoppers Club. As an introduction to join now, we will send you for only 50c postpaid and duty-free this lovely Mosaic Picture Frame, hand-made in Italy (2½" high, 4" wide). When it arrives, you will understand what it means to receive distinctive gifts from famous studios in Paris ... from tiny Black Forest woodcarving shops ... from colorful Persian bazaars ... yes, gifts from the world over! Upon acceptance of your one-month membership, we will reserve a regular membership in your name. If you decide to accept it, you will receive the Club's monthly selection of foreign merchandise direct from the countries of origin, for only 25c per gift postpaid and duty-free. However, you may cancel after receiving your Mosaic Picture Frame, or at any future time. The coupon below and 50c in cash must be sent for the Picture Frame. Do it NOW! Only one to a family.

SHOPPING AROUND
Your first glance tells you . . . here's a Lavanette that puts new, colorful elegance and charm into the bathroom.

Check the many extra conveniences the Beauty Queen 48" Vanette Model provides all members of the family. Seated, Mother completes her make-up with cosmetics easily at hand in the compartment drawer. Father can sit to shave . . . and after the children wash up, the one-piece plastic top cleans so easily with a wipe of a damp cloth.

Cabinets and bowls are always the same pastel colors and are available in 8 color selections . . . all harmonize with regular plumbing fixtures . . . the plastic vanity tops are in contrasting colors.

All-steel construction with high temperature baked enamel finish on Bonderized cabinets, porcelain finish bowl and enduring plastic tops assure long-life beauty.

Before remodeling an old bathroom, adding a powder room, or building a new home, get complete color literature describing the four sizes of Beauty Queen Lavanettes.

NEW, EXCITING KITCHEN COLORS

In addition to satin white, you can select your kitchen from four beautiful soft pastel colors. Smart pink, cheerful yellow, restful green or sandstone give you a color choice to make your kitchen more inviting . . . more admired.

NEW, EXCITING KITCHEN COLORS

MAIL COUPON TODAY

TOLEDO DESK & FIXTURE CORP. 
MAUMEE, OHIO

Send Color Literature on 
Kitchens 
Lavanettes

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ County ____________________________
State ____________________________ County HG-6
send but 25¢ for big beautiful interior decorator's portfolio

Just off the presses — your personal collection of everything new and fashionable from America's most esteemed furniture makers.

Looking for new ideas? Contemporary? Provincial? Traditional? You'll find them all in our magnificent decorator's portfolio. Send but 25¢ to cover postage and handling charges.

Secretary-Manager
American Walnut Manufacturers' Association

Look for these tags because walnut is the one prestige wood used in only the world's finest furniture.

American Walnut Manufacturers' Association
660 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11

HOUSE & GARDEN
COLOR SCHEMES BY MAIL

Now you can order a House & Garden Color Scheme for any room in your house. It will come to you in the form of a chart with actual swatches of material for upholstery, draperies, and floor covering, paint samples for walls and ceilings, and complete shopping information. For a Standard Color Scheme ($7.50), you choose one of H&G's 36 colors on which to have your scheme based. For a Custom Color Scheme ($10.00), you send a color sample of something you have and wish to keep, and name your H&G color preferences. A purse-size set of H&G 1956 color chips will be included with your chart. Since materials for both Standard and Custom schemes are individually selected, please allow at least three weeks for delivery. Convenient order forms are below.

To: house & garden color scheme service
the conde nast publications, inc.
greenwich, connecticut

Please send House & Garden STANDARD Color Scheme to:

(Please Print)

NAME:

STREET:

CITY__ ZONE__ STATE:

Give kind of room for which color scheme is desired (e.g., living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, etc.):

Give name of H&G color on which scheme is to be based:

I enclose $7.50 for each room color scheme ordered.

To: house & garden color scheme service
the conde nast publications, inc.
greenwich, connecticut

Please send House & Garden CUSTOM Color Scheme to:

(Please Print)

NAME:

STREET:

CITY__ ZONE__ STATE:

Give kind of room for which color scheme is desired (e.g., living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, etc.):

I enclose sample of fabric, wallpaper, paint or carpet to be used on:

Walls   Floor   Windows
Large seating pieces   Small seating pieces

My House & Garden Color preferences are:

I enclose $10.00 for each room color scheme ordered.
This is a decorative tile furnished in many attractive patterns. Illustrated is "Basket Weave" design. Write for special folder showing other appealing selections.

WALLS AND FLOOR ROMANY 330 GLAUCOUS

A ROMANY tiled bathroom is so expressive of rich quality and good taste, you will always be proud of your selection. And, it is so wear proof it will never need replacement.

There is a complete range of beautiful colors to meet every desire. You will have walls that are stain proof, acid proof, fade proof and flame proof. No other surface is so easy to keep sparkling clean.

ROMANY offers you America's finest tile. It is precision manufactured in modern kilns, slow fired under high temperatures, with ultra quality glaze finishes.

There are other good uses for ROMANY in the modern home—for kitchen walls, window sills, counter and lavatory tops, and for sheer decor.

Remember, there is no substitute for real clay tile.

Get the ROMANY story. Send in your coupon today!

FREE ESTIMATE
Your nearest Ceramic Tile Contractor (see classified phone book) will be glad to show you a ROMANY color chart and give you free estimate for installation in your new or occupied home.

UNITED STATES
CERAMIC TILE COMPANY
And Its Subsidiary, THE SPARTA CERAMIC CO.
Member: Tile Council of America and Producers' Council, Inc.
217-C FOURTH ST., N.E., CANTON 2, OHIO

Please send your Free Illustrated Folder "Color Suggestions" featuring ROMANY Real Clay Tile.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE
chair with a view

DUNBAR

Champagne on the fire

Sir:
Thank you so much for Myra Waldo’s recipes (Champagne Cookbook, December). We all take pride in turning out dishes in the grand manner once in a while.

MRS. E. B. W., St. Louis, Mo.

Sir:
Myra Waldo advocates egregious waste of an Elysian beverage which should never be contaminated except, perhaps, by a lacing of good Cognac or Armagnac on rare occasions. After stewing in a pot, any dry white wine will give food the same flavor. In fact, I defy an expert to detect the difference.


Sir:
We were pleased to find an article on champagne and champagne cookery but dismayed at the inaccurate references to California sparkling wines.

These statements were made: “Any French champagne is matured in the bottle, a complicated process taking from six months to four years. Domestic champagnes, apart from some New York State brands, are fermented in bulk.”

This is not correct, and does great harm to the many California producers of bottle fermented champagne and other sparkling wines. Bottle fermented sparkling wines have been produced in California since 1855. There are presently fourteen wineries in California producing bottle fermented champagne. There are also twenty-six wineries producing bulk process sparkling wines. Incidentally, the Charmat process of bulk secondary fermentation of sparkling wines was developed in France and is widely used there.

F. S. W., Wine Institute, San Francisco

H & G’s apologies to the 14 of California’s 40 fine wineries. Our research has been banished to the cellar for further aging. Ed.

In defense of hop

Sir:
Someone should enlighten Deems Taylor (Rising Sound of Music In Your Home, December) about current musical trends and tastes. I refer to his repeated use of the word “hop,” which he claims is so popular with the “aesthetically savage teenagers.” It doesn’t take a Juilliard graduate to tell us that the musical junk currently the rage with teenage record buyers is about as bad as music can get, but it is definitely not “hop.” Hop is, or was, a school of jazz which came into prominence during the early ’40's. It grew from the minds and talents of great musicians [whose] ideas and styles have greatly influenced all modern jazz and serious jazz musicians.

L. S., Wynnewood, Penna.

Sir:
The statement is made (Sound and the Music in Your Home, December) that “any speaker system gives its best performance when it is installed in a corner of the room.” This is a complete untruth, for there are many loudspeaker systems designed to go along one wall and/or away from any wall.

O. B., Beverly Hills, Calif.

The best hi-fi equipment gives outstanding performance in the installations for which it has been designed, but it is the consensus among technicians that corner installation does improve low frequency tones. The improvement is most noticeable in less expensive equipment. Ed.

Split-level laureate

Sir:
The collaboration of Ogden Nash and Robert Osborn (I’ll Eat My Split-Level Turkey in the Breeze-way, December) is funny—but also painfully pertinent. Mr. Osborn’s do-it-yourself Santa Claus is my favorite cartoon of the year.

MRS. P. L. M., St. Paul, Minn.

Sir:
Any time Ogden Nash will honor my porte-cochere, I shall give him the run of my cluttered attic, provide a hoist for my 1923 bathtup and feed him turkey a la mansard. Let’s have more of his verse in House & Garden.

J. C. D., Nashville, Tenn.

Hurd’s Southwest

Sir:
If Peter Hurd (The True Colors of the Southwest, December) were not so fine a painter, I would say that he had missed his calling. The article is a distinguished piece of writing.

E. L. G., Cincinnati, Ohio
Insist on **POWERS**

NEW Hydroguard®

Your Best Insurance for SAFE, Comfortable Showers!

**You’re the Boss**
in a Hydroguard controlled shower. You can really enjoy worry-free bathing. No more dodging sudden shots of cold or scalding water.

**More Convenient**
... Hydroguard installations for shower and tub (shown above) or in shower stall are uncluttered with various valves. There’s only ONE dial to turn instead of 2 to 4 valves. Hydroguard’s simplicity eliminates confusion, simplifies piping and tile work and improves appearance.

**Its Modern Styling Adds Glamour to Shower Baths**

Powers Hydroguard is Thermostatic. It always maintains shower or tub temperature wherever you set it... regardless of temperature or pressure changes in water supply.

Thermostatic Safety Limit Protects You from Scalding. It prevents flow of water to shower or tub above 110°F. Should cold water supply fail, Hydroguard instantly and completely shuts off hot water.

Conserves Water formerly wasted while adjusting various valves before bathing and jumping in and out of shower because of temperature changes.


For further information write for Booklet HG-256

**THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY**

Skokie, Illinois  | Offices in chief cities in U.S.A., Canada and Mexico

65 Years of Leadership in Water Temperature Control
GOOD OLD TRANSITIONAL

It is getting more difficult all the time to make sense about style in architecture and design. This is partly because making a home is as close as most of us ever get to a creative art in our lifetime; we are therefore understandably subjective and sensitive about the whole thing. And to make matters worse there are few subjects of everyday experience in which we suffer a greater handicap of language. There seems to be no idiom common enough to permit us to communicate with any precision what we think about a house and the things that are in it. Our adjectives grow ever more ambiguous as the hard word is discarded for the soft euphemism.

No two words of the jargon are less precise or more abused than modern and traditional. It is not just a problem of relativity: of defining now vs. then (although it would be quite a feat to find any two persons who would agree on how old something has to be before it ceases to be new). In any case the two words long since ceased to connote time and are now commonly used to describe substance (a glass house) and form (a flat house). Contemporary is the proper synonym for modern because it suggests absolutely nothing beyond now in use.” The most tactful of all terms is that reliable old weasel transitional, which can be used to describe everything from the Toonerville Trolley to Picasso’s latest painting.

The trouble is that most of us are getting lazy, and it is easier to use labels than to think critically and speak clearly. One articulate exception is the gifted and thoughtful young architect Thornton Ladd. In our conversation with him (page 92) he describes his own distinguished work as a synthesis of many styles. Because it is still evolving, it will defy a label until his last house is built. Ours, Ladd says, is an age of synthesis in all art forms. He deplores the arbitrary rejection of the past by the self-consciously “modern” architect as an abstraction that is “unnatural and undesirable.” His conclusion: The best modern evolves from the best traditional.

We agree. For one thing we do not always know just what is new under the sun. How very new is the wheel compared to the atom; yet how much longer have we known one than the other. What we have long known is that a thing is not good or beautiful or true just because it is new or old.

We agree too with another thoughtful man, Lord Chesterfield, who in another transitional age two centuries ago wrote: “Speak of moderns without contempt, and of the ancients without idolatry.”

W. H. L., Jr.
Best Living Ideas of Our Time

Our American living is in the midst of a revolution, which differs from most revolutions in that it creates faster than it destroys. As if compelled to foster obsolescence, industry pours out new devices and new materials for our homes, and we snatch them up—not because there was really anything wrong with the old ones but because the new ones are more useful, more efficient or more beautiful. The new devices and materials are worthy of new ideas and new uses, and these we are getting, too, from artists, from designers, from architects and even from industry. Less and less often do we hear the question, “Why didn’t somebody think of this before?” Somebody already has thought of it. It may be a basically practical idea, like kitchens-in-a-package; an aesthetic one, like fresh beauty in the bathroom, or a grand conception in architecture that changes not merely the look but the life in our homes. Some of these ideas are radically different from what we have cherished in the past, but they are living ideas for today and they will surely affect your homes sooner or later.
House on posts
in “Best Building Ideas”

No-fade gardens
in “Six Basic Garden Projects”

Packaged kitchen
in “How to Plan Your Own Kitchen”

Bathing in beauty
in “Personal World of Bed and Bath”
100 new decorating ideas for the personal world of Bed and Bath

Our public and personal worlds have only a door between them, yet they are as different as day and night. When we cross the threshold into the bedroom and bath, we are in the world of our own choosing. Here is rest and refreshment and dreams and even singing. It is where we are ourselves and at ease. Happily, today we can pamper ourselves with the colors and the comforts of a new luxury. Extending far beyond the size of a mattress or the temperature of a bath, this luxury is shown in the eclectic elegance of the bedroom of Princess Archil Gourielli on the opposite page, and in the rooms which follow. In this 12 page portfolio H & G presents decorating ideas for your own personal world.
Authentic cupboard beds are teamed with traditional toile
The personality of Mary Martin, whose radiance has won the love of theatre audiences while her talents were arousing their cheers, is reflected in the furniture she chose for her Connecticut house. She and her husband, Richard Halliday, feel at home with unpretentious French Provincial pieces, which they mix with objects collected in their travels. In the guest room (opposite) and Miss Martin’s own bedroom (above) the focus is on beds treated in the French Provincial fashion. One bed in the guest room (with its steps) is an original lit clos, or open-front cupboard bed, popular in Brittany and the Vosges mountains. Its mate (at right) is a line-for-line reproduction. The rococo paneling frames a figured bed covering made of a toile whose motif depicts French traveling players. Behind each bed are a bookshelf and reading light. The needlepoint rug, designed and made by the Hallidays, is one of a pair for the guest room. In the other room a similar effect is created by placing a bed in a niche and setting it off with valance and tieback curtains of another toile with a theme of meandering flowers. The same fabric is used inside the niche on the walls, windows and as the dust ruffle beneath a bed covering of pleated tulle.
Striped flock paper and India cotton saris make a pavilion of the bed area in the corner of a small guest room designed by photographer Horst P. Horst. A bookshelf was built in around the bed, and the wall between shelf and bed padded in quilted material. Bedspread motif and color scheme derive from Meissen china “Onion” pattern.

Curtains with a Roman motif key the decoration of actor Tyrone Power’s bedroom in his New York apartment. Louis XVI furniture was chosen for its restrained lines in keeping with the classic theme. Desk, night tables are scaled to a man’s taste.

Tested bed placed flush with wall between doors leaves more floor space for other pieces of furniture. Sheraton drop-leaf table beside bed is also used as a desk. Stacked pair of English campaign chests forms a handsome chest of drawers. Striped denim on bed and windows adds a fresh note.

Built-ins for books and bed linen make a small room shipshape. The light wood paneling gives added depth. Ship’s lamps hung on the sides of shelves save table space. To tie the room scheme together, small-scaled sofa-bed and armchair are slip-covered in the same plaid used for curtains.
Embroidered organdy in "Monterey" pattern gives feminine look to singer Jane Froman's bedroom in New York. Walls and carpet are in her favorite color, blue. Chaise is where she knits, desk where she writes thank-you notes.

Carpeted bed in the New York penthouse of opera singer Patrice Munsel serves as a roomy sofa. Books and bound music scores are within easy reach. Bedside storage pieces are painted to match the walls in deep restful gray. Blown-glass lamps diffuse light softly. Windows are curtained simply so as not to detract from skyline view.

Allover wallpaper design makes a small dormer room seem more spacious. Used on walls and ceiling, it erases the angular lines. The delicate fern motif suggests a greenhouse. Window is curtained in light, airy tambour organdy.

Patterns that lift the eye help to enlarge a small dormer room. The walls are papered in vertical pastel stripes, and pointed coverlets are used over tailored petticoats on the spool beds. To give importance to the small windows, white linen curtains trimmed in ball fringe are hung to the floor over a tier of café curtains.
His or Hers?

Which sex should have the say in the bedroom? William Pahlmann, decorator, and Dino Levi, Venetian designer and importer, argue a burning question in the art of decoration.

Mr. Pahlmann: “No man should have to wade through yards of ruffles in his own bedroom. The most successful rooms are always those where a man can put his feet up and relax. Dinky furniture, Dresden, petit point and spindly beds are unsuitable. A man requires more substantial things.”

Mr. Levi: “Luxury and comfort don’t have to be incompatible. Don’t you think Louis XV was comfortable in Mme. Du Barry’s boudoir? A man doesn’t want a bedroom to remind him of his office. He wants to forget his functional furniture, metal desk and swivel chair. The bedroom is a woman’s room, and a man has nothing to do with decorating it.”

Mr. Pahlmann: “A man shouldn’t be made to feel (or look) the fool in his bedroom. A woman should always be conscious of his comfort. She can turn her boudoir into a princess’s castle, but she can’t turn him into a Prince Charming. The ideal master bedroom is a sitting room as well as a bedroom. It is pleasant to have breakfast, tea or even a cocktail at a small table in the bedroom. The woman should have a chaise longue for herself and a comfortable chair and ottoman for her husband; otherwise he will throw himself on the bed. With each chair should go a good reading lamp. If there isn’t enough space for this kind of seating in the room, at least use a practical spread on the bed so that the man can stretch out on it if he wants to. (No man is going to fold back a bedspread.) A bedroom must function in two ways: it must give comfort and it must be easy to keep neat. Bedside tables with drawers and space for books, magazines, glass of water, ash tray and small radio should be provided at each side of the bed. Marble or plastic tops are good. Each table should have a reading light with switch placed low enough to reach without groping. (I frequently attach an interrupter switch on the cord about six inches from the base.) The man should have a telephone on his side but seldom gets it.”

Mr. Levi: “What you have described is a cold room. I don’t like austere bedrooms; they remind me of monks’ cells. What’s more, for all your paraphernalia the bedroom would have to be very large. When a bedroom is oversized, you lose the intimacy, which is the best part. In the 18th century when rooms were huge, people took refuge in great poster beds with canopies. They could pull the curtains around them and escape all that emptiness. The bed is a modern invention, you know. The Romans didn’t have beds. They had couches to recline on, but they slept on the floor. The bed originated in Italy in the 16th century. During the Renaissance, it became a big apparatus, a room within a room. There is a story about Martin Luther’s first glimpse of a bed in the papal palace during a visit to Rome. He was shocked at the feminine look of the bed and the idea that anyone would indulge himself with such a monument of laziness. Today the bed is accepted, and the woman is queen of the bedroom. Men have a lot to say about furniture and equipment all through the rest of the house, because it has become so functional; the bedroom is the only place left which a woman can decorate to suit herself. The man can have his big easy chair in the den or in a corner of the living room. I am afraid, Mr. Pahlmann, that you have deep-rooted bachelor habits.”

Mr. Pahlmann: “I am a bachelor, but I have decorated a couple of hundred highly successful master bedrooms. The American husband is a hard-working man. He needs a place to relax and read his paper before dinner. Most men are willing to let the woman have the say in decorating, but she should respect his needs. It all adds up to mutual respect for each other’s wishes. If he likes sunlight in the morning, and she doesn’t, she will just have to wear an eye mask.”

Mr. Levi: “Nonsense. A married man has to compromise practically every five minutes.”

Mr. Pahlmann: “If a woman wants to dress up the bedroom to impress her friends, that’s all right as long as she is always conscious of her husband’s comfort. He is no dashing Don Juan with flashing teeth. Some men are apt to accept fussier bedrooms than others. A room can be done in the most delicate French style, but the selection of colors, fabrics and the way they are used will determine how feminine or masculine the room will look. A restrained style of bed covering is preferable to flounce after flounce after flounce. There is no reason why a woman cannot use tambour organy curtains on the window, provided she doesn’t...” (Continued on page 133)
H&G COLORS FOR YOUR
PERSONAL BED AND BATH

Our choices throughout life are largely influenced by color from the moment we first reach for the bright red toy. People respond to different colors in different ways, and in the personal world of bed and bath it is natural to surround ourselves with the colors we like the best. Often a person prefers colors that provide a complete change from daily associations. Patrice Munsell, whose bedroom is shown on page 59, loves flamboyant red and wears at least one red costume in any vivacious role she sings. But when it comes to her bedroom, she prefers a restful gray background. Pastel color schemes or varying shades of one color are soothing and relaxing. People who wake up easily in the morning and like a room flooded with sunlight may prefer warm, bright shades, perhaps the new sundrenched colors. When two people with different color preferences share a room, a compromise can be reached by choosing one color for the background and using accents of another color. The Sky Blue bedroom (opposite), with its spice-colored accents is a good example. HOUSE & GARDEN’s collection of colors makes it possible to create any scheme under the sun. These colors are picked to be used together and are equally effective in any room of the house. In a bedroom, it is best to keep the color scheme simple. Combine tones of one color such as a family of blues or warm and cool pinks, or use close-harmony colors such as Saffron, Citron and Tangerine against a neutral background. You can carry out an H&G color scheme to the last detail, using sheets with printed borders and blankets in vivid accent colors. The same color scheme can be repeated in an adjoining bathroom in tiles and equipment as well as in the towels, bath rugs and accessories. There are many delightful patterns in wallpapers and fabrics to add interest to any room, and you can point up a whole scheme with the glitter of gold.

Serene and restful: a background of soft blues shading from Sky Blue walls and bedspread to deeper Cerulean Blue carpeting. Mocha-striped bed sheets and harmonizing blanket spice the scheme. The bathroom is treated as an extension of the bedroom by using identical blues and repeating the stripe in wallpaper. The hand-brushed stripes in H&G’s Sky Blue and white give relief to the sleek tile and plastic surfaces.

Young and pretty: a delicate range of pinks from cool Carnation to warm Siamese Pink. A small-scaled butterfly wallpaper makes the room seem larger. Matching chintz petticoat on the bed is tailored with corner kick pleats. When the bed is turned down, pink lace turns up on the printed borders of sheet and pillowcase. In the bath, pink is repeated, with Lemon Peel accents. Wallpaper pattern is taken from an antique button collection.

Bright and cheerful: sun-drenched colors silhouetted against white walls. Curtains and dust ruffle are made of Tangerine felt, a material that can be cut in any pattern and need not be hemmed. Bed linens with borders printed in a baroque scroll with monogram are set off by a Citron Yellow blanket. Towels and curtains carry out the same color scheme in the bathroom against walls papered in black and white.

Shopping information for the following three pages on page 116. List of stores carrying bed and bath merchandise in H&G colors is on page 116.

Three new looks for bed and bath

The brass look brings delicate glitter to your bath. You can change the tones of all the fixtures from aluminum to brass and add gold-finished accessories: jars, ash tray, even a scale. Or, keep the chromium fixtures and introduce a flash of gold in a different texture: towels, for example, in diagonal stripes or solid colors with metallic-woven borders. If you are redecorating a bathroom, there are metallic-printed wallpapers in slim harlequin designs or fleur de lis motifs with bath rug to match in a larger scale. With painted walls you can use a copper-toned curtain and waste basket or a metallic woven blind. Beds made up in Saffron blankets will glow to match.
The sun-drenched look brings a new group of colors to bed and bath. These are the bright and coppery tones of sun and sun-ripened fruit (cantaloupes, lemons, apricots). Pair two for the best effect in bedroom or bath. They are striking against neutral backgrounds or black and white tiled baths. Designs such as the bold harlequin, multi-colored plaid, Spanish tile or oak leaf add interest to a bathroom that is completely tiled. If the tile stops halfway up the wall, you can paint or paper the upper half to match a brick-red towel, an apricot shower curtain, or champagne bath rug with sunburst motif.

The flower look brings a breath of spring to a feminine bath or bedroom. For the bathroom there are towels printed in meadow blossoms and carnations. If you already have flowered paper or curtains, use flowered accessories instead: decorative brush holder, cologne bottle or bowknot towel bars. In the bedroom you can now have a motif of flowers (or flower colors) from the mattress up. Complete wardrobes for the bed come in widely scattered daisy prints in Blue Mist, tiny all-over designs of Citron rosebuds, and in petal colors from Carnation ticking to Clover Pink or Hyacinth blankets.
The three houses you are about to see qualify as unique. One-of-a-kind in character and spirit, they are of frankly advanced design. They embody the architectural thinking that will influence house planning in 1956 and later years, and they offer us some of the best building ideas of our time. The first house shows the wisdom and happy results of planning house and site as a single entity. The indoors borrows space outdoors, and the outdoors opens up the whole interior. The house walls are not physical limits and the lot lines are not visual limits for this house. The result is an expansive way of living on a relatively inexpensive scale. The second house illustrates the maturing of the contemporary style. It has the flat roofs and enormous glass areas which are so often frowned upon as stark and monotonous. Yet it is neither cold nor barren; it is a house of great warmth and imaginative design as you may see on pages 70-75. It is modern; yet it shows the significance of Oriental traditions. The third house, on pages 76-78, presents a new building method which is simplicity in itself and permits almost unlimited freedom in the planning of interior space. As a result this house may also be opened up to light, air, and view. All three houses are, we stress, houses that forecast the future. What can such houses offer you in planning a new but perhaps more modest house? A great deal. In them you may find ideas, large or small, to inspire, to shape, to direct your thinking for your new home, which can be as individual and distinguished in its way as these three.

1. MERGING HOUSE AND SITE

This small house near San Francisco seems twice its 1,550 foot size to its owners, Mr. and Mrs. James Byrne, because house and site were planned together. Two decks and a garden terrace add 1,100 feet of outdoor living space to the five indoor rooms. Every room opens directly outdoors and window walls vastly extend the confines of the rooms. The deck at the water’s edge, overlooking Belvedere Lagoon, serves as an extension of living room, dining room and master bedroom. It is open for sunbathing, enjoying the breeze and the bay view. The other deck is a shaded spot out of the wind and overlooking the small, sheltered garden. It also enlarges the rooms. Although its location endows the lot with wide horizons of water and mountains, the lot itself is only 75’ x 102’ with every inch of it planned for best possible use.

Entrance is at side of the house. Grayed redwood walls frame it; garden path leads to it.
Outdoor areas double living space

Dining area opens wide to front deck at one end of house, to lagoon deck at other. It brings light and air through the house.

Kitchen is just a few steps from front and rear decks as well as dining room. Pass-through is also snack bar.

Opposite end of dining area shows lagoon deck beyond. Living room to right, bedrooms to left.

Architect: Worley K. Wong and John Carden Campbell
Owners: Mr. and Mrs. James Byrne
Location: Belvedere, California
Landscape Architect: Thomas Church
Overlooking the water the living room has ceiling-high windows for full view outdoors and greatest illusion of space indoors. To subdue glare from sun and water in the late afternoon, teak frame shojis (made of plasticized beige pulp paper) slide across the glass. They can be arranged in many ways to let in light and air but keep out sun.

Living room walls and floors are Siamese teak planks; mantel and hearth are black marble; ceiling is painted peacock blue. Antique furniture from China and Japan blends well with the room's modern pieces.

BUILDING IDEAS

- Three outdoor areas expand the five rooms of the house.
- Good site planning makes fine use of 73' x 102' lot.
- Natural wood walls inside and outside house reduce maintenance.
- Sun control screens temper sun glare and light on west exposure.
- Dining room opens at two ends, acts as breezeway for good ventilation.
Entrance court of house with adroitly landscaped lily pond faces the southwest, and is a protected, all year, sunny spot.
When Mrs. Jackson Burke decided to build a house, she wrote her architect a letter expressing in general terms her conception of what a house should be. She was emphatic in her preference for contemporary design. "I choose to live in a modern house," she wrote, "because I want to live in the present. I want to take advantage of new techniques and ways through which one can express beauty and attain comfort." But she had qualifications. Her house, said Mrs. Burke, must not possess "an impersonal, anti-septic, institutional quality." The result of Mrs. Burke's views and her architect's interpretation is the house shown here. Built on Center Island overlooking New York's Long Island Sound, it embodies both the beauty and the comfort its owner sought. It is large, open and spacious, three stories high at the back, with a guest wing which is almost a separate unit. In the house, privacy may be easily found. The living room, for instance, is two stories high, with a wall of glass panels on one side and a great upper window on the other. But at one end of the room is a fireplace cove which provides a snug contrast to the openness. Although the house was designed to accommodate a busy social life, it also includes an "escape" area—the master bedroom-sitting room suite, which is the only living space on the third floor. Two large sun decks and promenade decks running around most of the main floor offer many beautiful vistas.

Plastic bubble over dining table brings in sunlight, starlight and sky dome view of trees.

Dining room window walls open to decks.
6 outdoor living areas
give the house variety

The Burke house has decks, gardens and terraces on three sides. They add interest and variety to the interior. As the owners say, "Guests feel the house is full of surprises. They can never predict just what will be around the corner." This change in the treatment of space as you move from one area to another is the hallmark of an interesting house. In the two-story living room the rear glass wall allows a sweeping view of Long Island Sound. The windows slide open to a deck which extends around three sides of the house. In contrast, the bedroom wing overlooks a small, informal garden, which has a brook running through it under weeping birch trees. The dining room opens two ways—to the lily pond in the entrance court at the front and to a view of beach and Sound. The two-room suite on the upper floor, which the owners reserve to themselves, has its own private deck, perched like the bridge of a ship overlooking the water. The side terrace, on the facing page, is a favorite place to survey the gardens. And the sixth area, often used by beach bathers, opens off the family room which is beneath the living room. Note spiral stair to deck.

BUILDING IDEAS

- Variety of materials, wood siding, stone and painted brick, suits the setting.
- Design of house and design of landscaping are completely integrated.
- House is versatile and varied; it spreads in three directions, rises to three floor levels and provides six outdoor areas in which to entertain or just relax.
- Complete privacy is possible for the owners and their guests.

Three levels overlook the Sound. Each has its own outdoor deck or terrace looking down or leading down to the beach.
Side terrace overlooks gardens, is right size for quiet chat and relaxation.

Landscape plan shows lily pond in front courtyard, brook garden in front of bedroom wing, outdoor living areas surrounding the house. They complement the rooms of the house and were planned as an integral part of the home's living space.

Stair hall has sliding glass windows opening to terrace shown at top of page.
Open planning need not mean a house without privacy

Living room occupies separate area in house, and most of it is two stories high. At this end it is an expansive room with windows on three sides and a pleasant grouping of comfortably oversize furniture. The music wall at the far end of the room houses TV, radio and record player and has storage space. The deck outside the sliding glass window wall extends the room in size and adds view of Sound.

Fireplace end of living room sets a different mood. It is one story high, enclosed on three sides by solid walls. A place for cocktails or conversation, it gives the owners a change of scene; a contrast to the views through window walls. A cove sofa is bright orange Siamese silk against brick walls painted black. Long sofa is gray Siamese silk; silk pillows are blue, yellow, orange. Wood walls are mahogany.
 Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Burke
Architects: The Architects Collaborative—Benjamin Thompson in charge of design including interiors and landscaping.
Decoration: Design Research

Owners’ suite, on second floor, has bedroom, outside deck, sitting room and dressing room-bath as shown in plan (left). It is a private world at the top of the house where complete seclusion is possible. A fireplace wall separates the two rooms, giving each its own hearth. Storage for books and magazines as well as clothing is generous. The sitting room holds a huge work table-desk. Private deck overlooks beach, is a prize asset.

The first floor, spread out in three general areas for living, sleeping, service, is almost surrounded by decks and terraces. As the owners say, “It’s a marvellous house for entertaining. You can open the sliding glass doors on almost every side of the house and people can come and go as they wish.” Each zone of the house closes easily for privacy.

Bedroom wing is like a private guest house. Its diminutive design contrasts with the big scale of the rest of the house. Inside, as shown in plan above, are two bedrooms and two baths. As in a Japanese house, the doors (glass in this case) slide open to a long, shallow porch. A landscaped brook flows in front of the entire wing.
Pillar-and-slab construction (see front of house) permits unlimited use of glass walls and unobstructed living space. This house was built on two levels so that a full view of Biscayne Bay (at the back of house) might be had from all rooms. Wooden louvers are set in the glass walls for privacy and ventilation; louvers around the roof, railings along the second floor balcony act as sun visors to reduce glare from the sky and heat from the sun.

3. THE USE OF NEW BUILDING METHODS

Miami motorists passing the Albee E. Miller home on Palm Island almost invariably slow down for a second, searching look. A good many even make their way to the house and request a tour of inspection or an explanation. The explanation is simple.

The Miller house, 2,460 sq. ft. in size, is essentially two layers of open living space suspended between concrete floors and roof. Supporting the second floor and roof are fourteen poured concrete columns arranged in two rows of seven each. Although this building method has been used for many years in industrial construction, its application in home design is rare. The advantages, however, are impressive. Because no supporting walls are needed, the architect may open up outside walls as he chooses, may place indoor partitions wherever he wishes, or he may leave them out altogether.

On the second floor of the Miller house partitions separate three bedroom-bath areas. But on the main floor only a single partition stands, separating living room and kitchen from the carport. Aside from the construction method itself, the most remarkable feature of the house is its cooking center. An integral part of the living room, it is an elaborate steel cooking island. A restaurant executive and amateur chef, Mr. Miller designed the island so that he could prepare meals without leaving his guests. For pictures and details of cooking island, please turn page.

Living room and swimming pool area, shown in plan, create an integrated space to live and entertain in.

Second floor plan shows son’s apartment and owners’ suite.

Owner: Mr. and Mrs. Albee E. Miller
Architects: Rufus Nims and Robert B. Browne
Location: Palm Island, Miami Beach, Florida
BUILDING IDEAS

- With floor and roof supported by concrete pillars, entire walls may be opened up for view and ventilation. Inside partitions can be placed anywhere.
- Good design combines living-dining room and kitchen in one attractive area for easy entertaining, easy upkeep.

Cutaway drawing shows how 14 pillars and 2 slabs permit complete freedom for planning interior space.

Swimming pool on Bay side is separated from the house only by a sliding glass wall. A transparent plastic screening, two stories high, bars insects completely and surrounds pool.
How to plan your own kitchen

Here and on the next 12 pages are kitchens whose keynote is individuality

Today freedom and flexibility have replaced fad and formula in kitchen planning. You can have a floor plan to suit any space, living pattern or cooking idiosyncrasy. You have complete freedom of choice in equipment, colors and materials. Yet this freedom poses a responsibility. In order to have the kitchen that reflects your personal taste in color, cooking and living, you should decide what you want of your kitchen and know how to get it. In order to give you practical planning pointers, H&G consulted the experts who designed the kitchens shown on the following pages.

The three factors you should take into account first are the space you have, the way you live and the amount of money you want to spend. Draw up a floor plan of your kitchen, including all doors, windows, closets, utility connections and wall breaks and make several sketches of different locations of equipment. Include any special features you want such as a planning desk or dining space. Whether you want a U-shaped, L-shaped, peninsula or island arrangement, keep a work-triangle relation of refrigerator, sink and range. Take into consideration the fact that you use the refrigerator five times as often as any other piece of equipment and that the family will need access to it while you are working. Look your plans over for several days and pick the one that is most workable and attractive to you. Now is the time to make elevations and estimate cost (you will (Continued on page 131)
If you want

**A SELF-SUFFICIENT KITCHEN**

Ever since the days of the root cellar and the ice house, adequate and convenient storage has been a problem for families living in the country. When marketing is done in bulk and infrequently, the kitchen must be a domestic supermarket capable of storing anything from a quarter of beef to a case of wine. The self-sufficient kitchen shown here was designed for a family with young children who live on a ranch in a California farming area. Ceilings up to 14 feet in height allow plenty of wall storage space (seldom-used items are stored at the higher levels), and a flexible floor plan provides the connected yet independent work areas needed for large-scale preparation, cooking, and freezing of food. A sweep of windows (overlooking the terrace where the children play), a lofty roof and a cool, fresh color scheme give this efficient kitchen an open-air feeling of freedom.

*Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Frick, Arvin, California. Architect: Whitney Biggar*

---

**Kitchen floor plan was designed to supply maximum storage and work space**

*Opposite:*

**Kitchen** has connected areas for laundry, bulk storage, cooking and eating. Washer-dryer is beyond sink area. Large freezer, broom closet and case-goods storage are in a walk-in closet behind wall ovens. Pans are kept in two-way cabinets between ovens and sink. The breakfast corner in foreground has a grill built into the countertop. Sliding glass panels beneath hanging china cabinet permit serving to terrace.

**Breakfast corner,** top right, extends the kitchen counter space and links it to the living and dining rooms. The tiled counter zigzags around the wall, ends beneath two-way storage cabinets and pass-through which serve the dining room. Living room and breakfast corner share a two-way fireplace, pass-through bar and sink. Wood, glasses and liquor are stored by the bar.

**Cooking center** (bottom right) is arranged in a wide bay with a triangular island to keep it free from busy traffic. Sink with disposal is next to refrigerator. Counter has a big built-in chopping block.
If you want

A KITCHEN THAT
HAS EVERYTHING

The proof of a good kitchen is in its performance, its ability to fulfill your living and entertaining requirements. The kitchen on these pages was planned for the David Selznicks (she is actress Jennifer Jones) who have three active children, a household staff and entertain frequently. They needed a more than average amount of cooking equipment, refrigeration and storage space and a kitchen where many activities could go on at once, easily. Main work centers are set apart from each other. Ovens, burners and barbecue are concentrated in one center. Another area has sitdown sink and a baking counter with dry storage. Vegetable bins and refrigerator are opposite. The pantry has tray and bottle storage and a wall refrigerator; drinks and snacks can be fixed without going into the kitchen.

Four work centers allow several jobs at once

Cooking center is shaped to give maximum working space and elbow room with burners grouped in twos, wedges of countertop between. Stainless steel behind cooking surface is quilted for added strength. Striking pattern of floor is made by combining four 9" black vinyl tiles in an 18" block and outlining them with a 1" white strip. Ceiling is acoustical tile.
Wall refrigerator-freezer in pantry area supplements full-size refrigerator near cooking and clean-up centers. Tray storage is below countertop; individual place settings for trays are stored on sliding shelves so breakfasts, snacks, can be quickly arranged. Cabinets are white-painted pine with barber-scissor pulls in dull black iron; walls are of bleached mahogany rubbed with white for a soft finish.

Electric wall ovens, rotisserie-barbecue and top gas burners provide for every kind of cooking in one compact area. Metal hood with strong fans draws away smoke.

Vegetable storage cabinet has chopping block top. Narrow sliding shelves built in at the sides of the vegetable bins make good use of otherwise wasted space.

Built-in cabinet in kitchen dining area has deep drawers which store quantities of linens, silver. Lower doors fold back like shutters, use minimum of space when open.
Wall refrigerator with 10 1/2 cubic foot capacity has a small freezer storage section, door dairy storage. Pull-out freezer drawer below has a 6 cubic foot capacity.

Wall oven with French doors is easy to clean. Built-in filter disperses smoke. Oven shelf moves out when doors are opened. Drawer and shelved cabinet hold baking pans.

Base cabinets under preparation and cooking counter are specially designed to store cans, bulky utensils. Spice shelf over cooking unit controls has drop door.

Pot and pan storage is in compartmented base drawer. Built-in bins hold flour, sugar. Drop-down surface cooking units have eye-level controls out of children's reach.

If you want THE NEWEST

At last you can plan a kitchen for your home in any arrangement to suit your space, needs and budget. Frigidaire will introduce this year a kitchen package deal consisting of every type of kitchen unit integrated in color, size and style. Expensive installations, such as lighting, plumbing, wiring and ventilation, are built in, a money-saving point when you are remodeling an old kitchen. Standard kitchen units (oven, refrigerator, cooking units, sink with disposal, cabinets) are designed in multiples of feet (the oven is two feet, refrigerator, four feet); fitting them to your wall and floor.
THING IN KITCHENS

Space is a matter of simple arithmetic. The units are hung on a framework of steel struts which can be set against kitchen walls or erected in any part of the room for a cooking island or peninsula divider. No unit is attached to the wall itself; you can switch equipment at any time. Shadow-free lighting is built into soffits above top cabinets; strip lights are set over work surfaces. The counters have two heights, 36” for normal working, 32” for beating and mixing to prevent arm fatigue. They are topped with a new heat-resistant plastic, can be used for chopping. For illustrated booklet write to H&G Reader Service.

Drop doors on cabinets eliminate bumps from awkward projecting corners. Interior is illuminated by soffit light filtered through translucent panel. Shelves are adjustable.

Steel struts inserted in slots of a master rail bolted to kitchen floor act as free-standing walls to which units are attached, giving complete flexibility of floor plan.

Floor level drawers below base cabinets are 12” deep, use otherwise wasted space for bulk storage, vegetables. Drawers slide smoothly. Front panel is scuff-resistant.
If you want

A KITCHEN FOR

A LARGE FAMILY

A large family poses a special problem in kitchen designing. Storage should be plentiful and well planned. The cooking center must be out of the way of family traffic. Dining space is essential. In this kitchen designed for a family of seven (the children range in age from five to fifteen), a center island divides the kitchen into two main areas. One area is for cooking, preparation and clean-up, the other for storage of dishes, glass, linens, appliances. Canned goods and vegetables, bought by the case and crate, are kept in walk-in closets near the laundry area and service entrance. The color scheme of Flame countertops, yellow walls and natural ash cabinets was designed to blend the separate work and storage areas together visually.

Silver serving pieces needed for big parties are stored in compartmented cabinet between doors to breakfast and dining rooms. Linens are in drawers at right.

Hospitality corner in storage area is a kitchen within a kitchen. Two burners and sink are handy for snacks, party preparations. Shallow cabinet stores china, glass.

A self-contained work center saves steps in a big kitchen

Sink and storage area is compactly arranged. A double-door refrigerator and freezer are at the right of the countertop, a dishwasher is built into the base cabinets. Deep corner shelves store electrical appliances at point of use. A high bank of cabinets was extended across the window to give ample storage for dry and bottled foods used in cooking. Doors of cabinets above counter slide up and in, do not block ready access to the other storage shelves.

Built-in cabinets by door to dining room store large quantities of china and crystal. Pull-out hamper holds used table linens until they are removed for laundering.
Center cooking island opposite sink area has twin wall ovens, appliance outlets, surface burners spaced far apart to accommodate four big saucepans at once. Pans are stored above and below the cooking units. Cabinet built around hood is an effective storage idea. Pull-out chopping block doubles for meat carving. Dining area and barbecue oven are at right of cooking center. An acoustical ceiling assures blessed freedom from clatter.
If you want

A COUNTRY-STYLE KITCHEN

Deep rooted in the American heritage is a romantic picture of the country kitchen as a symbol of warmth and family solidity, filled with good things of nature's providing. The two kitchens shown here, though completely different, are examples of real country kitchens of today. One is in a ranch-style home in Michigan; the other is in a remodeled house (originally a miller's home) set in the Pennsylvania Dutch landscape. In the modern house the kitchen color scheme was borrowed from nature; a window wall lets in a view of woods and stream. Its materials are simple and warm-toned: brick, fieldstone, birchwood, cork and copper.

The pine-paneled traditional Pennsylvania Dutch kitchen faithfully preserves the Early American look and retains the traditional closed-in atmosphere of security. Its stainless steel equipment (hard-wearing modern equivalent of the silver-toned pewter and zinc of old-time kitchens) blends with the background of pine cabinets. (A white enameled refrigerator is concealed behind a door.) It is a living kitchen whose hospitable air encourages guests to sit around the dining table or flagstone hearth while the hostess cooks dinner, and to linger after the meal is over.

A gourmet kitchen with a rustic air

A liking for informal entertaining and gourmet cooking influenced the planning of this modern kitchen. It has two wall ovens, a barbecue, a pastry counter with marble slab, a workmanlike cooking island and planned storage, including a floor-to-ceiling wine closet. The materials and colors were chosen to create a restful, hospitable atmosphere. The room's work and dining areas face the view, so guests and hostess can enjoy the pleasures and the tranquility of nature in the heart of the kitchen.
A kitchen true to its tradition

Traditional country kitchen proves that modern efficiency can be combined with yesterday's atmosphere. In the L-shaped work area, a stainless steel cooking top, sink and oven are built into pine cabinets (the under-the-counter oven is less noticeable). An antique seven-foot Dutch cupboard stores linens, silver and china. A metal hood and flagstone hearth were added to the fireplace. Furniture, accessories, rugs are traditional, chintz curtains suggest a documentary print.

Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Brown, Springtown, Bucks Co., Pennsylvania

Modern country kitchen was designed to seem one with the view of trees and trout stream. High-key color scheme of blond wood and copper tones is accented by rich colors of Audubon series plates.

Owners: Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Curtis, Ada, Michigan
1. **Outdoor colors** make this kitchen as fresh and cool as a garden.

2. **Wood tones**, pale walls link kitchen to outdoors.

3. **Vivid countertops**, wood cabinets create a sunny atmosphere.

4. **Crisp colors**, shoji ceiling give small kitchen a look of space.

5. **Pastel tones**, wallpaper provide a pleasant setting for meals.

6. **Brilliant blues** bring gaiety to a family kitchen.

7. **Pink cabinets**, equipment add warmth to a workmanlike kitchen.
If you want

A KITCHEN FULL OF COLOR

The kitchens on these pages show how well chosen color schemes can help to solve your problems

To give a sense of space to a compactly designed kitchen, the color scheme suggests a garden. The walls are Blueberry. Cabinets are Sky Blue with Sand countertops. Alternating stripes of Emerald Green and white vinyl tile make the floor area seem wider. Plants and butterfly-print curtains stress the garden theme. U-shaped cooking center makes efficient use of 12' x 15' floor space. Designed by John Hannon Associates for the Union Gas Corporation.

To link indoors and outdoors, this galley kitchen with pass-through window has a color scheme based on natural materials and tones. The floor is cork. The cabinets have natural birch doors and the sink countertops are maple. The cooking center, opposite the sink, has counters of stainless steel and Pastel Sky Blue Formica. Laundry and storage units are in the hallway to the right. Designed by James Durden for Mr. Stuart Durkee, Pasadena, California.

To integrate many work and storage areas, a harmonious background of Pastel Citron walls, natural wood cabinets and Flame countertops was chosen for this large kitchen. The cabinets have clear plastic handles to keep the wall surface visually smooth. Bamboo blinds control the light. Dining area is between the island cooking center and built-in barbecue wall oven. Designed by Peggy Calloway.

To blend cooking and living areas in an open-plan room, the on-a-wall efficiency kitchen has a simple matching color scheme. The cabinets are Japanese ash, painted black and rubbed with white for a soft finish. Countertop is Flame. White equipment is set at an angle to take advantage of limited (13' x 3') floor area. Luminous shoji-like ceiling gives a shadow-free over-all light. Designed by Ralph and Jane Bennett for American Gas Association.

To create a hospitable atmosphere in a kitchen planned for entertaining and family meals, the walls were covered with pastel harlequin wallpaper, and the equipment is a harmonizing pink. Strong accents of black and white—black-and-white tile floor, black hood and lighting fixture, white curtains, point up the soft colors. Marble-topped table is used for buffet parties. Owner and designer: Dorothy Paul.

To encourage family get-togethers in a large living kitchen, the color scheme is bright and inviting. Floor, mosaic tile countertops and refrigerator are Cerulean Blue. Walls are covered with plastic resembling natural burlap that matches the blond wood cabinets. Tile table top repeats curtain pattern. Chairs and stools at snack-cooking counter are upholstered in deep blue plastic. Owner and designer: Jacquelyn Ross.

To subdue strong light in this kitchen that faces west, the walls, ceiling and countertops are light-absorbing gray. Carnation Pink cabinets and pink-toned marbleized tile floor bring stimulating color and warmth to the work areas. The cooking island saves steps and makes use of the large expanse of floor area in this 16' x 18' kitchen. Utility room is to the right of the kitchen. Designed by Marguerite Selnick Associates for Mr. and Mrs. CORE P. COLLINS, Dallas, Texas.
You drive up the hill as far as you can go until Pasadena begins to look like an aerial photograph through the fringe of eucalyptus trees. The road stops at the house called "The Hilltop" and there, beside the swimming pool, is the young man you hear talked about in California wherever people talk houses. You shake hands and comment about the spectacular view; he smiles and proposes to take you around The Hilltop: he wants to show you how he is remodeling his living room—the first change made since he built the house more than five years ago. So you follow him through the interior gardens of rock and sand and tropical shrubbery, through sliding textured panels into rooms whose glass walls face the sky and make you forget the difference between outdoors and indoors.

In the living room now being extended outward over the valley you gaze down into the Rose Bowl and up into mountains: wide windows, with a cluster of push buttons controlling panels of linen shades and trellises below to hide the highway with a screen of flowers. Standing there, you begin to ask Ladd questions about himself and his house.

First the biographical data: born in Oregon 31 years ago, moved to Santa Barbara when he was ten—and attended school in Southern California—went around the world in 1939.

Music had been his chief interest

"That year in Egypt we had a house near the pyramids that I helped to remodel. I was fifteen. I began by helping the workmen lay bricks and became intrigued with the idea of redesigning the house. I suppose that was my first direct experience with architecture."

Music had always been his chief interest: when he entered the University of Southern California he thought of majoring in music but chose architecture instead. "To this day I don't know why."

He studied architecture for six years—with time out for a year in the Navy.

Why six?

"I took an extra year studying landscape architecture. It seemed like the logical extension of architecture. I saw that I needed to know the mechanics of landscaping in order to integrate internal and external space."

While at school he planned Hilltop and built it in 1950 for his mother.

"The house was a laboratory experiment for me. I devoted all my energies to the problem of adapting this house to the land we had bought two years before. This was high land, surrounded with sky, and I became interested in the problem of describing space with architecture. I don't know if that means anything to you. Actually I wasn't analyzing what I was doing at the time—that's always a mistake anyway. I was just experimenting with forms—using walls to cut off views, giving a sense of space behind them. I was learning things, learning that the function of architecture is not only to provide shelter but to handle light, and create a mood with light and space. I experimented with new materials."

Ladd pointed to the stairway of smooth white slabs that seem to drift up from the driveway to the level of the swimming pool.

"This is precast concrete reinforced with steel supports. It was something new—it worked. That's what I mean when I call The Hilltop a laboratory."

Ladd is articulate: he chooses his words carefully. Yet he speaks warmly and expressively, smiling easily, gesturing with his hands, thoroughly absorbed in what he is saying yet attentive to your questions.

You ask him who has influenced his work—Wright? Le Corbusier? He considers the question for a moment.

"Oh, I suppose everybody influences you a little. But in my case—well, I'd have to say Bach and Mozart. One uses forms in architecture the way a musician uses forms in a composition. If I'm floundering around with a problem in design, some contrasting tonal effects will flash through my mind and my problem—whether it involves roof links or contrasting textures—begins to solve itself. When one studies a score—counterpoint is a good example—one sees that many aesthetic structures in music are similar to those one must cope with in architecture."

How would he classify himself as an architect? Does he identify himself with any particular school?

An Age of Synthesis in all art

"My work is a hodge-podge—or to use a more elegant term, a synthesis. I think I have absorbed something from many different sources. My own style is evolving, and you can't define a style until it's completed, finished—like the Gothic or Byzantine. Today you have a so-called International School that stresses purity of form, discipline, functionalism; and you have the so-called Wright School—which has great warmth, extravagance and organic freedom. I am one of those who are trying to find a proper equilibrium between discipline and order on the one hand and warmth and emotion on the other. We are in an age..."
of synthesis in all art forms: the hard crust of tradition has been shattered by rebels and idealists and now we have to adapt their new ideas to what is valid and worthwhile in the past.”

Does this mean that Ladd is critical of most contemporary architecture?

“Put it this way: there is something grotesque about any product that is selfconsciously ‘modern’. The kind of contemporary architecture that arbitrarily rejects the past is a kind of abstraction. I think it is both unnatural and undesirable to break with tradition. The best modern work evolves from the best in traditional architecture.”

Is there a “California School”, and does Ladd identify himself with such a group?

California is a good laboratory

“The essence of contemporary architecture is on a residential level, and California happens to be a good laboratory for this sort of work because of its climate, its freedom from convention, its willingness to experiment. Here you find bankers willing to give loans on houses that would look very strange and very risky to people in the East, who are inclined to have a more conservative outlook. You find contractors, artisans—plasterers for example—eager to try out new materials and willing to use new techniques. As a result, you will find some extraordinary houses tucked away in the hills around here. In another fifty years, what you call the California School will be written about and talked about as something that had a tremendous impact on American architecture.”

Is Ladd still doing residences exclusively—or is he designing other things?

“Like most architects, I wouldn’t want to specialize. The greater the range of your activity, the greater the stimulation. At the moment we are working on large and small residences, a hotel and restaurant, a bank, some factories and several stores. I say ‘we’—two years ago when I opened my office I had only one draftsman. Now I have seven people working with me. The factories we are doing fascinate me because of the problem of integrating one function with another. I find that the brain handles this problem in the same way that it works out the geometry of any aesthetic problem. Defining the relation between a manufacturing department and an assembly department is very much like deciding how to put two textures together.”

What has Ladd learned about the practice of architecture since he opened his (Continued on page 125)
Chancery Script

a 16th century cure for the 20th century’s scrawl

In revolt against a frequently indecipherable scrawl that passes for handwriting among today’s young, several British schools, including Eton and Harrow, are teaching a handsome calligraphy called Chancery, or Italic, Script. Imported from Italy in the 16th century, the script lost its purity in the curlicues of the next 300 years but now is restored to its original beauty. This crystal-clear lesson, in a letter from a convert, shows how you may improve your handwriting.

"Sunyside", Uplyme,
Lyme Regis, Dorset
1955 Feb. 4

To the American friend of Mr. Sandeman Allen:

Dear Sir,

The alteration I have made in my handwriting in the past few weeks has evoked a response which has taken me by surprise. I made the change largely as a result of the increase in my correspondence of recent years, when I have received so many letters from people who could not be called illiterate, except for their almost indecipherable handwriting. Usually my answers have been typewritten, but I was led to re-examine my own form, and decided that something ought to be done about it.

I have, since a youth, been interested in calligraphy, but as a decorative art rather than a utility; now it was time to bring it from its niche and apply it to everyday use. A revival of fine writing has been going on over the past fifty years, but within the present decade it has rapidly been popularised, and is now being taught in many schools—even Eton and Harrow. There has been ample demonstration that the style which was characteristic of 16th century Italy, and now known as Chancery Script (cancellaresca corsiva, used in the Papal Chancery), is well suited to modern use, is as speedy as any other clear hand, and is easier to write well.
For anyone interested, I cannot do better than recommend the following two slim books:

Good Handwriting, by John C. Tarr; Phoenix House, Ltd., London. 5/-
Better Handwriting, by George L. Thomson; Puffin Picture Books 2/6

The latter will be found in any good book shop, and the former, if not in stock, can be ordered.

To demonstrate what it is all about, I will show what can happen. The hand in which this is being written is what I formerly used for all ordinary purposes; its faults can in part be attributed to the need for making rapid shorthand notes at school, when I wrote them after school.

It is a little, but not much, faster than this. People speak about 'deformed' handwriting; I would not like mine judged by this. As writing, it is deplorable. My new 'hand' is not yet properly formed; there is a dead weight of scrabble to overcome, but at least it is legible. I do not claim that it is written at scribbling speed, but it is just enough for ordinary personal correspondence.

If something more deliberate is required — say, for addressing parcels — a slight slowing-up will give a hand which, while remaining simple, has more consideration for elegance. So far, in this letter, I have been using a cheap fountain-pen. At this point I change to a steel nib. The fountain pen can never give the crisp hairlines that pedantic writers like to have at their command. The ideal pen is the quill; but since what is desired is that everyone should write better, and there are not enough geese to go round, I say no more about that.

When it comes to writing which is to be looked at as much as read, we are entering the art of calligraphy, in which the Chinese excel, rather than the daily business of handwriting. Perfection in that must be left to those able to attain it; but anyone can write well enough to give the reader a chance to know what it intended, instead of having to guess. Mumbling speech is considered untruthful, but not mumbled writing; yet literacy might be expected to start with letters, even if it went no further.

Here endeth a pretty lesson!

Yours sincerely, [Signature]
French Cooking
Without Tears

Simplified recipes for famous French dishes

by Ruth C. Rosen, from her forthcoming book "Pardon my Foie Gras."\(^*\)

Because the words "French cooking" conjure up awesome names like Escoffier and Louis Diat, the hazards of intricate sauces and recipes peppered with such bewildering terms as \textit{fagot} and \textit{farce}, American housewives tend to regard French cooking as expensive, difficult and time-consuming. This is true of the \textit{haute cuisine}. But cooking for the average French table is more a matter of everyday (often economical) ingredients prepared with care and appreciation. This type of cooking can easily be adapted and simplified to suit our time and tastes. American cooking equipment and appliances can do a faster job than French stoves with their low, slow heat. Ingredients may be cut down without altering the essential flavor. Care is the great consideration. Once you have mastered the sauces on which the success of many recipes depends and have learned the art of seasoning and tasting for flavor, you can gradually build up a repertoire of fine French dishes, without loss of time, temper or tears. This sampling of recipes, ranging from the peasant simplicity of Petite Marmite or Boeuf Bourguignon to the more sophisticated Poulet Madeira, can be your introduction to the principles and philosophy of French cuisine. Philosophy is involved, for to the French the kitchen is the backbone of family life and cooking a labor of love.

\(^*\)COPYRIGHT 1956. RICHARDS ROSEN ASSOCIATES
Soups

POT AU FEU
Serves 4

3 lbs. rump or top round of beef
1/2 lb. beef bones
1 veal knuckle
3 qts. cold water
1 T salt
4 peppercorns
5 dried mushrooms
1 sprig parsley
1 sprig chervil
1 bay leaf
1 clove garlic
4 whole cloves
4 onions
4 carrots
2 leeks
1 turnip

Place beef, bones and salt in large thick-bottomed pan with water. Bring quickly to boil and skim, reduce heat and simmer for a minute. Bring to boil again and skim. Reduce heat and simmer loosely covered for 1 hour. Tie parsley, chervil, bay leaf, cloves in cheesecloth bag and add with remaining ingredients cut in slices. Simmer 2 to 3 hours over very low heat until meat is tender. Place meat on hot serving platter surrounded with vegetables. Serve broth as first course or strain and use as bouillon for onion soup or stock for sauces.

(Bouillon for onion soup)

SOUPE À L'OIGNON
Serves 4

1 qt. strong bouillon (see Pot au Feu)
2 oz. sherry
1 T Worcestershire sauce
4 large onions
2 T bacon fat
4 slices dry French bread, toasted
4 T Gruyère cheese, grated

Brown onions in bacon fat, over low heat until transparent. Add bouillon, sherry and Worcestershire sauce. Cover and simmer for 20 minutes. Place toast slice in each bowl and pour on soup and top with cheese.

Eggs

BURGUNDY POACHED EGGS
Serves 4

4 eggs
2 T chopped onion
1 clove garlic
Pinch cinnamon
1 c Burgundy
1/2 c bouillon
Salt and pepper
3 T sour cream
4 T chopped parsley

Simmer wine, bouillon, onion, garlic and cinnamon. Break eggs separately into pan and slip into liquid. Simmer until eggs are set. Remove with slotted spoon. Reduce sauce by half and add sour cream. Stir in well and serve over eggs on toast.

(Continued on page 113)

Meat

BOEUF BOURGUIGNON
Serves 4-6

4 lb. pot roast
2 T butter
1 clove garlic
2 whole cloves
Bouquet garni
1 c red Burgundy wine
2 c beef stock
1 lb. mushrooms
12 small white onions
2 T butter
1/2 T sugar
Salt and pepper
2 T chopped parsley

Sear beef quickly in 2 T hot butter with garlic. Simmer with cloves, bouquet garni (sprig each of parsley, thyme and bay leaf). Cook beef slowly

(Continued on page 114)
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Poultry

**POULET SAUTÉ DEMI-DEUIL**

Serves 4

- 2 chickens, large fryers
- 3/4 lb. butter
- 2 shallots
- 1 clove garlic
- Salt and pepper
- 1/2 c stock
- 1/2 c white wine
- 1/2 c butter
- 1/2 c flour
- 3 c chicken stock
- 1/4 t salt
- 1/4 t pepper
- 2 truffles, chopped


Vegetables

**EGGPLANT FRANÇAISE**

Serves 6

- 1 large eggplant
- 4 T olive oil
- 1 T lemon juice
- Salt and pepper
- 2 small onions, chopped
- 1 clove garlic, chopped
- 1 t parsley, chopped
- Black olives

Bake eggplant whole or broil over open flame, turning constantly until tender. Peel skin off. Using wooden implement, chop on board adding olive oil and lemon juice gradually. Chop in onions, garlic, parsley and seasonings. Serve cold garnished with black olives.

**ARTICHAUDS À LA BARIGOULE**

Serves 4

- 4 globe artichokes
- 2 bay leaves
- 1/2 lb. mushrooms
- 3 strips bacon, diced
- 3 T cooked chicken
- 3 T cooked veal
- 14 each shallots, parsley, tarragon
- 1 clove garlic (minced)
- 1/4 c fine bread crumbs
- 2 egg yolks
- 3 T flour
- 1/2 c liquid from pan

Boil artichokes in water to cover with bay leaves and vinegar for 10 minutes. Remove small center leaves and fuzzy choke and drain. Sauté mushrooms, chopped chicken, chopped veal, shallots, parsley, tarragon and garlic with (Continued on page 115)

Desserts

**CRÈPES SUZETTE**

Serves 4-6

- 1 c flour
- 3/4 c confectioners' sugar
- 1/4 t salt
- 1 t baking powder
- Grated rind of lemon
- 2 eggs, beaten
- 1 c milk
- 1/2 c sweet butter
- 3 T confectioners' sugar
- Juice of 1 orange
- 2 T grenadine
- 1 T each cognac, rum, Cointreau

Sift flour, 1/4 cup confectioners' sugar, salt and baking powder. Add lemon rind, beaten eggs and milk. Heat greased 6" pan and add very thin layer of batter. Brown pancake first on one side and then on the other. Lift to warm plate and repeat for each pancake. Sprinkle pancakes with a little confectioners' sugar. Blend butter and 3 T sugar, juice and grenadine. Stir constantly. Add folded pancakes, turning them in sauce until well covered. Add liqueurs, light with match and turn pancakes in flaming sauce until well flavored.

**CHARLOTTE RUSSE**

Serves 4

- 1 lb. lady fingers
- 2 T powdered sugar
- 1 c heavy cream
- 1/2 t vanilla
- 1/2 c candied fruit

Line large mold with lady fingers. Whip ice cold cream stiff, then add sugar gradually and vanilla. Whip until quite firm. Fill mold with whipped cream filling. Garnish with candied fruit. (Continued on page 115)

Opposite

The appeal of simplicity: dinner set and served French country style

A traditional, hearty French dish, such as the famous *pot au feu* (see recipe on page 97) can be the basis for an informal winter dinner party and the inspiration for a cheerful table setting. Lay the groundwork with the familiar red-and-white checkered tablecloth of the *bistro* or *auberge*, choose plates with a traditional pattern and set the silver face downward in the French manner. Add goblets of Cerulean Blue glass, matching napkins, copper accessories. Bring on the steaming *pot* and the wine. The verdict? *C'est magnifique.*

Six basic garden projects
and how to cope with them

The structural elements of your garden give it individuality and give you a chance to be creative. They include a terrace to provide a garden viewpoint; boundary fences for privacy; walls to hold banks and provide sunny enclosures; paths along flower borders, and to link special areas; steps to reach different levels; a reflecting pool for cool serenity and garden images. To create many of these is both an appeal and a challenge to your skill with mortar, brick, wood and stone. But while each project, with improvisation and ingenuity, may achieve a happy result at little cost, some will require professional help. You can build a whole terrace for $25 and a handful of blisters. You can pay $10 a running foot for sky-blue plastic fence panels. You can lever a few stepping stones into a path or lay a pierced brick wall. But whatever you tackle, do not over-estimate your capacity for hard labor or under-estimate your own competence, especially when you are working for your own pleasure and satisfaction.

1. TERRACES

To enlarge your living and entertaining space, and give you a wide garden view

Shelter corner of terrace is made of redwood. Diagrams show roof front and section (1); screen fence of horizontal 1" x 1" strips (2); slat bench (3); 4" poured concrete slab with redwood spacers on 8" cinder bed (4); plant box (5).

Opposite No-fade garden terrace in a city yard unifies fresh ideas of color and design with good selection of green plants. Cement pigments substitute for flower colors, are always bright. Some areas are troweled smooth; others have a pebbled surface. Redwood spacer strips in varying widths are laid on base and painted or stained. Rectangular plant beds are integral parts of structural design. In planters are ivy, sedums, fescue tufts, dwarf cryptomeria, other perennials for foliage and texture. Privacy is gained by fencing, screens of eucalyptus and poplar. The terrace is bordered by ivy. This example of happy outdoor living space is based on meticulous planning, practical construction, imaginative use of color, and one of the simplest, most satisfactory types of terrace paving for gardens.

San Francisco garden of Dr. and Mrs. A. B. China. Ebbes, Reyston & Williams, landscape architects.
2. FENCES

To define a boundary,
create privacy
and frame a garden

Vertical bamboo poles make a novel and distinctive variation on the paling fence theme. These poles, wired together, conceal a concrete retaining wall at the rear and give an unusual background to garden plants within the wall. The large diagram shows basic construction section, proportion of footing width to wall height, sloping rear side and drainage stones. The small one illustrates method of attaching wire fasteners against wall. Redwood or cedar stakes would give similarly emphatic vertical effect.

3. WALLS

To hold a slope, change a grade,
create a background

Dry stone wall, at left, is given an S-shape to add interest to a gentle and otherwise featureless slope. Curved line permits greater informality of construction and creates a good garden setting for plants. As shown in the diagram above, dry stone walls should be set on firm base below frost line, sloping outward at rear for strength and at front to catch rain for plant pockets formed in joints. Stones of almost any size and shape may be combined so long as each stone rests firmly on those that support it.
Upright board fencing is shown here in two versions. In the left section: 6" boards are spaced 4" apart and attached, top and bottom, to each side of a 2 x 4 framework. The boards are staggered so that those on one side of the frame are opposite openings on the other. This gives privacy but allows air to circulate. In the right-hand section: upright boards are set between top and bottom boards but at an angle like Venetian blind slats. This cuts off view of adjoining property, while still providing air flow. Square 4" support posts, set in concrete, are 3' apart.

Translucent screen panels serve to fence boundaries, admit light, but completely mask undesirable views. Of corrugated plastic, available in colors, they are easily framed by 2 x 4's at top and bottom, and 4" square supporting posts. Standard 4' x 8' panels set horizontally, as shown above, can be angled to permit good air circulation, an important factor in massed garden plantings. They can be set on end where high screen is preferred. Asbestos cement panels serve similar purposes, as do basket-weave fences of wood or composition board strips.

Concrete blocks are easy for amateur masons to handle and especially good for low walls where structural strength is required. They should be set on concrete footing, which can be poured directly into cleanly dug trench if ground is firm. Get special blocks for corners; cap top blocks with cement to shed water. For retaining walls more than 3' or 4' high, better have a professional check plans or do the job; reinforced concrete or special construction may be needed. Recessed mortar joints create shadow lines. Cement paints give blocks decorative importance.

Pierced brick wall 4" thick is most economical type, and not difficult to construct, once you master the knack of "buttering" (applying mortar to the bricks in the foot-square reinforcing columns. Wall sections are easy to lay since end joints are open. Maximum interval between bricks in each row or course is 4". Concrete footing must be provided below ground as for cement blocks. Single-thickness brick walls cannot be used for retaining or reinforcing slopes. Variant is serpentine curved wall, which requires no columns but is more difficult to build.
4. WALKS

To connect important landscape areas and protect garden from traffic

Stone and pebble path is easily made by laying a single row of large, flat stones on a wide path of pebbles. This type of walk establishes a firm, all-weather surface between house and driveway. The pebbled bed is laid on a 6" tamped cinder base and kept in bounds by an edging of vertical paving blocks (see diagram above). In winter, a walk of close-set stones is easier to keep clear of snow and ice. Pebbled bed adds textural interest. It needs an occasional smoothing with garden rake to stay neat.

5. STEPS

To make every garden level accessible, and to decorate a slope

Wood and concrete steps like those connecting sunken carport and garden at left have a section of each tread filled with earth to hold succulents and other small flowering plants. Diagram at right above shows how steps are framed with 2"-thick planks and spacer blocks to hold plants at one end, concrete with rough pebbled surface at the other. Sectional diagram, left above, shows 3" concrete tread surface on 4" cinder base, also way in which 8" redwood rounds are set in pebbles and cinders.
Irregular flagstone walk has a curb of stones on edge between it and flower beds. This arrangement retains foundation layer of gravel or cinders, keeps both flowers and grass roots out of stone joints and permits interplanting the flagstones with thymes, sedums, other ground cover plants in pockets of good loam at joint intersections. For a more formal effect, the flagstones can be laid in 4" of cement on a cinder base. On level land, walks with cement-filled joints should be slightly sloped towards one side (½" to ¾") for drainage. With solid masonry construction, side curbeds are unnecessary.

Brick paths can be laid on bed of sand with sand swept over the joints and washed between them with a sprinkling can. Path gains in perspective, especially when curved, if bricks are laid lengthwise along path rather than crosswise. Stylized patterns such as basket weave or herringbone are best adapted to straight sided walks. Diagonally laid sawtooth brick curb looks well, helps keep sand in place. Brick walks should be crowned higher in center than at edges, both to shed water and to allow for the settling that comes with use. Re-cleaned common bricks are least expensive, give best effects.

Fieldstone steps are especially suitable on irregular rocky slopes and in rock gardens. Conforming to many different kinds of terrain, they may be of any practical width, vary greatly in design and layout. Treads should measure between 10" and 17" from front to back, risers of 3" to 5". The deeper the tread, the lower the riser should be for safe walking. All step stones should rest on absolutely firm base of other rocks, gravel or tamped cinders. Rock steps lend themselves well to informal planting with bulbs, small shrubs, ground covers, may be designed for formal settings.

Heavy timber steps that form gently inclined stairs for long wooded or grassy slopes are held in place by wood stakes. Old railroad ties are well adapted for steps and should be laid on beds of stones or gravel to prolong life of wood, minimize frost action. The timbers actually serve as front edges of wide treads that may be of turf, pine needles, or tamped earth. Each step should rise at least 5" high and the width of areas behind step edges should be sufficient (at least 3') to make climbing easy without requiring awkward changes of stride. Slope tread areas 1" in 12".
6. **POOLS**

To create an oasis for water-loving plants and reflect cool garden images

*Free-form lily pool* has rock garden at back, level turf in front. While your pool may be designed in any shape you wish at ground level, be sure the sides and bottom are curved in one continuous surface to forestall leaks, as in diagram, left below. Allow depth of 2' to 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)' for plant tubs (for reflecting pools depth as little as 4'' is practical). Dig earth and tamp to shape of pool; allow 6'' for thickness of concrete. Heavy poultry or form wire fencing, cut and formed to pool shape, reinforces stiff concrete which is applied all at one time. Rocks and curbing are added after concrete has set, and may conceal inlet and overflow pipes. Large pools should have a clean-out drain.

Ready-made reflecting pool, shown opposite and in diagram at right, is bottom part of a steel tank resting in a gravel-lined hole dug in firm earth. Pool is centered in a sunken panel with pocket-size flower beds at corners. When it overflows during rains, water trickles over rim and drains to stones below. For cleaning, the pool is siphoned with garden hose. Similar types may be of plastic, metal, part of barrel or hogshead. Allow at least 3 ft. in diameter for one water-lily plant. Metal should be coated with special asphalt or plastic paints. Light blue-green best reveals flashing goldfish, sets off beauty of water plants; dark colors give best reflecting surface.
Wouldn't you know she'd choose a Bigelow... The clothes she wears...the car she drives...the treasures she picks for her home...all reflect a flawless taste, an instinct for elegance. And when she chooses broadloom, you can be sure it will be Bigelow. Bigelow is truly the finest of all broadloom. Designed by America's top carpet stylists, woven of the world's choicest yarns, Bigelow brings you the ultimate in carpet beauty, comfort and luxury to be enjoyed for many, many years to come.

From top to bottom: Waikiki, Beauvais® and Driscoll. See them and other fabulous Bigelow Carpets at leading stores, now.

Bigelow number 1 name in carpets
WHEN YOU DECIDE TO REMODEL

Any house worth modernizing is worth Crane.

When you remodel a "vintage" bathroom with new Crane fixtures, you are getting far more than first choice in beauty and good taste. Crane fixtures, styled by famed designer Henry Dreyfuss, are advanced today, will be modern tomorrow when others are beginning to look old-fashioned.

And, if you ever decide to sell, a Crane bathroom will make your house worth much more than the cost of remodeling.

Ask your Crane Plumbing and Heating Dealer about the wide selection of designs and prices in the complete Crane line.

"COUNTESS" lavatory fits into tile or Formica counter-top. Ready to install, prices start at $42.90. (Suggested consumer price)

"CRITERION" lavatory either fits into counter-top or stands alone. Ready to install, prices start at $117.15. (Suggested consumer price)

COME TO CRANE FOR IDEAS

Want some wonderful bathroom ideas? You'll find lots of them in these two booklets, "Crane Bathroom Modernizing Ideas" and "Crane Counter-top Lavatories." Both are free. Your Crane Plumbing and Heating Dealer has them for you, or write direct. Crane Co., 836 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 5, Illinois.

CRANE CO.

VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPE • KITCHENS • PLUMBING • HEATING
CORKSCREW

THE BREATHELESS VOGUE FOR VODKA

By JAMES A. BEARD

Vodka has been a pleasant influence in my life ever since the day in my flask-carrying, party-going youth when my father presented me with a large, mysterious package wrapped in plain paper. "Drink this," he said, "instead of bootleg whiskey."

The package contained dozens of flat tin cans of vodka, colorfully labeled in Russian characters. It was smuggled vodka, of course, brought in by ships that touched the China coast ports. My first taste of it was very tentative. I expected it to be fiery and I half thought it might have the flavor of potatoes. It packed a wallop, yes, but it was by no means lethal, and I was delighted with its clean flavor—or lack of flavor. So I began as a pre-repeal vodka fan.

Now, of course, there are millions of other enthusiasts to help me protest the myth that vodka is a dangerously potent brew of fermented potatoes. Like gin, rye and Scotch, vodka is a grain distillation, and its alcoholic strength is not startlingly high. Most vodka is 80 proof, or milder than most gins and whiskies. Only a few distillers offer 100 proof vodka.

It was three years after the Congress of Vienna in 1815 that the firm of Smirnoff began the distillation of vodka from grains in Russia and soon became official purveyors to the royal house. A hundred years later the Smirnoff secret fled the Red revolution to France, and production went on there. After the repeal of Prohibition the firm moved to Connecticut and were the first people in the American vodka market. They have been followed by such other fine old Russian names as Romanoff, Orloff and Hiram Walker.

One sort of vodka, called Dubrowka, has a blade of sweet grass in each bottle that gives the liquor a somewhat sweetish herb flavor. But other vodkas contain no aromatics and are practically flavorless. It is one of the few spirits—Cognac and Armagnac are others—that do not ruffle your taste buds so that you miss the true flavor of the wines served at the dinner to follow. I can't argue this virtue too strongly, however, being of the opinion that a moderate amount of any spirit really doesn't kill the taste for wine.

Generations of Muscovites have drunk their vodka neat. Neat or not, it should be served well iced. A famous Russian restaurant in Paris—Dominique—serves vodka in a cooler, like Champagne or white wine. You are expected to drink it right through the meal because it "cuts" the heaviness of the rich dishes of Russian and Polish cuisine. I do not recommend this European custom to Americans who sensibly prefer wine, not spirits, during dinner.

Vodka is ideal accompaniment for caviar. It should be iced and drunk in small glasses—one full glass at a gulp after a hearty partaking of caviar. With the exception of Champagne, it is the only drink for which caviar has a strong affinity.

In the last five years the popularity of vodka has grown spectacularly. The producer who uses the phrase "It leaves you breathless" attributes the rise in consumption to an American fondness for discovery and novelty. Women like vodka because it is a relatively low calorie drink.

THE VODKA MARTINI is the current rage. It is drier than its ancestor the gin martini. To make: Combine 4 parts of vodka to 1 part of dry vermouth. Always pour the liquor over cracked ice. Stir well—one of the great faults of martini mixing is too little stirring. Strain the martini into chilled glasses and add a twist of lemon peel. It's best to serve each martini in

(Continued on next page)
CHRYSLER-ENGINEERED
AIRTEMP
means YEARAROUND HOME COMFORT
for you

It's 100% AUTOMATIC, too!
-TAKES NO VALUABLE FLOOR SPACE
-OPERATES WITHOUT WATER
-COSTS LESS TO OWN!

Airtemp's yearround air conditioning, with years-ahead engineering by Chrysler, will give you COMPLETE HOME COMFORT 365 days a year. You actually dial the comfort you want... automatically regulate the humidity, too. And you safeguard your family's health with air that's filtered free of dust, dirt and pollen. It's "New Dimension Living."

In addition... today's Chrysler-engineered Airtemp "Space-saver" Air Conditioning offers you these important advantages...

- Can be installed in any home—without taking even one square inch of living area floor space.
- Available with waterless cooling that eliminates all problems of water supply and expense.
- Costs less to install (no plumbing, no cooling tower) and less to maintain.
- Dependability guaranteed by 5-year warranty on the entire refrigeration circuit.

No money down—up to 36 months to pay to modernize your home. Call your nearby Airtemp Dealer—he's listed in the Yellow Pages. He will survey your home or home plans and give you an estimate as well as details of his modern finance plan.

THE FORWARD LOOK
IN AIR CONDITIONING

CHECK THIS AIRTEMP AIR-RITHMETIC
See how little it costs to enjoy the very best in modern Air Conditioning!

Airtemp heating alone (cooling may be added later to complete yearround air conditioning)... as low as...
*2396 MONTHLY

Airtemp yearround air conditioning for modernizing an existing home... as low as...
*4271 MONTHLY

Airtemp yearround air conditioning for modernizing built into a new home... as little as...
*5260 MONTHLY *

* Added to mortgage payments required for same house with heating only.

CORKSCREW continued from preceding page

a freshly chilled glass, even seconds and thirds. Keep several glasses in the refrigerator for constant martini drinkers and you will win their praise.

GIBSON WITH VODKA: Pour 8 parts of vodka to 1 part of French vermouth over cracked ice and stir well. Strain into well chilled glasses and add pickled onions. The original addition for a Gibson was a pickled hazelnut, but unfortunately these no longer can be bought on the market. If you want to make them for yourself it is not a hard job. Merely cover blanched filberts with white wine vinegar and a touch of taragon. Let them stand for about two weeks before using.

BLOODY MARY: Recommended last month as a morning-after drink, this stands on its own as a refreshing luncheon cocktail. Combine in a cocktail shaker 2 ounces of vodka, 3 ounces of tomato juice, ½ ounce of fresh lemon juice, a dash of Worcestershire sauce, salt, pepper and, if you like, a dash of Tabasco. Add cracked ice, shake very well and strain into a chilled glass; serve with a dusting of paprika on top.

LONG RED: This variation on the Bloody Mary is served at a well known restaurant. It is simply larger. To 3 ounces of vodka add 5 ounces of tomato juice and the appropriate seasonings. Serve in a tall highball glass with ice.

This drink served in a chilled soup cup makes a delicious first course for lunch. Use the formula for Bloody Mary: add a dusting of chopped parsley and a bit of grated lemon rind; serve as iced soup with hot cheese crackers.

SCREW DRIVER: This has become the most popular drink the West Coast has seen in years. Merely add 2 ounces of vodka to a tall glass of orange juice with ice. Ideal for Sunday brunch in that it combines the first course and cocktail.

HAWAIIAN DELIGHT: This is another simple tall drink, made of pineapple juice with the addition of vodka and ice. Enhance it with a spray of fresh mint in which to bury your nose as you drink.

VODKA DAIQUIRI: This appeals to those who love the flavor of lime. Pour the juice of 1 large or 2 small limes over ice in a shaker. Add a barspoon of finely granulated sugar and 2 large or 2 small limes over ice in a shaker. Add a barspoon of finely granulated sugar and 1 jigger (1½-2 ounces) of vodka. Shake furiously and strain into chilled cocktail glass.

VODKA GIMLETs: These are favorites with people who are loyal to the flavor of Rose's lime juice—and there are many. Combine 3 parts vodka to 1 part of Rose's lime juice and pour over ice in a shaker. Shake well, strain into a large cocktail glass and add a splash of soda.

MOSCOW MULE: Some years back a great Hollywood restaurant perfected the Moscow Mule and used it to publicize not only the restaurant but also a copper mug. So traditionally it is served in a copper mug, but it tastes just as good in pewter or glass. Pour 2 ounces of vodka over several ice cubes in a tall glass. Add a squeeze of lime and the half lime which you used to squeeze. Fill the glass with ginger beer—not ginger ale. Refreshing and bitey.

VODKA COLLINS: This, of course, resembles other collins, but I think most people make a very bad collins. To make a good one, combine in a shaker the juice of a large juicy lemon (or 1¼ lemons of the less juicy type) with a small barspoon of sugar and 3 ounces of vodka. Shake well. Pour ice and all into a tall glass. Add soda to taste, a strip of lemon peel and a long slice of cucumber peel.

VODKA FIZZ: This is best made in a double old fashioned glass. Pour 2 ounces of vodka and 3 ounces of pineapple juice over 2 ice cubes. Add the juice of a lime and blend well with a spoon. If you have a sweet tooth, add 1 barspoon of powdered sugar. Fill the glass with soda and decorate with mint.
A crisp green salad, flavored with herbs and shining with oil is a time-honored accompaniment to a good meal.

Soups

PETITE MARMITE
Serves 4
Add one 3 lb. disjointed chicken to recipe for Pot au Feu and serve in individual casserole or marmite topped with thin crisp toast and a sprinkling of grated Parmesan cheese. Place under broiler for 3 minutes to brown.

CREME D'ASPERGE
Serves 4

2 bunches asparagus
1 clove garlic, minced
4 shallots, chopped
Salt and cayenne pepper
3 T butter
¼ c flour
1 egg yolk
1 T cream
1 T chopped parsley

Slice all but 10 asparagus tips and add with shallots, garlic and seasonings to melted butter. Slowly cook until very tender. Remove from flame and stir in flour until smooth. Add water slowly and cook until just before boiling. Simmer 10 minutes, stirring. Put through fine strainer or puree in blender and return to pan. Mix 1 T cream with egg yolk and add to rest of cream and then to soup.

Sauces

BROWN SAUCE
Yield: 4 cups
½ c beef, veal or pork fat
½ c chopped onion
¼ c chopped carrot
¼ c chopped carrot
½ c water
1 egg yolk
1 T cream
½ c cream
1 T chopped parsley

Melt fat and add carrot and onion cooking until tender. Add flour and cook slowly until vegetables brown, stirring frequently. Add stock and remaining ingredients. Cook slowly until reduced to 4 cups. Strain and use as base for sauces, in stews and wherever rich sauce is desired.

HOLLANDAISE SAUCE
Serves 4 to 6
3 egg yolks
3 T cold water
1 T lemon juice
¾ t salt
¾ t cayenne pepper
½ lb. butter

Place egg yolks and water in top of double boiler over hot, not boiling water. Beat well with wooden spoon but keep over hot water. Add butter bit by bit stirring constantly. When thickened add lemon juice and beat well. Serve at once.

SAUCE VERTE
Serves 4
3 egg yolks
1 T tarragon vinegar
Salt and pepper
1½ c salad oil
½ c strained cooked broccoli
2 T cream
Cayenne

Cook reserved asparagus tips in salted water and add. Reheat and serve with chopped parsley.
FRENCH COOKING

Beat egg yolks, vinegar, salt and pepper together well. Add oil very slowly, beating constantly and add broccoli, cream and cayenne. Serve with fish.

Eggs

OEUFFS COCOTTES FERMIÈRE
Serves 4

4 eggs
4 T paté or liver paste
Salt and pepper
1 T chopped shallot, sautéed
4 T cream
4 T sautéed mushrooms

Butter 4 ovenproof egg cups. Place 1 T liver paste or paté in cups. Top with an egg, season, and add shallot and cream to each. Top with mushrooms. Bake in moderate oven for 5-7 minutes.

OEUFFS RAVIGOTANTS À LA MORNAY
Serves 4

4 whole tomatoes
4 eggs
1 T olive oil
Salt and pepper
1 c Bechamel sauce*
1/4 c grated cheese
2 T chopped green olives

Cut slice from top of tomatoes, hollow out, invert and drain. Sauté in oil for 3 minutes. Season and place in oiled ovenproof dish, Break egg into each tomato and bake in moderate oven until eggs are done, 5 to 7 minutes. Heat Bechamel and add grated cheese. Serve sauce over tomatoes and eggs and garnish with chopped olives.

*Recipe given in Sauce section.

Fish

SAUTEÉD FROG’S LEGS
Serves 4

8 frog’s legs (hind ones)
2 T lemon juice
Flour
2 cloves garlic, crushed
5 T butter
2 T chopped chives
Salt and pepper
2 T white wine
1 T chopped parsley

Wash frog’s legs, dry, sprinkle with lemon juice, and dust lightly with flour. Heat butter and add garlic. Add chopped chives and frog’s legs. Shake pan while browning to prevent burning. When golden, season and pour on wine. Serve with chopped parsley.

Meat

continued from page 97

in wine and stock 4 to 5 hours. Sauté mushrooms separately. Sauté onions in 2 T butter and sugar, salt and pepper. Serve beef sliced, garnished with mushrooms and onions and freshly chopped parsley. Strain sauce meat has cooked in and serve with meat.

PAPIETTES DE YEUV
Serves 4

2 lbs. veal from leg
1/2 c bread crumbs
2 T chopped parsley
2 truffles
3 oz. sherry
1 T butter
1 egg, beaten
1/2 c paprika
1/4 c freshly ground pepper
1 t salt
4 thin slices ham
5 T butter

Have veal cut in thin slices from leg. Slice truffles thin and heat in butter and 1 oz. sherry. Add crumbs, parsley, 2 oz. sherry, egg and seasonings. Spread on veal slices and top with slices of ham. Roll and tie ends. Brown in butter and baste with stock. Simmer until tender, approximately 20-30 minutes. Remove strings and serve over steamed rice.

Poultry

continued from page 98

Poulet Madeira
Serves 4

2 c raw wild rice
4 c chicken stock
3 T butter
1/2 lb. mushrooms, sliced
4 chicken livers
2 truffles, sliced thin
4 mushroom caps
2 c brown sauce
1/4 c Madeira
4 whole chicken breasts

Simmer wild rice in chicken stock until tender. Sauté sliced mushrooms, chicken livers in butter. Mix mushrooms, chopped chicken livers and truffles with rice and sauce. Sauté mushroom caps and (Continued on next page)
FRENCH COOKING

set aside. Cook brown sauce until reduced to 1 cup. Add Madeira and bring to boil. Pour over chicken breasts and broil until tender. Serve on rice garnished with mushroom caps.

Vegetables

continued from page 98

bacon until brown. Add crumb and egg yolks. Stuff artichokes and wrap with bacon. Place in buttered casserole, cover with stock and wine and bake 30 minutes in moderate oven. Combine butter and flour and add liquid from pan in which artichokes baked. Stir smooth. Remove bacon from artichokes and serve topped with sauce.

DUCHESS POTATOES

Serves 4

4 large potatoes
Salt and pepper
2 T butter
1 egg
1 t baking powder
Hot fat

Boil potatoes in water until tender but not mushy. Drain and dry. Press through sieve or use potato masher. Add egg and butter, salt and pepper. Add baking powder. Force through pastry tube to make decorative mounds on border and brown under broiler, or drop a heaping tablespoon of mixture at a time into deep hot fat. Drain on absorbent paper and serve at once.

Desserts

MARRON PUDDING

Serves 6

\[ \frac{3}{4} \text{ c sugar} \]
\[ 1 \text{ pt. milk} \]
\[ 3 \text{ eggs, separated} \]
\[ 6 	ext{ maroons, crushed} \]
\[ \frac{3}{4} \text{ pt. bottle marons} \]
\[ \frac{1}{4} \text{ pt. heavy cream} \]
\[ 1 \text{ lerry} \]

Make custard combining milk, beaten egg yolks and sugar. Freeze to thick mush. Line mold with crushed macaroons and cover them with custard. Whip cream and add chopped maroons, beaten egg whites and sherry. Fill center of mold with mixture and pack.

Screens on these windows

ROLL UP AND DOWN!

Built-in ROLSCREENS, the original inside screens, roll up and down like window shades. Dual glazing, the inside "storm window" also stays in place the year 'round...insulates against summer heat and winter cold. Just imagine!...never again need screens and "storms" be put up, taken down, painted or stored! A special swing-out hinge lets you wash the exterior glass from indoors. Also ideal for enclosing porches and remodeling. Send 25c for helpful 20-page LIBRARY OF WINDOW IDEAS. Distributors in U. S. and Canada.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

ROLSCREEN COMPANY, Dept. H-16, Pella Iowa

GENTLEMEN: Please send me...

☐ Free literature on Pella Casement Windows.

NAME_____________________________________

ADDRESS_________________________________

CITY________ZONE_____STATE__________

FEBRUARY, 1956
Three New Looks for Bed and Bath

11. Apothecary jar at The Bar Fly, 17 Rockville Drive, Baldwin, N. Y.
13. Vanity bench, H & G Tangerine cushion, at Doris Dessauer, 228 E. 51st St., N. Y. C.
19. Soap dish, "Mirrored Seashells." at Doris Dessauer, 228 E. 51st St., N. Y. C.
21. Toiletries by Mary Chess.
22. Shell, brass ribbed frame, at H. Plantiel Hardware Co., 323 E. 64th St., New York, N. Y.
23. Pillow case, daisy print in H & G Blue Mist on white. Wamsutta Mills.
24. Blanket, 100% Orlon, daisy print in H & G Blue Mist. North Star.
27. Brass towel bar, ribbon design. At H. Plantiel Hardware Co., 323 E. 64th St., N. Y. C.
29. Woven stripe ticking used on Beau­tyrest mattress. Simmons Co.
30. Comforter, Darcon filled, reversible. N. Sunzermgd & Sons.
35. Breakfast tray in H & G Siamese Pink, Neo Designs.
40. Towel ring. Lafayette Products.
44. Tiered brass towel stand. Lafayette Products Co.
47. Bath towel, "Vogue," in H & G Lemon Peel and white; reversible. Fieldcrest Mills.

The following stores are joining House & Garden in presenting "Three New Looks For Bed and Bath," pages 64, 65.

BARKER BROS.
Los Angeles, Calif.
BLOOMINGDALE'S
Stamford, Conn.
BLOOMINGDALE'S
New York, N. Y.
BOWMAN'S DEPARTMENT STORE
Harrisburg, Pa.
BRIDAL'S
Miami, Fla.
C. E. CHAPPELL & SONS
Bryants, N. Y.
DANIELS & FISHER
Denver, Colo.
DAVISON-PAXON
Atlanta, Ga.
DAYTON'S
Minneapolis, Minn.
DIXON-TAYLOR RUSSELL
Provo, Utah
G. F. & Co.
Hartford, Conn.
FOWLER, DICK & WALKER
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

OTHER SHOPPING INFORMATION

Cover

Right
Mirrored tray fitted with hook rack that doubles as makeup shelf, cigarette box, ashtray. Fits varying tub widths. National Silver Deposit Ware Co.

Page 63:
All carpeting, "Royal Crest" cut pile in cotton. E. T. Barrett Mills. All toiletries, Mary Chess. Painted by Anthony Triano, Tyson, left:

Top, left:
Double headboard, walnut painted white. John Stuart, Inc.
"Candy Stripe" bordered sheet and pillow cases. Wamsutta Mills.
"Sovereign" bath and hand towels, washcloth, Martex.
Bath tub, Claire de Lune blue. American Standard.

Bottom, left:

Bottom, right:

SHOPPING INFORMATION
continued from previous page

caning, brass finials. Parzinger.
Wood felt. Central Felt Co.
Clock-radio (separates to become electric clock, portable radio). General Electric.
Lamp, ashtray and cigarette box at American Art, 903 First Ave., N. Y. 22.
Bottom, right:

FRENCH COOKING

Page 96:
Willow bread basket at Basket Bazaar, 133 West Third St., New York 12, N. Y. Brass wine cooler at Jenifer House, Great Barrington, Mass.

DINNER, FRENCH COUNTRY STYLE

Page 99:
Tureen, Adams on-stone Ceres shape, ladle. At C. D. Peacock, Inc. State St., Monroe St., Chicago, III.
Goblets, wine glasses. Celeste blue, at Lord & Taylor, New York, N. Y.
Copper salt and pepper shakers at La Guisiniere, 133 East 55th St., N. Y. C.

Join the March of Dimes to fight polio

Turn clutter into convenience
with

K-V KITCHEN FIXTURES

End stacking and shifting, store pans, cups and towels neatly out of the way — glide them into reach instantly! Hard-to-reach waste spaces in your kitchen become gems of usefulness. All you need is a screwdriver and lifetime-quality bright chrome K-V kitchen fixtures.

DISAPPEARING TOWEL RACKS — Slide towels into cabinet, out of sight. 2- and 3-bar models mount on wall or side of cabinet; 4-bar models mount under shelf. All are 20” long. Ask for K-V 701 (2-bar) about $3.00*; K-V 702 (3-bar) about $3.50*; K-V 703 (4-bar) about $4.00*.

GLIDE-AWAY PAN RACKS — Bring handled utensils out of cabinet, slide them back into place smoothly, without clatter or clutter... 20” long. Ask for K-V 690 (holds 7 utensils) about $3.50*; K-V 790 (holds 14 utensils) about $4.50*.

Look for the K-V display at leading hardware and department stores.

KNAPE & VOGT MFG. CO.
Grand Rapids, Michigan

You'll never need to replace a solid Olsonite seat

The simple design and permanent beauty of Solid Olsonite Seats blend with any bathroom decoration plan. Available in more than 35 plain and pearl-escent colors, Olsonite Seats are made of one durable material all the way through to last the lifetime of your home.

THE MASTER PLUMBER in your neighborhood has a complete selection of styles and colors to complement your home. His thorough knowledge of good plumbing products and his guarantee are your assurance of quality and dependability. See him today.

SWEDISH CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY, Plastics Division
8561 BUTLER AVE., DETROIT 11, MICH. • Originators of the Solid Plastic Seat
It is not too long since the music lover—whether his taste was for the light, the heavy or the in-between—was the only one to benefit from the record and to value what it provided. Thanks to the tape-recording process and what it can contrive, there are compelling reasons why even the tone-deaf (I shudder to think that such a category may exist) can find pleasure and reward in the long player and its mate the disk.

Where vocalists—using the term in its broadest sense—are concerned, few have exceeded Sir Winston Churchill in the power to engross and animate by the sheer power of speech. In the latest of the "I Can Hear It Now" series (Columbia 5066) Fred W. Friendly and Ed Murrow have given us a profound exercise in the persuasive power of superb prose. Innumerable archives have been called upon to provide a dramatic review of Churchill's insight into the roots of all recent (and much current) evil, ranging from his pre-war speeches when Hitler was regarded as a "pushy" but hardly dangerous fellow, to the rallying cries of wartime, and warnings of the "peace."

A model of interlocution

The vocal bile and verbal inflection of all the famous Churchillisms—"some chicken, some neck," that jackal, Mussolini," "an iron curtain has descended" are here preserved in all their immediacy. Also there is a sample of the famous occasion when Churchill stood before a joint session of the United States Congress and remarked that he might have gotten there "on his own" had his father been American and his mother British, rather than "the other way around." Murrow's terse narration is a model of what such interlocution should be, the assembling of the bits into a continuously absorbing whole.

Another context of voices is provided by Heritage LP-H0059 in which is presented a twenty-year review of the famous "Town Meeting of the Air" broadcasts from Town Hall in New York. Besides absorbing again the broad drawl of Wendell Willkie, the cantankerous voice of Harold Ickes and the top-sergeant snarl of Hugh Johnson, on to the measured irony of Fiorello LaGuardia and the hard-core sense of Robert A. Taft, the hour-long disk recalls many of the rapid we have run in our time: "Intervention," "Lend-Lease," "Fourth Term," the "U.N.," the "Welfare State," "Korea," etc., etc. What is most useful is that it re-creates in the words of, say, Senators Nixon, Knowland, and Sparkman, the atmosphere in which General MacArthur's recall from Korea was discussed when it was happening, or the fight for "Equal Rights" led by Walter White, or even the baleful influence of the comics with John Mason Brown pitching and cartoonist Al Capp catching. John A. Daly conducts this tour of the past in his urbane way, and with a warm sense of what it means to live in a land where opinion is aired, not grounded.

The humanitarians

The same Heritage firm has produced a number of other "documentaries" of more specialized but still interesting sorts: a collection of humanitarian sentiments from Gandhi, Einstein, Nehru, etc. entitled "Conquest by Love" (G 0056); a choice collection of addresses, especially interesting in this Presidential year, called "If I am Elected" (A 1291); and for those who have forgotten how one of the great men of our time sounded "Shaw Speaks" (A 0074). Others who have contributed to the considerable total of similar interest are Decca (9628) with "FDR Speaks," RCA Victor with "Mr. President" (LM 1753) and "Campaign Speeches of Adlai Stevenson" (LM 1769), not to mention the first three issues of the "I Can Hear It Now" series (Columbia ML 4095, 4261, and 4340), which pass in fascinating review the sound of the world as it was between 1920 and Pearl Harbor.

Some of the sports sounds in the latter were so welcomed that Columbia authorized the creation of an entire LP titled "Greatest Moments in Sports" (ML 5000). Necessarily fragmentary because a microphone was not always conveniently available to record a competitor's words as the drama occurred, they nevertheless bring back, through reminiscence of Carl Hubbell, Dizzy Dean, Gene Tunney, Jack Dempsey or Knute Rockne, the emotions and elations.

(Continued on next page.)
of their great feats. Of prizeworthy value is the on-the-spot quote, as it happened, of Joe Louis saying, early in the war, that he was confident of American victory because “We is on God’s side.” Red Smith and Marty Glickman, two men of eminent qualification, are the editorial brains of this worthy endeavor.

The lighter sides

From the historical to the hysterical may seem a transition too great to be made between paragraphs, but it is even more easily made by changing disks on the record player. It may be cheating a little to import Victor Borge, Anna Russell or Gerald Moore at this point, since all utilize music to some degree in their performances, but let us say that on the whole it is painlessly administered. Of course everybody knows Borge, so that record numbers alone will suffice (Columbia CL 554, CL 6013, CL 646), and almost everybody knows Anna Russell (“Sings? on Columbia ML 4594, “Guide to Concert Audiences” on ML 4928. and “Square Talk on Popular Music” on ML .S0361. For those unacquainted with the latter, she is the song satirist who has been described by one ebullient reviewer as “the funniest woman in the world.” This merely confirms what we have known right along—namely, that Beatrice Lillie is out of this world—but let us not quibble about mere exaggeration where enthusiasm is concerned. Russell is a very funny person, and her depiction of concert types, burlesques of trends in current music, and deflation of pretension in general comes through the loudspeaker very effectively.

On a quieter, more sophisticated level of drollery is the performance of Gerald Moore, the Torontonian who has made his home in London for thirty years. He has also made a reputation for himself as the pianist most in demand as accompanist when the premier singers, violinists, cellists etc. of the world visit London to perform in public and to record. A witty man as well as a wise one, Moore first put his thoughts forward in a series of books, of which “The Unashamed Accompanist” (Columbia 35222, “Mid-Re9oncy” Cocktail Table. Cherry & Birch, French Provincial finish. 30” x 20” x 17½” high. Leather top on two unit—half center. Brass corners and turning posts. 3522C—All wood top. 35222P.“Mid-Re9oncy” Nest Table. Cherry & Birch, Platinum Antique finish. Top 25” x 17”. 24” high. 1 drawer. Brass trim on turnings. In Mahogany 5527M.)

Heat down to their level with Dunham Vari-Flow Baseboard

No more cold floors or drafty corners when you protect their health—and your pocketbook—with Dunham vari-flow® Baseboard Heating.

Warm water, gently circulating through trim Dunham vari-flow Baseboard, heats your home at the floor or living level—from along outside walls and under windows. Does it automatically, too, since vari-flow Temperature Controls are outside your home...sensing weather changes and compensating for them inside.

As temperatures go down outside, inside temperatures automatically go up a few degrees to counteract winter weather before you feel a chill. With vari-flow you never “over-heat” to catch up on heat normally escaping through walls and windows.

Greater comfort? Lower fuel bills? Yes. And, as a bonus, you place furniture, drapes and carpets anywhere you like. For with Dunham vari-flow Baseboard you never worry about “blocking off” heat. And best of all, you don’t have to clean under Dunham Baseboard, for it fits flush with the floor.

Write for colorful brochure "There Are Two Sides to Every Story." C. A. Dunham Company, Dept. HG-2, 400 W. Madison St., Chicago
Enjoy
ALL BRITAIN
in comfort and convenience
BY TRAIN!

SAVE
WITH Thrift Tour Tickets!
Up to 1,000 miles of "Go-as-you-please" rail travel in Britain and Ireland—
ONLY Good for berths and reservations, $20
3rd Class all Irish cross-channel services,
and MacBrayne's steamer services
in Scotland. Valid for six months.
Additional mileage available at
$30 1st Class
Not on sale overseas.

CIRCULAR TOUR TICKETS—
another bargain feature, 10% savings on travel
throughout Britain and Ireland.

Secure these, too, before you leave:
Reservations on train and
cross-channel services and
attractive tours by rail/motor coach/ship.

YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
KNOWS OUR SERVICES—
OBTAIN HIS EXPERT COUNSEL

CHOOSING SIDES
continued from preceding page

The valuable observations in
his book prompted an enterpris-
ing impresario to try Moore out
as a platform personality on his
own at an Edinburgh Festival of a
few years back. The venture pro-
pered so well that his orbit
widened, bringing him to New
York in the fall of 1954, and for a
swing through the country earlier
this winter.

Moore not only has the tricks
of the trade at his fingertips, en-
abling him to differentiate, point-
edly, between the true and the
false in the accompanist's art; he
also has a lively sense of words
to convey his thoughts, and a pol-
ished platform manner to keep an
audience interested. Proper enjoy-
ment requires the musical interest
to follow Moore's discourse on the
part an expert accompaniment
plays in the full performance of
Schubert songs or the creations of
Debussy and Ravel; but his wide-
ranging stock of anecdotes and
allusions are suitable for mixed
company—meaning, in this in-
stance, music lovers and non-mu-
ic lovers.

As for the enjoyment of the
spoken word itself, the catalogues
are now so full of a number of
things that one almost expects a
disk titled "Walt Whitman—
Leaves of Grass" on the Poetry
label (300) to offer readings by
the Good Gray Poet himself. How-
ever, if science cannot contrive
that miracle for a man who died
in 1892, it has been foreclosed
in preserving the utterances of the
man most closely linked with
Whitman to Lincoln ("O Cap-
tain, My Captain!") and to the
land ("I hear America singing")
Carl Sandburg on Decca 5135
are excerpts from "The People,
Yes" and on Decca 7541 a col-
collection of other gems. Even more ex-
tensive is the SR Original 1 on
which Sandburg reads his "A Lin-
coln Preface." This sums up more
of the grandeur and the simplicity
of that man than almost anything
ever written about him. For those
of other tastes, the shelves are
laden with provocative matter by
writers from Aiken, Conrad to
Williams, Tennessee. That, how-
ever, is another story.

What a wonderful moment it is when you first touch that
Delco-matic button on the dash of your car—see your garage
lights turn on—see your garage door glide up automatically
and you drive right in! Inside your home, touch another
button, lights turn off and the door closes.

Bad weather makes it even more wonderful because YOU
won't have to get out and wade through rain, mud, snow
or sleet to open or close that garage door. Wonderful, too,
if you've come from a late show or meeting—a touch on the
button gives you floods of light and an open door to welcome
you safely home.

And you'll never again strain yourself tugging at that big
door—the largest piece of moving equipment in your entire
home. Delco-matic operates it at a touch of your finger;
saves your back, your heart, your pocket-book.

Delco-matic Garage Door Operator is easily installed in
any garage; operates any door, single, double or two singles;
operates from any car or cars.

NOW . . .
open and
close your
garage door
by radio from
your car
with the
wonderful
new Delco-matic
GARAGE DOOR OPERATOR
by DELCO PRODUCTS
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
DAYTON 1, OHIO

Delco-matic is sold, installed and serviced by your local
Crawford Door Sales Co.
whose address is listed on the opposite page

For literature, please write Dept. 16, BRITISH RAILWAYS,
9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Other offices in Chicago, Los Angeles and Toronto.
THE LAST DAYS OF THE TV SCOFFER

Snobs of the Kafka and casselette caste need another good thing to ignore

By ANDY ROONEY

Things are getting tough all over for the Super-Cerebral set. First they had to give up Not Going to the Movies as a sure-fire conversational gambit at their little casselette gatherings. Now it is becoming increasingly difficult to interrupt the consumption of noonie vraiarine with a diatribe on Not Watching Television. But in the last stronghold of diehard Non-Watchers the subject, though moribund, is still forlornly alive, and a briefing on the tactics of Watching versus Not-Watching Television will benefit the unwatchy Watcher who chances upon their company.

At their parties people stand around in small clusters mentioning shows they didn't see, didn't bother to watch or started to watch and turned off. If someone mentions a specific show, the classic conversation goes this way.

First Speaker: "Did you see that thing they did on Channel Four last night?"

Second Speaker: "I started to watch it but I turned it off."

Third Speaker: "I never turn on that thing they did on Channel Four."

First Speaker: "Did you see that movie in eight years?" The son who used to say, "I haven't watched it but I turned it off."

First Speaker: "Did you see that movie about the people who are shot to death?"

Second Speaker: "The movies are getting tough all over."

Fourth Speaker: "We don't own a television set. I wouldn't watch it if I had one in my house."

The fourth man speaks with the same intense pride as the person who used to say, "I haven't seen a movie in eight years." The second and third speakers used to go to the movies only to see Maedchen in Uniform, The Bicycle Thief, Nanook of the North and reruns of early Chaplin pictures.

Non-Watchers can be recognized by any Watcher. If you are a Watcher and detect any of these signs, don't mention television unless you're prepared to defend yourself. The average Non-Watcher took up gin-and-tonic about four years ago and has already given it up in favor of vodka and tonic. In the winter he drinks martinis on the rocks, please, very dry. He eats late. The best play he ever saw closed after 17 performances on Broadway but he goes to The Theatre regularly. He'll usually ask what happened to Henry Morgan, whom he loved, and if he has traveled recently it was to Italy or Spain.

According to the evidence Non-Watchers themselves submit, they spend their evenings listening to hi-fi and reading good books. If book publishers have not indicated any sharp upturn in sales which can attribute to Non-Watchers' purchases, it is probably because these people read Sartre, Kafka, The Kenyon Review and are re-reading Melville. No one actually buys these. One has them.

Offhand, you might think that because Non-Watchers don't talk about television programs, Nothing of the kind. They read the television critic John Crosby and agree with everything he has to say. There are very few casual Non-Watchers. Not watching television is something you don't get into by chance. Every day of his life the non-Watcher is aggressively not watching television.

"If you're a fighter who doesn't like to go out of his way to avoid trouble, you might want to join forces with a small but militant group of networkers called Television Defenders. There are a few tricks all Defenders should know."

First, in any gathering where it looks as though the topic of conversation might turn to television, get on some mutual ground with the people you have spotted as Non-Watchers. Start talking about The Theatre, for instance. Pick a Broadway play and say, "I thought the book was weak but Pinza carried it beautifully. He doesn't even have to sing." They may or may not agree but at least you've tricked them into thinking you're one of them.

"If they agree that Pinza was superb, say quietly but firmly, 'I've loved everything he's done on television, too, haven't you?"

You haven't whipped them but you've got them off balance.

If the Non-Watcher takes a (Continued on next page)
KOCH FLORAL METALCRAFT
makes your flowers mean so much more

"For Readers Only" a dramatic arrangement of carnations and flowers... in a magazine rack by Koch. A combination for double enjoyment.

IF IT’S FLOWERS... IF IT’S A PLANT... it just belongs in KOCH FLORAL METALCRAFT

Garden indoors: lush greenery, spiced with the brightness of flowers... in the running El Greco Plant—er by Koch. Ideal for gift-giving, bridge prizes or as a room brightener.

"Conversation Piece" an exquisite floral arrangement complements the graceful lines of an Ever-Fresh Metal floral arrangement complements the graceful lines of an Ever-Fresh Metal floral arrangement.

STOP AT YOUR FLORIST’S TODAY to reserve your FREE Flower-of-the-Month Desk Calendar. It’s painted in gorgeous full color... dated from June-to-June!

KOCH FLORAL METALCRAFT
Dept. HGF-1
Evansville 4, Indiana

TV SCOFFER continued from preceding page

condescending attitude towards your viewing, be careful. He might ask, for example, whether George Gobel is on every night or not. Don’t let him look you in the eye and get away with that. They are a sneaky lot. Look him right back in the eye and tell him, “Every night but Sunday,” or, “Every other night.” He knows as well as you that Gobel is on once a week.

A variation of this same attack by the Non-Watcher might go this way. “I’ve heard a lot about some new comedian. Ah, what’s his name? George Gobel! Is he good?” Your answer is, “I watched Gobel the other night and I never laughed so hard in my life.”

You’ve just made a lifelong enemy; he knows you both know the man’s name is Gobel.

An incident that occurred at a Chicago cocktail party a short time ago shows the militant Watcher at the top of his form. The hostess at the party was being congratulated on her taste in furniture.

“I hope you notice,” she said, “we don’t have a television set.”

The Watcher had noticed that the cheese was spread awfully thin on the crackers, but he honestly hadn’t noticed the absence of TV. He was from Connecticut and he was pretty used to sets concealed in old Dutch sinks. It didn’t occur to him that there was or was not one in the room, but he did recognize his hostess immediately as a bewildering Non-Watcher.

“I wish we didn’t have one,” he said, rising to the challenge magnificently. “I waste more damn time. The other night I got trapped into wasting a whole hour and a half watching Gian Carlo-Menotti’s new opera The Saint of Bleecker Street.”

He could not have scored more cleanly. Carlo-Menotti is a Non-Watchers’ darling, and the play had been more effectively presented on television than it had been in its short run on Broadway. The hostess was put in the position of having to agree with him that watching Carlo-Menotti was a waste of time, or of disagreeing and finding herself defending television. She excused herself to introduce a new couple coming in the door.

Non-Watchers have suffered heart-breaking setbacks in the past two years. Broadway plays have been done on television; ophthalmologists have made statements to the effect that TV is not bad for children’s eyes; Fred Allen has appeared regularly on the kind of quiz show that was too good for radio; it has been announced that the coming TV season will see Sir Laurence Olivier in a three-hour version of Richard III. (Which, for all most Watchers know, is longer than Shakespeare wrote it.)

There are even indications that television is not stifling our creative talents or taking away our appetite for first-hand experience. Just as many people are climbing tall mountains; just as many kids are running away from home; authors are writing more books, poets are writing more poetry and inventors are inventing more inventions. There is no evidence that people are running in a rut. By absorbing some of the leisure and entertainment in an easily digested form, Watchers are simply filling in the big cracks everyone has in his productive, creative, reflective day. Television viewers are reading more newspapers and more magazines more thoroughly than ever before because they are interested in more things. Television has opened up thousands of broad avenues of interest to them.

The industry doesn’t have time to claim this for itself but it is even probable that television has already begun to improve our republican governmental structure. It is becoming increasingly difficult for an office-seeker to win an election unless his opinions and philosophy accurately reflect the majority of the people he wants to represent. If a Non-Watcher read everything of a political nature that he could get his hands on, it would be hard for him to match the information a Watcher is exposed to on television.

Naturally there are hundreds of television programs no intelligent person would want to hasten to defend, but regardless of the merit of any one show or any series of shows there are few people whose waking moments are filled so fully of the culturally pure that they can’t find time for six or eight hours of television a week. A little intolerance can be a fine thing: it might be well if more Watchers were a little less patient with their friends who raise eyebrows when the subject of television comes up. Perhaps then they’d find something new to disdain.

Support your local Red Cross

The carpet is "TUFTWOVEN" GAY TWEED...

It costs so little... offers so much

GAY TWEED is more than a lovely new carpet. It means comfort...it means quiet and warmth and well-being. It means fresh, spirited young colors that liven the whole room and set the mood for entertaining or relaxing. Above all, it means economy...for FIRTH TUFTWOVEN* is a revolutionary new process that cuts prices to fit even the smallest homemaking budget. You’ll love the deep, springy texture (the finest wools available, blended with special rayon and nylon). You’ll love the way the loops of color blend into a rich, warm tweed (so much easier to care for because it doesn’t show soil!). Why not see it yourself...see how little it costs—GAY TWEED was made for you!

FIRTH CARPET CO., 295 FIFTH AVENUE, DEPT. 1, NEW YORK 16

Send 25¢ for idea-filled new booklet, "How To Decorate With Confidence," Firth Carpet Co., 295 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 1, New York 16
Women with a sense of style prefer Firth.

Firth Tuftwoven® "Gay Tweed"
Above: Sunflower Seed No. 250108

Other available colors: Peony White, Cucumber Vine, Coral Flower, Heirloom Corn, Country Green, Stone Moss, Light Loam, Raffia Beige, Waterlily Blue, Cobblestone Grey, White Lilac.
Blue . . . Tan . . . Grey . . . Pink . . . Green . . . choose any one of these five delightful colors—or glistening, gleaming white—for your AllianceWare bathroom fixtures. Contrast or complement the fixtures with colorful towels, curtains, floor coverings—your bathrooms provide an unbounded opportunity for expressing home personality and home beauty.

But you'll want to make sure each bathroom fixture has beauty for years to come. So tell your architect, builder or plumber you prefer AllianceWare—porcelain-on-steel. With AllianceWare, you not only have bathroom fixtures of beauty in design and color, but you'll also appreciate the safety, the roominess and convenience features built into AllianceWare bathtubs.

Every AllianceWare tub has a "grab rail" construction—exclusive with AllianceWare—along the outer rim, to make entering or leaving the bath easier and safer. A broad, flat bottom provides a firm footing when showering. A wide seating rim is another feature for bathing convenience. The AllianceWare patented method of installation prevents the tub from settling or pulling away from the wall. A built-in wall-guard keeps water from seeping in between wall and tub. And the smooth, porcelain-on-steel surface is stainproof—easy to clean and keep clean.

Whether planning a new home or remodeling your present home, you'll find AllianceWare meets all your ideas of color, beauty and convenience at much less cost than you dreamed possible.

An Idea for an Extra Bath or a Bath in very Limited Space

AllianceWare designers have recognized the need of modern families for an extra bath in limited space, yet which will contain all the basic advantages of a full-size bathroom.

Where this problem exists, the AllianceWare Junior Bathtub shown in the small bathroom illustrated above provides the ideal answer. This bathroom provides all the advantages of a full-size bathroom except that the AllianceWare tub is only 42 inches long instead of the usual 60 inches. The entire bathroom can be installed in a space 5 feet 6 inches wide by 6 feet 9 inches long and still provide every bathroom facility. Where space is your problem, your answer is AllianceWare. If interested, we'll gladly send a plan for this bathroom.
office that he had not realized before?

"I have learned that the future of architecture depends on close coordination between the architect, the landscape architect, the contractor, the interior decorator—and also the banker who finances the construction. Every project should be the joint effort of everyone concerned with building the house. In my own office I have a decorating and landscaping department, and I have mechanical and structural engineers and real estate advisers working with me on a consultative basis. The architect's responsibilities are no longer confined to drawing up a blue print of the house plan—as a matter of fact, it never should have been only that."

In other words, an architect ought to be a kind of chief of staff in charge of planning and building the house?

"That's right. Otherwise you have a client calling on an architect who presents him with a plan. Then the contractor steps in. The idea has not been explained to him; he hasn't been consulted. Possibly he will object to some feature of the house. And he may be right. Or the other people involved may have reason to object.

The terrain may be wrong for the average American looking for a house, or he can aspire to any kind of individuality of design. Aren't most houses mass produced and consequently standardized?

"Yes—and I think the standardization leads to decay. The solution is to mass produce certain units of the house—kitchens, bathrooms, garages, utility areas—as economically as possible. Then other units such as living rooms and bedrooms can be set aside and designed according to the tastes, the needs and the inclinations of the owner. There is no reason why such a house should cost much more than the take-it-or-leave-it houses going up today. I have designed homes for as little as $16,000. I have finished one recently that cost about $10 a square foot."

What are Ladd's plans for the future?

"I want to go on doing what I'm doing. I like my work so much I don't have much time for diversions. Music? Yes, of course. And I read as much as I can. My other interests? Oh, I dart around. I have become interested in the Dead Sea Scrolls. It's one reason why I'm looking forward to going to the Near East this winter. But I don't seem to have much time for other things. There is so much work to do."

It's getting late. The sun is beginning to sink into the bank of yellowish smog floating above Los Angeles. You hear the swelling murmur of the late afternoon traffic on the Pasadena Freeway. Here on Hilltop the air is growing cool.

You walk back past the quiet gardens, the breath-taking vistas, the slabs of masonry and the glass walls. Ladd suggests that you stay for dinner and you would like to be able to accept, but you can't. So you shake hands and get into your car. Driving away you look around and wave goodbye and he waves back. You remember him standing there, a young man alone on a hill top with big ideas and plenty of time ahead of him.
THE KEY TO PLANNING

In building a new bathroom or modernizing an old one you will find more materials, equipment, color schemes and distinctive accessories on the market today than were ever available before. They offer better performance along with better looks—longer life and less care. But before you pick colors and countertop decorations give some thought to the essentials of a good bathroom. Better bathrooms begin with better planning; for storage, lighting, ventilation, warmth, durability, quiet, easy cleaning, sound plumbing and fixtures. These are the ingredients that determine whether a bathroom is as convenient as it is beautiful. Here are plans and picture of bathrooms that meet the requirements.

**Man’s bathroom** includes the luxury of a cot for a nap and storage for portable massage table in closet at right of tub. Floor is vinyl in spatterdash beige pattern; walls and countertop are ceramic tile in gunmetal color. Long cabinet with washbasin has plentiful storage. Architect, George Hickey III.
A BETTER BATHROOM

Children's bath has twin lavatory basins to speed up early morning dawdlers. Shower and toilet occupy adjacent compartments in the simple floor plan. In the mirror, which is large enough for several children to use at the same time, can be seen individual towel bars at heights small children can reach.

Architect, Eliot Noyes.

Good storage is the outstanding feature of this bath-dressing room. The picture shows only half of the long storage wall (see plan right) which is divided into compartments and drawers sized for clothing. There are bookshelves, day bed between shower and toilet compartments, for relaxation after bath.

Architect, Burton A. Schutt.

(Continued on next page)

Dress up your beverage or party punch smartly in an eloquent symbol of delightful living with this exquisite new 14-Pc. Set of brilliant hand-wrought crystal by those deft West Virginia Glass artisans! . . . The generous 340-oz. Bowl, with gracefully sculptured ladle, and the 12 dainty handled 6-oz. Cups to blend, will grace your table in a most flattering manner! . . . A "must" for year-round formal or informal entertaining, for exciting gift-giving . . . Inquire—you'd be amazed how modestly priced!

When buying glassware, look for this blue and gold label identifying West Virginia Glass. It's your assurance of hand-blown, brilliant crystal—smart, modern design—superior quality—at conservation prices. At gift, jewelry and department stores. For name of nearest dealer, write West Virginia Glass Specialty Co., Weston, W. Va. (Member Glass Crafts of America.)

A new and exciting Tropical Design in doors and shutters. Precision made and handwoven of beautiful Lifetime Redwood or Blonde Mahogany. TROPIX-WEVE* affords decorative ventilation with privacy. Custom built in any size to meet your requirements. Also available in stock size doors. Selected by Architects and Decorators for Folding Doors, Screens, West Indies (Interior) Shutters, Room Dividers and many other uses.

Modestly Priced

A BETTER BATHROOM

TROPIX-WEVE* doors were selected for the Albree Miller residence, Palm Island, Miami Beach, Fla. Rufus Nims & R. B. Browne, Associated Architects

Sold only through dealers and decorators. For information see your dealer or write, Tropix-Weve* Products, Dept. 156, 3719 N. W. 50th St., Miami 42, Fla. Distributors inquiries invited.
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her happiest hours are spent at a Hardman piano

Many new baths open to garden or sun deck

For more than a century, a name synonymous with fine pianos. Send for FREE catalog.

Hardman, Peck & Co.
33 West 57th St., New York

Shower is accessible from bathroom or from outdoor terrace in this plan. The terrace includes a pool. As plan at right indicates, half the space in this bath-dressing room is devoted to storage closets. Two bedrooms open into it.

Architect, Burton A. Schutt.

Private patio is part of bathroom. Sliding window wall at one end of room lets you step directly outdoors for sunbath. High brick wall with handsome foliage shields area. Curtains draw across window. Counter top gets daylight from overhead window.

Architect, Burton A. Schutt.

British House & Garden's
WINE BOOK

British House & Garden has collected in an illustrated book 26 brief, informative articles on wine. The cover major European wines, brandy, liqueurs. This WINE BOOK is the perfect introduction to choosing, serving, and enjoying wine.

Send this ad with your name and address. When book arrives, pay postman $1.00 plus postage charges. If not entirely satisfied return book for refund, TO SAVE POSTAGE: enclose $1.00 with order. Same refund privilege, WRITE TODAY to

House & Garden
Dept. HG-256, Greenwich, Conn.
Continued from page 15

mya. Nineteen hundred miles from Honolulu and nearly 1,300 from Fiji, it has elbow room, if not much else. A mariner's handbook declares: "The most conspicuous objects...are the wreck of the President Taylor, located near the western side of the island near its main entrance: a lone palm tree on the northwest point, and a large kou bush on the southwest point."

There you have the scenic attractions of this island, so important that neither Britain nor the United States is willing to admit the other owns it. Hence, the eight square miles of coral bordering a blue lagoon (twenty feet is the highest elevation) now form an official condominium, with officers of both governments on an atoll which never supported a native before aircraft made it important.

Luxury of Yore Canton was an overnight stop on the original South Pacific flights of Pan-American World Airways. Scheduled flying boats put down on the lagoon in 1939, and passengers put up at a hotel which even boasted a French chef. Luxury lasted until the war, when the hotel became a Navy club and the President Taylor, a round-the-worldliner, landed 1,200 soldiers sooner than planned—by going aground on the coral reef.

The ship never did get off and the soldiers sometimes thought they wouldn't, either. But expected attacks on the island never developed. The airfield the soldiers built served importantly while war lasted in the South Pacific, then found traffic dwindling as battles moved west.

Faster and bigger planes have lessened Canton's post-war importance, too. Planes of three airlines (Pan-American, Qantai—have lessened Canton's post-war importance. But on any of the three, the traveler not in too tearing a hurry might wish for a little non-serious engine trouble to hold him over—it's about the only time anybody gets to see more than the airstrip and a restaurant; and a few hours can be fun. (Airlines don't sell tickets to any of the three without special arrangements: not enough accommodations, water or food to supply too many casual visitors.)

Strictly for the Birds There are no better reefs for exploring than these. Australia's Great Barrier reef is hundreds of miles long, but far out to sea and often impossible to land on. By contrast coral at these atolls is close to shore and just as vivid in color and thronged with fish and mollusks. Personally, I'm a non-working swimmer, content to float in soup-warm water or to mooch around a reef with a diving mask not trying to spear anything, just to pick up a few bright cowries or to marvel why bêche de mer should ever be a delicacy, or even considered food.

Why should anybody care for coral bluffs without even a decent tree on them? Well, there are the birds: terns, boobies, frigates, albatross, nesting in the brush, crying in the star-lit night and bobbing endlessly on the beaches. Birds have interfered with aircraft take-offs on some islands; millions of terns lay their eggs and rear their young (in the lagoon. As early as 1914 scene of horror and death.

The fish are interesting, whether you're hooking a big one or tuna, watching stupid parrot fish or being nosed by a wreck, or diving down to spear a perch or huge grouper, or just spying on the tiny, bright blue, bright red or striped and spotted minnows which flutter around every cranny in the coral.

And if you can't find some interest, or human parallel, when watching two hermit crabs battle fiercely for a larger shell each of them needs because he's outgrowing his present stolen home—if you can't get something out of this, you need the rest on an atoll, you really need it.

There isn't time to describe (Continued on next page)
What sort of future has Sang Gi, crippled by a bit of shrapnel? What are his chances, beggaring the streets of Seoul, with his homemade crutches? He has no home, no parents, no schooling. He has a good and intelligent face, but—?

Is his future any business of mine? Should I be concerned with cripples and the needs and suffering of others? When I have enough to eat should I be worried because others don't, including little children? Should I care, when I was lucky enough to be born in America instead of India, where the majority of people do not get enough to eat and some are actually starving? What is the reason I was not born in Korea, like Sang Gi? There are still 35,000 homeless children in Korea. Why don't I live in a hut made of rubble, old tin cans and half rotten scraps of wood in Southern Italy, Hong Kong or in a crowded Austrian refugee camp? Why don't I happen to be a man with a job in California, working steady every day for long hours, who sleeps in the streets every night because my job does not pay me enough to share even a single room with a dozen other persons—a room without a stitch of furniture or protection from flies, swarming with bed bugs and without any sanitary arrangements whatever?

I am a Christian. Does that make me my brother's keeper? When my stomach is full must I be concerned about others, whose stomachs are empty? Must I? Am I compelled to think about these others? Or is it just, God helping me, that I want to think about them and because I have a heart, desire to think about these others? Or is it just, God compelling me, perhaps a few Japanese soldiers since the turn of the century, and these lads who meet the planes are merely policemen, interested in whether you're carrying opium, but willing to be photographed if you're not.

Like Agana on Guam, Nandi is in true tropical forest country. Rain forests are nearby; mountains rise steeply around; and if the wild parrots don't screech loudly enough to be heard, it's only because they've been given up trying to compete with the juke boxes in the airline lobbies.

Oddly, Labuan, off North Borneo, exists for the same reason as Sandspit and Annette, on the Inside Passage to Alaska. As at Ketchikan and Prince Rupert, the mainland of North Borneo resists large airplanes. There are small fields, hugging the coast beside the 14,000-foot mountains; but the man who wants to see Dyaks, flying foxes and cobras on Borneo must transfer at Labuan from heavier ships. And if he tires of the mountain-and-sea view from the clean but hot airport hotel, he can waste time easily, walking down roads through brilliant hedges and beside the tropical jungle. There's also the astonishing sight of a beautiful military cemetery, containing the graves of some thousands of Australians killed in the battle for recovery of Borneo at the end of World War II—a battle which most Americans, absorbed by developments in the Philippines and Okinawa, didn't even know was occurring.

In commuting around the Pacific for a dozen years, I've become familiar with the gustatory delights of Hongkong, the courtesy of Tokyo, Bangkok's temples.

(Continued on next page)

**Mail Coupon Today for Full Information**

**BOLENS 2 in 1 POWER-PAK Combination**

**Tiller and Mower**

**Why buy two when one will do?**

Now, for everyone with a garden and lawn (and a limited budget), Bolens presents the most economical and versatile power unit ever designed . . . the POWER-PAK.

This compact unit with 2-1/2 h.p. 4 cycle Clinton engine attaches in seconds without tools to an 18 inch side-trimmer Rotary Mower with efficient side discharge, or to a powerful 12 inch side-discharge Tiller, for scientific preparation and cultivation of your garden.

The whole family will find this POWER-PAK easy to handle and so economical too.

See POWER-PAK at your Bolens dealer today! He'll be glad to demonstrate.

**MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FULL INFORMATION**

**BOLENS PRODUCTS DIVISION**

FOOD MACHINERY & CHEMICAL CORP. 226 E. South Park Street Port Washington, Wisconsin

Send me full details on Bolens Power-Pak combination unit as soon as possible.

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY**

**STATE**
PLAN YOUR OWN KITCHEN
continued from page 78

need professional help from an architect or builder for this. Plumbing, wiring, ventilation and installation will take a large slice of your kitchen budget; bear this in mind when you shop around for new cabinets and equipment. Compare the prices and performances of the different brands as well as their looks and ask your dealer if he can arrange for you to trade in old equipment. When you buy cabinets, make a basic, minimum list of everything you must keep in the kitchen with notes of any special storage you need. This will help you to determine the amount and type of cabinets to buy. You can choose from cabinets of two kinds, woods and metal, and have them finished in color if you wish.

Belt pulley drives low-cost air compressor, other utility equipment.

Fast Hitch and GO!
A big garden is no job—it’s a joy—with exclusive IH Fast-Hitch to connect plow, harrow, other equipment. You just back—Click! —and go!

Touch-Control!
Lowers, lifts implements by controlled hydraulic power—without effort—for transport and turning. Touch-Control does the heavy work!

SEE YOUR DEALER

Ask For a Demonstration!
Phone your nearby IH tractor dealer for a free demonstration of the International Cub Lo-Boy. See your classified directory. Or, mail the coupon for more information.

International Harvester products pay for themselves in use—McCormick Farmall Equipment and Farmall Tractors, Motor Trucks, Caterpillar Tractors and Power Units. General Office, Chicago 1, Illinois.

International Harvester Co.
P. O. Box 7333, Dept. HG-2, Chicago 80, Ill.
Please send me complete information on the new International Cub Lo-Boy Tractor.

Name...
Street (or Box No.)...

CUB Lo-Boy tractor

You’ll RIDE your work away with a NEW International CUB Lo-Boy tractor

Country living gets a big new lift with a Cub Lo-Boy! Starts, drives, handles easily as a car. Everybody in the family wants to run it, and can!

With the powerful, 4-cylinder Lo-Boy you mow lawns, maintain driveways, clear snow, dig holes, spray paint or insecticides, saw wood, mix concrete, pump water, haul supplies—faster, easier. IH tractor quality means dependable operation with minimum upkeep.
ART PLUS HISTORY

By ALICE WINCHESTER

L ove of antiques is more than a fancy for something old in the midst of much that is new, for any object that deserves the name antique has other important attributes besides age. It must have something of artistry about it. We touch of the true craftsman and the evidence of his creative skill. It is, moreover, an expression of the taste and customs of its times ("in the style of the period," as the saying goes), and so forms a tangible link with an earlier day. Antiques are age plus art plus history.

It is because of this triple character, I think, that more and more people are discovering the endless fascination of antiques. They are not only fun to look for and to find; they are satisfying to live with. A home furnished with antiques may have more novelty than one in the most modern style. It has distinction, and it gives a sense of stability and permanence that is welcome in these fast-moving days. And it need never be dull. There is a style to appeal to every taste; simple or elaborate, straight-lined or curvaceous, small-scaled or massive and within each style there is variety, since every piece is as individual as the craftsman who made it painstakingly.

We have the antiques of all the world and of all times to choose from. One will prefer English, another Georgian, another French provincial, another Italian or Swedish or Chinese. But to all Americans our antiques make a special appeal, for they are a part of our own background. From American antiques we can learn a great deal about the people, ordinary as well as eminent, who shaped this nation; these are the things our forebears lived with. We find that each region shows its own character in its antiques. In colonial New England, Philadelphia, Virginia, and the Carolinas, all settled mainly by the English, the styles of Georgian England were transplanted, but with minor changes that made them different from those of the mother country and each other. New York, with its Dutch heritage, followed Dutch styles but in its own idiom. In rural Pennsylvania and other areas settled chiefly by Germans, these colonists developed a distinctive expression in their craftsmanship. And always the new styles appeared here later than they had been introduced abroad, while the old styles lingered, especially in country regions.

Age is relative, of course. Most American antiques are not very old in years, as compared with those of the rest of the world, but they are old in terms of the history of this country. In parts of the Midwest settled after the Revolution, for example, the earliest locally made furniture is priced; a modification of Hepplewhite and Sheraton, it was made up to the 1830's following styles popular in the East a generation before. In the deep South, pieces in the early Victorian "French style" of a hundred years ago, which furnished many antebellum homes, are now cherished as antiques. The Southwest has its Spanish Mission antiques, the Northwest its Chippendale chairs.

(Continued on next page)
Scandinavian, the Mississippi Valley its French, the West Coast its Oriental. At the same time, the antiques of each region belong to the whole country and may be enjoyed anywhere, along with selections from all the lands from which America was settled.

This popular interest in American antiques seems to have begun about the time of the nation’s hundredth birthday in 1876. That year, at the world’s fair in Philadelphia, the first public exhibition of an American “period room” was shown. Called “The New England Log House,” it was intended to represent a typical home of 1776. This exhibit started a craze for collecting American antiques (thought at the time to be a short-lived fad!).

In 1924 the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York opened its now-famous American Wing, the first of the great museum installations where American antiques are arranged in architectural settings of the same periods to show how our people lived. Three years later Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia began to recreate an entire colonial city—public buildings, dwellings, shops, gardens, and all. Since then American period rooms have been installed in many of our major museums; the Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum in Delaware consists entirely of such rooms, over a hundred in number. Whole villages have been restored, from Deerfield, Massachusetts, to Tombstone, Arizona, and historic houses open to the public (Mount Vernon was the first, in 1850) are scattered throughout the states.

All this has had tremendous influence in making Americans aware of antiques as a tangible part of our historical background. One of their many fascinations is that there is always more to learn about them. There is much more to it than being able to spot a Chippendale chair or a lacy Sand­wich Depository. There is the fun of discriminating between the fine and the inferior, of recognizing the rare, and of learning to tell true from false. And there are the countless historical bypaths down which antiques may lead, into the very lives of the people who made them and owned them when they were new.

Next in series: an article on Early American antiques.

overdo it with taffeta draperies, jabots and fringe.”

Mr. Levi: “I dislike the petti­coat feeling as much as you do, but I believe a bedroom can be frivolous without going to the extreme. I don’t mind fin de siècle. Decorating is neither feminine nor masculine; it is just a matter of good taste. Froufrou is out of style today anyway. Louis XVI furniture is an ideal choice. It has straight lines; yet it is dainty and not severe. There should be one big piece of furniture in the room such as a Six­foot or nine-foot chest. I much prefer elaborate de­ tails in the furniture rather than in the fabrics and suggest using plain fabric without any design unless it is a tone-on-tone damask or bro­cade. Taffeta would be my choice of materials for a master bedroom because it is crisp and light. In accessories, I like cut crystal and a few pieces of very fine china. The glitter of crystal keeps the room light in tone. Bristol Blue is a perfect color for a master bed­room. Women usually like pink and blue, and since I do not ap­prove of pink in a master bedroom, blue is a perfect solution. Blue is a good background color; it re­flects most of the natural daylight and does not disturb objects the way some colors do.”

Mr. Pahlmann: “You are right about one thing, the color blue. It can be used in many different ways. I like pale icy blue walls plus accent colors. If the room faces north, however, I would have a warm neutral pinkish gray on the walls and use a blue rug instead. I find that a certain shade of turquoise blue is flattering to a man as well as to a woman, and the object of all decoration is to put people in a good light. The only thing I can think of that doesn’t belong in the master bed­room is a man’s hobby.”

Mr. Levi: “I agree. A man’s pipe collection is the last thing I’d like to see in a boudoir.”

HIS OR HERS

continued from preceding page

Wayside Gardens

It’s TULIP TIME Right NOW
in an ORLYT ALUMINUM GREENHOUSE

ENJOY YOUR Spring garden now in an ORLYT greenhouse—in spite of frost and wintry snow.

Build ORLYT yourself . . . it’s completely pre-fabricated. Inexpensive to own: priced from under $300. Easy Pay Plan: no money down—three years to pay. Installation costs can be budgeted, too.

And there are many new ORLYTs for 1956 . . . in sparkling alumini­num and economical redwood . . . Write for free ORLYT color catalog.

LORD and BURNHAM

IRVINGTON, N.Y.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

Free Catalog

60-2

New Styles

New Sizes

New Lower Prices

Your garden can have endless variety

Gardeners who want endless variety and peak performance just naturally turn to Wayside Gardens’ catalog. It has everything . . . from ABEILLA to ZEPHYRANTHES. One look at the index and you’ll see why gardeners everywhere wait with eager anticipation for their new catalog. It’s just full of the latest and best in all garden categories—over 1800 rare and unusual items, grown and thoroughly tested in America’s most carefully supervised nursery.

SEND FOR THE WORLD’S FINEST HORTICULTURAL BOOK-CATALOG

To get your copy of this heavy book, please enclose 50c, coin or stamps, to cover postage and handling costs. Wayside’s Spring Planting catalog has no equal. Almost 200 pages, hundreds of true-color illustrations and helpful cultural directions: America’s largest and most complete selection of over 1800 rigidly tested new ro­ses, flowering shrubs and trees, rare and unusual bulbs and herbs “Pedigreed” plants especially suitable for American gardens.

Wayside Gardens

St. Catharines, Ont.

31 MENTOR AVE.

MENTOR, OHIO
GRAND AND GARRULOUS

Two new volumes of letters bring us

George Santayana's sparkling
wisdom and Henry James' fascinating personality

Since he is not doing it for money or the public, there is no good reason for a writer to put more of himself into his letters than an ordinary man would. But, fortunately, most of them do, and to this sacrificial quirk we are indebted for many fascinating books, including two new volumes, The Letters of George Santayana ( Scribners, $7.50) and The Selected Letters of Henry James (Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, $4).

The Santayana collection, edited by Daniel Cory, spans the sixty-six years between 1886 and 1952 and contains the masterful reflections of a rich and graceful mind as this century has known. The James letters, edited by Leon Edel, are only a drop in his torrential correspondence (some 7,000 of his letters are extant), but half of them had never been published, and they still illuminate his strange and controversial personality.

In their different ways, Santayana and James set the pattern for America's expatriate intelligentsia. They revolted against American materialism and sought refuge in Europe. It was understandable in Santayana: he was a Spaniard who never felt at home in the provincial formality of Boston's Louneis Square or in the Harvard classrooms where he brilliantly taught philosophy. But in James, whose roots were in America, it was gross and short-sighted snobbery. (As Somerset Maugham has pointed out, James turned his back on Western civilization's most exciting development in order to record the chatter around English tea tables.)

Though the editor of the James collection prefers to think otherwise, it reveals James, despite his literary stature, as a pretentious and empty man, even a windbag. In his youth he habitually cluttered up letters to his family with French words and phrases; when his famous brother William chided him for it, Henry ruefully admitted the affection he had not desired. He was content with a mere hello or goodbye or thank you: an invitation to supper with an old friend evoked regret that "of destiny at once cruel and unkind" and reference to the friend's "atelier and salon."

His effusiveness must have embarrassed his correspondents. Joseph Conrad sent him a copy of The Mirror of the Sea, James wrote, "I love you now, and the charm of this process of appropriation has been with me, with your admirable book for its subject, of the very greatest."

The progress of his infatuation with words can be followed through the letters from 1860 to 1915. In the earliest ones he filled pages with acute observations of what he saw abroad; in his maturity he filled pages with words. The only discernible spark of honest emotion in the collection is his petulant rage when an audience booed him at the opening of his play Guy Domville in 1895. There is no suggestion in the letters that playwriting was outside his talent; James blamed his "british gally" and on a vulgar press that "stained" his art.

James divided people into the "elite" and the "crowd." His helplessness in the presence of the latter was demonstrated in the Guy Domville episode but more poignantly shown in 1915 in a letter he wrote to a former servant who was in the British Army in France. All James could think to say to him was that he should cultivate the French people because James always had found them "wonderfully clever and intelligent."

Though James' literary stock has never been higher than it is today, he would have been horrified at what has happened to his
(Continued on page 136)
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Operator</td>
<td>Waldor Greenhouses</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formica Milano, Inside Front Cover</td>
<td>Wheel-Home Tractors</td>
<td>West Virginia Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Textoilet</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclinator Home</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger Lifts</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Screw Anchors</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pella Wood Casement</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepard Warner Esca Lift</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropic-Wave Doors &amp; Shutters</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Ceramic Tile</td>
<td>Johnson Gardens</td>
<td>Travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Plywood</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wewood</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtains, Draperies, Shades &amp; Blinds</td>
<td>Kelly Brothers Nurseries</td>
<td>British Railways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canvas Awning Institute</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsch Vertical Traverse</td>
<td>Kelly Brothers Nurseries</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinds</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorative Accessories</td>
<td>Krider Nurseries</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett-Ireland Flexscreen</td>
<td>Krider Nurseries</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koch Metalcraft</td>
<td>Musser Forests</td>
<td>132, 134, 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottavia Imported Brass</td>
<td>Pearce Seed Co</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Plant Marvel</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floors &amp; Floor Coverings</td>
<td>Russell Gardens</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigelow Broadlooms</td>
<td>Three Springs Fisheries</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpet Institute, Inc.</td>
<td>Vaughn's Seed Store</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firth Tuftweoven Carpets</td>
<td>Wayside Gardens</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohawk Carpets</td>
<td>Melvin Wyant Rose Specialist</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal KenFlor Vinyl Tile</td>
<td>Heating, Air Conditioning &amp; Ventilating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Back Cover</td>
<td>Chrsyler Aircemp</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunham Heating Equipment</td>
<td>119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthington Air Conditioning</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Aids, Appliances &amp; Equipment</td>
<td>Ekco Kitchen Ware</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Silverycloth</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber Scrubber</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchens &amp; Equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knape &amp; Vogt K-V Kitchen Fixtures</td>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts Rainaire</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen Stove Hood</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood-Metal Kitchens</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everett Pianos</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardman Pianos</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery &amp; Books</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book-of-the-Month Club</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tableware — China, Glass, Linen &amp; Silver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasco Bavarian China</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed &amp; Barton Sterling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia Glass</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Railways</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald Beach Hotel</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Line Caribbean Cruises</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian State Tour Office</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House &amp; Garden's Travel</td>
<td>14-15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall Coverings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Washable Wallpapers</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Heirloom Wallpapers</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Hamilton Institute</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauty Appliance Vibroage</td>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago School of Interior Decoration</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Children's Fund</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowe's, Inc.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Sherbinin Products</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Stores &amp; Mail Order Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiques Magazine</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carabao Special Products Co.</td>
<td>25, 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Famous Artists Schools</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni Moran Studio</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olson Rug Co.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronnie</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping Around</td>
<td>16-44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
literature. He admitted a certain "rank" genius in Tolstoy and Dostoievsky, but he called them "fluid pudding" and denied that their art was superior to Robert Louis Stevenson's. What would he have said of today's novelists?

It would be difficult to imagine a mind more different from James' than Santayana's. He was immersed in the learning of the ages but acutely alive to every happening around him. He was a poet and a philosopher but an urbane man of the world at the same time. Though he dwelt among the intellectual Olympians, he could turn out a novel, The Last Puritan, that became an American best-seller. And throughout his life he regarded the universe with a wise and witty skepticism that would have infuriated the pedants of his profession, had not his charm been so great, his knowledge so formidable.

Any taste will find something pleasing or stimulating in The Letters of George Santayana. There is correspondence with notables—Van Wyck Brooks, William James, Robert Bridges—to name a few; there is philosophy, his own and penetrating examination of others; there is talk of books and writers; and all the way through there is the beautiful writing that set Santayana apart from his fellow philosophers.

To one weary of fads and fancies, the cult of the bizarre and obscure, Santayana's serene detachment is fresh as a summer evening breeze. He could see through the fog into the emptiness beyond. "I have been reading a new book of Freud's," he wrote in 1923, "and other things by his disciples. They are settling down to a steadier pace and reducing their paradoxes to very much what everybody has always known." He wondered why the modern school of philosophy found it necessary to invent a new "pseudo-technical" vocabulary when a "little precision in the use of old words" would have saved the trouble.

He was tolerantly amused at the "pornographic part" of William Faulkner's Sanctuary, finding the special Faulkner touches life-like, "at least to the uninhibited," but not worth the bother of a second reading to untangle the thread of the story. "I am not a psychological dog," he wrote, "and require my dog biscuit to be clearly set down for me in a proper plate with decent ceremony."

Santayana's opinions of America softened in the late years after he had lived through World War II in Italy and weighed the value of American freedom against the implications of Russian method. But the precious can take little consolation from Santayana's attitude toward the arts in America "It is veneer, rouge, aestheticism, art museums, new theatres, etc." he wrote to Van Wyck Brooks, "that make America impotent. The good things are football, kindness and jazz bands."
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Jewels for a modern princess—

—smartly crafted plumbing fixtures in soft pastels, of cast iron, formed steel, vitreous china. Chrome fittings, too, with flair and function . . . the individually tested working parts of your fashion-wise Eljer bathroom.
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